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XOST  WRITERS work with a body of
ideas not necessarily their own, but
Robertson Davies has gone against
the Xlrh-century  grain in working
with Jungian rather than Freudian
analysis. Both these books raise an
interesting, if incidental problem: why
Ins Freud tended to tiio out overlung
in the minds of writers and critics
alike? One is tempted to speculate that
Freud’s sexy Aristoteliinism proved
more appealing to the modem mind
than Jung’s austere Platonism. “I used
to be a follower of Freud,‘: Davies
writer, “but I have come to think of
Jung as the more truly revealing ex-
plorcr of the mind: not so sexy, not so
glwmy.  but closer to the truth.”
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The fifunricore  begins with David
Staunton in Zurich, where he has
journeyed to undergo Jungian  therapy
after his father’s bizarre death in
Toronto. Perhaps the most unusual
feature of Boy Staunton’s apparent
suicide (he is found, readers of Fifth
Business will remember, in his  car at
the bottom of Toronto hsrbour)  is
the egg-shaped piece of granite die
covered in the corpse’s mouth. Both
the uncharacteristic nature of the act,
and the stone itself (which  plays a
signal part in this brilliantly plotted
novel) are enough to convince David
that his father was murdered. But it
is when he attends Magnus  Biingrim’s
show, Tire  Brazen Head of Friar Bacon
- shades of Albertus  Magnus  here! -
and suddenly Bnds himself shouting
“who killed Boy Staunton?” that he
decides to seek professional help.

Though a successful criminal lawyer,
David is an emotional shell, unmarried
and uncommitted. to life. an,d still very
much in the shadow of his father. The
purpose of the therapy, therefore, is
to reawaken his inner life, but in
novelistic terms it is also a narrative
device, the plot unfolding partly in
conversation with his analyst, Joanna
van Hailer,  and prtly through the jour-
nal which she encourages him to keep.

Bxtreme  wealth and the cocoon of
imperial history have insulated the
young David from life’s complexities,
and his adolescence is marked by hero
worshipofhisfatherandhisinfatuation
for Judy Wolff, daughter of an amigrd
Viennese Jew, who emerges in the
laler  analytical sessions as his ideal
woman or anhna  projection. None of
this, of course, David realizes at the
time; the past must be rediscovered
in him before he can understand him-
self. And it is this process of redis-
covery which makes TheellfanUeore  en
engaging novel. While a law student
at Oxford, for example, David is com-
pelled by his father to seek out the
family’s English roots. His grandfather,
he discovers, originated from the
Gloucestershire  village of Staunton.
No good yeoman stock here: the
Staunton grantlsire  turns out to be the
illegitbnate  son of a local barmaid,
Maria Dymock. Maria left Staunton
and scandal, departing for Canada witb
her bastard, and it is only when David
begins to understand the heroic im-
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plications  of his family’s origins that
he is in any sense cured.
After the therapy is completed,
David meets up with his old @story
master, Dunstan  Ramsay,  and his
curiously neolithic mistress, Liselotte
Naegeli.  At Liselotte’s  gothic castle of
Sorgenfrei, there is yet another chance
encounter, this time with the latterday
Magus,  Magnus  Eisengrim. There fol-
lows a ‘breathtaking tinouement,  far
too well done to give away here, save
to mention that it isan  act of expiation
in which David - and the reader -
does fmd the answer to the question:
‘Who killed Boy Staunton?”

Davies has written that The Manti-
core “is not meant as a demonstration
of Jung’s analytical psych&gy,  or as
s literal depiction of a Jungian  analy-
sis.” Yet as a novelist and a playwright
he has successfully evoked the drama tic
possibilities of the neural theatre:  on1
the stage of his  dreams, the dreamer
is actor, audience and creator. Hence
in this  collection of three plays pub-
lished as part of new press’s continuing
series of Canadian drama, there is the
same continuing interest in history,
myth, and magic. In the title play,

Hunting Stuart, a minor civil servant
is transposed to the days of Bonnie
Prince Charlie, whose reincarnation he
is; in K&g  Phoerk,  we are returned
to the days of Ancient Britain asold
King Cole battles with the Archdruid
Cadno  for spiritual supremacy and
Davies works with themes of death
and regeneration; and in General  Co*
@son,  we are treated to a witty dii
play of pyrotechnics as the hero,
Casanova, conjures  hi trinity of selves:
the Ideal Beloved (the anima  projection
again),Voltaire  (Casanova’s intellectual
soul or conscience), and the magician
Cagliostro (his shadow persona).

.

The plays are by degrees amusing,
profound, and eminently performablei
Together with Fifth Business and l7te
Monticore  - of which they represent
prototypes in method-they can only
enhance Davies’ .reputation  as the
foremost man of letters in English
Canada. 0

FROM.THE SUPINE.
TO THE METICULOUS

COLUMBUS AND THE FAT LADY
&OTHER STORIES

MATTCOHEN
Anansf;  pu&~$3.25:  dath  $85l%  ZJ~WRJ

THE TRUTH it OTHER STORIES
TERRENCE  HEATH

Armsi; paper  $2.50. doth  $6.95; 69 ?%m

THERE  ARE some reviewers I suppose
who donot  read all the books on which
they comment. 1 mean it’s not far
fetched to assume their existence ek
pecially  if one is to judge by the angry
letters written to editor9  by irate
authors claiming their  book has been
so mishandled, the amount  of it so
outrageous that the reviewer couldn’t
possibly . _ . etc. If therefore the
practice does exist it is not only dis-

honest and unethical, it is a snlvel~mg-;‘.
little sin indeed. But  then on the other ‘-
hand, the reviewer’s, he-is committed
to assess such utter trash, such pompous
drivel, such mindless garbage, and so
much that is just simply boring - the
worst sin of all! - that with a little
pympathy we can empathize.PerWnally,
I had never even  been tempted to not
finish a book I had started, whether I

mrrrrinredot~  w 48-
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BOO~S~C~~MADI~ EDITORl/iL
NoVEMBBR  FORCanadians  of any
sensibility is the nothing  month. The
rich feast of fall is over, the hard dire
challenge of winter has yet to come.

In the book world, it is a full
month, but hardly more cheering. The
lemmin~like  descent into the book-
stores of almost all the books worth
reading in the year underlines the
thesis that to be a publisher you must
be. slightly crazy. The idea that you
must publish the best you’ve got in
the six weeks that straddle October
and November is entertained solely by
publisher. Reading books is not, as
they believe, a seasonal occupation:
even the giving of books as presents
is governed as much by birthdays as
it is by festivals. Yet annually pub
lishersigoore  theexhortations of book:
sellers whose shelves can only display
so many titles and the demonstrations
of consumers who stand bemused be-
fore overloaded d&play shelves, shrug
and then go off and buy their Aunt
Margaret a simple pair of gloves. Book-
page editors, accustomed to having
their problems ignored, stroegle to Iit
a flood into a pint-pot of editorial
space and then prepare the,nselves  to
weather the annual storm of pub-
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lishers’ complaints that they am ill-
s e r v e d .

Two o5cial announcements, how-
ever, have added the spice of excite
ment to an otherwise predictable
November. At a press conference in
Toronto, Andti  Fortier,  director of
the Canada Council, announced details
of the previously heralded program
of support for Canadian-owned pub-
lishers, which, the Council is to ad-
minister on ‘behalf of the federal
government. And the Ma&an-Hunter
group, just two days later, annomiced
negotiations for its purchase of the
Macmillan Company of Canada, a
British-owned ’ subsidiary with an
honourable  history in the publication
of Canadian literature.

At face. value both announcements
suggest a strengthening of the Canadiin
book-publishing,industry.  But the odd
silent pause that greeted them in pub-
lishing circles suggests some mlsglving
about their ultimate effects. ’

It may be noted primarily that
the Canada Council’s program demon-
strates ‘the effectiveness with which
the more nationalistic members of the
Independent Publishers’ Association
have lobbii the ex-Secretary of State,
hf. Gerrard  Pelletier.  But it also sug&sts
for the Canada Council - once pure im
its apolitical pursuit of excellence in
art and literature, a perilously deeper
involvement in the political arts of
Ottawa. What in this  case involves the
Council politically is the fact that the
91.1  million for this program is publii
money, whereas formerly most of the
Council’s cash canie fmm an indepen-
dent endowment fund.

What should concern Canadian tax-
payers is that their money is to be
used to bolstir  the continually sagging
fortunes of a seleot  group of Canadian
publishers, who fqr the most part,
serve the tastes of only a minority of
Canadian readers (readers, it might  be
added, whose tastes’in  the fields of
poetry and expeiimental  fiction are
already heavily favoured  in the normal
Council  grants pmgram).  What should
also concern Canadians is how much
of their money is going to the pub-

lishing middlemen and how much to
the actual producers, the writers.

Writers to Canada have always had
to bi content with a very small sllce
of the pbblishlng  pie; there are very -
few fat writers. There is little about
the new program to suggest any sub-
stantial gain for writers with the com-
panies that will benefit from it. It
should raise taxjiayiogeyebrows  higher
to know that many of our better- .
known and more traditional writers,
men like Hugh Garner, Hugh M&en-
“an, Donald  Crelghton  and Morley
glaghan,  are denied any benefit from
this progmm.  Their  common  crime is,
it seems, that at the outset of their
careers, when there were few Canadian-
owned publishers, they signed on with
British or American subsidiary houses.

It is beside tile  point to argue  that
such writers are now so well-established
as to be largely beyond the need of
subsidy. Wlmt  is at stake is the right
of every Canadian writer to be eligible
for benefit from the program. After
all, in no other area of the economy
does the government discriminate f-
nanclally  agaiost  workers with foreign-
owned companies; indeed, it has been
a central  plank of the present govern-
ment’s election platform that subsldids
to foreign subsidiaries are necessary
to stimulate growth and employment.
Why not in publlshlng?

What is basically wrong with this -
program in particular, however, and
with the interim federal policy on
book-publishing in general, is that it
is just another band-aid solution. In a
situation where an indiscriminate spate
of Canadian  books is being produced
for an underdeveloped and ill-informed
market, $e government’s answer is to
stimulate production further by more‘.’subsidies. What is required is the stlmu-
lation of interest and demand - sub
sldies  to public and school libraries
(channelled through the prinrlncesifor
the specific purchaseof those Canadian
books their readers need from those
publishers, Canadian- or foreign-owned,
who will produce them; grants to pub
lishers  limited to the funding of efficient
promotion and marketing at home and
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lishlng to some Eonslstency  with its
general economic pretensions.

I Th*rr  in the nnwihilit~t  er
hand, that the h&lean-Hunter ta!e-
over of the MacmllIan house may
actually confront the government with

a %6iWti8f&  m~awz3x3  _kP-
publishing and induce sonic  slow-down
bf. the feckless gove~mental  g&y-
tram.

I
. __ .

‘, ‘ii,’Maelean-Hunter  nas recenuy  a(1 u
to its vast holdings, in magazines,
broadcasting and cabIe-TV,  established
distribution chains for books and
periodicals. It is already into educa:
tional  publishing and, with Ghe Mae
mlllan  house alnady in the bag, it is
only a whisper of equity away from
control of new press, one of the largest
of the independent Canadian pub-
lishers. It could then command  the
capital and msources to become the
Canadian equivalent of those American
multimedia  conglomerates, conjured
up so often by publishing  nationalists
as bogeymen to spur Ottawa to atimn.
With a home-grown acquisitive’ giant
Uke that in view, demonstrating that
publishing can be big and effective and
profitable and Canadian, Ottawa might
well decide to sit on its open hands
andmenlywatch  the commercial game
of sink or swhn. At least then me
ratiooale  of supply and demand might
be restored to the book business. 0

“AL CLEW

PRO LOG
CHIEFLY INDIAN

lil?NRYPEMV~ER
Gmydoneld

DwtY  52.95: 130 lww

WY NAME is Henry George  Pennier
and if want to be a friend  of mine
please will  call me Hank.

‘1 am what the white  man calls  a
half-breed. Even  Indians caU me half-
breed and why not since I have been
one all my Ufe from the time I was
born in 1904 at a very early age. I call
me Penneecrr  but my grand fa@r
called  himself  Penneeaye  when he
arrive in this  here Fraser River Valley
of British Columbia in the late 1870’s,
only  it wasn’t called British Cohunbla
until later on.” brn the Prologue]
4
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general reader interest by unreedabillty
and as boredom-limited  as any auto-

-&!!~~.$;&.~$;~;~;

muatbe.
As a ‘mixed blood,” Ii+ could

hnv linrmr  foi his  manv Indian friends.nn-t I ““A ““&:.“^“r^,
wiio at t&t time were%%ed-Ihis
privilege.

Throughout, Hank wishes  to prove
3 I: ..__ I~.,L...._. . . ..*...&....I

.- (6 bs .um Ntir;lL~ Ulill  as* d 1mAc.”
blood” he is as good as any man when
swinging au axe. In the linal  analysis,
Hank was probably a better man than
most of the loggers he worked with.

culture. After being partially crippled .
by various logging accidents, this once-
excellent logger  was tiduced  at the end

‘“‘in” IUS ~.rrdI&Wg-uLWL.”
working as a migrant farm worker.
In spite of his  misfortune, his  fear!

of being -alled  a grumbler is so strong
“-tri~t ‘he’suu  aerenos he L~X~LOLL~L~YC

industry that.  chewed him up and  spat‘
him  out.

-_._.__  &r...t&._ 0xenn~$~e.ti8_~ppial
I ti. .&..S r-‘“..- .  .._.^. ~ _ .

history of early Xlth-century  log&g
in Biitish Columbia, Hank Pen&r’s .I’
writing will certainly provide some
good footnotes. 0 MC

A. MAN OF...UM...PARTS
A, MAN OF TALENT

JAMES BACQUE
ne~~t’e.S; cloth $6.9s;207’pqgcr

reviewed bv Nine1  Snencer

IF YOU BBLCIIW  to the small but
growing class of Canadians who are
sensitive -and w&educated,  hold a
high-paying job in the industries of
government, the media  or education,
and enjoy living  up to your country’s
“honest broker” image, ybu wIlI no
doubt tie interested - perhaps at thnes
en&alIed  - .by James Bacque’s new
novel, A Man of Talent.

If nbt, you wiU likely fmd it by
turns wordy, self--indulgent and a tem-
pest in a teapot. Certainly it’takes  a fair
bit of tenacity to get past  the fmt 30

‘, pages’.and reach the meat of Jack
Ramsey’s life and dlemmas.

The central character, a smooth
young liberal of the Laurier Lapierre-
John SayweUvdriety,  is high&  regarded’
as a brtidcaster,  teacher and mediator
between snotty, Maoist students and
the arteriosclerotic administrators of
8lmeoe  U. His ptinal  Ufe, like his
politics, keeps him doing  the {pIlts  in
such a way that. were he a more in-
spiring character, we might find it pro-
foundly moving. As it is, the book
succeeds in being  disturbing, albeit in
some rather generalized ways.

One constantly has the feeling that
Bacque  has patched Ramsey’s story
together from sketches of Toronto

“personalities” who ought to be in-
- &resting  and arc not, bits of his own

reportage  that achieve an equal mm

ber of hits and misses, occasional
tirades of social protest and time un-
selfconaciolis  flights that reach genu,
ine insight and poetry. AU of these
selections -one might almost call them
notes-are tied together by a contriwd
structure and a SelfconScious  style in
which  word-spinning seems more often
to exclude the reader than touchhim.

Ramsey, despite his talent and
earnest good will, proves a glorious
failure on at least two fronts. He tries
ln vain to keep the students and power-
mongers from eachother’s throats (and
Bacipx does not make this  either con-
vincing OL interesting), and he is
frustrated in his quixotic rcarch  for a -
love that Is both exotic and lasting
Anna, his Indian lover  (yes, he’s look-
ing for “roots”), is by far the most
interesting character in the book, and
yet we are shown her inner life at only
two 61 three  faScinathIg  mOmentS.  The

rest of the tie, everyohe  exists for
Ramsey, to savour  as he revels ln the
poignancy of an identity crisis.  That
this will  never really be solved is ob-
vlous  from his first flight to Georgian

-- - --- .._-_ .__ -_-.
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THE HEARTOF THE HEART
OF THE COUNTRY

THE BARN: A Vanishing Landmark in North America
ERlCARTHUR  di DUDLBY WITNEY

a?hCkhd & SteWart;  ctc?th  sZS.00;  illusmted:  256 page1

revtewed  b)’ R. A. O’Brien

THE SUBTITLE Supplies  the m;son
d’&c for this maflficent  .book: “A
Vanishing Landmark in North Amer-
ica.” The city dweller who has never
seen a barn except from a car window.
and the factory-farm executive who
knows only huge production entities
with metal rooting  and concrete  floors
will say. “So barns are vanishing -
so what?”  Let them browse in these
pages among the scores of coloured
and bladrand-white photogmphs,  old
and new, the engravings, floor plans
and drawings, and they will get their
answer. Even if they d6n’t  read a word
of the text or the very full explanatory
captions, they will experience some+
thing of that ancie?t feeling .for.
husbandry - the raising and care of
crops and animals - which lies latent,
deep within all of us.

The relatively brief period during
which the farmstead has existed and

evolved &I North Amkrlca  has its rootb
in a very old tradition in other civili-
zations. It is no accident that barns
h&e a basic resemblance to churches.
An ancient barn like the one at Great
Coxwell in England, a mediaeval tithe
barn, t&es the outward form of a
church and internally, of a nave and
aisles. Such a plan goes back 2,000
years in Europe and is to be seen in
barns as geographically far apart as
Great &well, rural New York and
the country&de  about Toronto. The
barn, the byte,  the stable,  all have
their place in the !@sis, and \Ises of
the building WC commonly csll a barn
and these pages set us straight on the
differences. The fascinating’thmg is
that the fundamentals, from the
threshing floor to the great swing
beam, are the same everywhere, and in
this homogeneity barn architeciure
resembles naval architecture.

Vlva”~ uIesc~~-zum  ~~““ler  gcnEral

characteristics, however, barns come in
infbdte variety. The authors have set .
out to show us this variety. The result
of their work must surely con$itute
the defmitive  work .on barns. Most,
but by no means all, of the examples
chosen have been found in North
America, .many of them in Canada.
But many countries. from Britain to k
Japan, have provided a rich gloss on
the subject.

The city child who hasnot  watched
the cat with her kit&s  conducting
her Sdomestic’  affairs in complete
seewily under the very hoofs of the
horses;. who has not hurtled from higb
beams into ‘great  mows of dusty and
scented  hay; who has not trod the
cushioned, beaten&’  floor, and
sniffed the delightful confusion of barn
odours and seen the golden tin bars’
slash the mote-laden gloom, has been
deprived not only of one of the most
unforgettable bf sensuous experiences,
but also of. man’s basic relationship
with the productive earth.

Barns are aesthetic objectsbf  a very
high order. It takes careful observation :
at first  to see the beauty, the dignity :
of what to the careless  appears to be
an old, bmkendowo farm building.
Those who designed and built our :
barns had the ability to Iit the structure
into its surroundings  with a felicity I

(and, usually, for wy @od pmctIcal !
reasons) that modem architects would t
do well to study. The same can be said
of barn interiors. To mo.vt  of us they

i

look Ilke a haphazard arrangement of
rough beams of various sizes with
boards or shingles, bricks or stones,
arranged in more or less rough-and-
ready patterns. But study this book
and then go and look at some barns.
There is nothing haphazard about
them. They are models of strengih,
utility and economy, whether they
were put together with wooden pegs,
through  their precisely cut joInWe,
or whether they happen  to be of
modem materials. Basically, although
the details’of their construction an
b e w i l d e r i n g l y  dive&?,  all hams ark
close.ly,  cmmlngly  designed for their
purposes.

Out of this andent craft of bam-
raising comes the beauty of utility.
This beauty is not neglected in these
pages. In fact it is apparent in every
illustration - and not only in those

5
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In our own  technologicaI  culture.  4eThe great strength and dignity of the
basic construction of barns is often
lightened by fancifol  details. gay
colours and deliberately  playful detail
treatmint.

have mastered the art of freezing a
particle of time, and keeping It alive
forever.

Through .the medium of photog-
raphy we can take the first step
towards participating, however mlnl-
maily, in the lives of cultures that have
passed away. Only since 1829 have we
possessed the power to gaze into the
living  eyes of our ancestors. We know
Abe Lincoln lo a way we shall never
know Napoleon.

A guarantee goes with this book.
Not a guarantee set forth explicitly’
anywhere in text or publisher’s matter,
but implicit  in the nature of the work.
Nobody who exposes himself to Its
great  beauty and its profound wisdom
will be able to resist going out to look
at barns.  Suburban families, photog-
raphers both professional and other,
lovers of wood, metal, brick, stone,
earth, thatch,  shingle, or the contigura-
tions of precisely set beams, braces
and rafters - all WilI fmd here a
universe  of delight and wonder. They
will want to get out into the country
to see what is left of these most ancient
of the artifacts of natural man; and in
doing that they will provide themselves
with spbitual  and physical bless@
that only the true participator can find
through great  art. 0

PRESERVING 9
OUR

VICTIMS
IN A SACRED MANNER

WE LIVE: Photographs of the
North American Indian

EDWARDS. CURTIS

Between 1899 and 1927. the Amerl-
can photographer and ethnographer
Edward S. Curtis created a monu-
mental collection of photographs of
the North American Indian, which was
originally published in a 20-volume
work at a t@al production cost of
$1~00,000. Half of this was fmanced
by grants fmm J. Pierpont Morgan.
Only 500 sets of the origlnal  edition
were sold, at $3,000 apiece, mainly
to museums, in  whose. rare book
collections they languished and were
forgotten.

But now a selection .from Curtis’
work is being  offered by two pub-
lishers simultaneously. Longmans  of
Canada present In a Sacred Manner
We Live, with commentary  by Don
D. Fowler. And new press hati  pub-
lished Porlmits  fmm North Am&am
Ind,%n  L&-, with introductions by
A.D.Coleman  and T.C.McLuhan.

In his commentary on *e photo-
graphs, Don D. Fowler notes that
Cutils  could be numbered among the
last of the lPth-century  photographer3
of Western America. By 1900 the
Indian bad been penned into reser-
vations,  and his culture tid .oeen

Intmduced  by DDND. FDWLER ’ damamd  bevond  reualr.
LOngrnmrS

cloth $16.95; illusnrrted;  149 m#

PORTj3AlTS  FROM
NORTH AMERICAN

INDIAN LIFE: ACollection
of Photographs

EDWARDS. CURTIS
Introduced by A. D. COL&fAN

& T. c MCLUHAN
new press

rewwd  by Richard Lubbock

THE ANCIENT Egyptians were obsessed
with permanence, and the metaphysical

6

C&s w& one of the scholars and
field  workers of that time who stmve
to salvage for posterity the lives of the
Indians, before it was too late. Quite
clearly the photographer cannot help
but Impose his charact& upon the
material, and there is no question that
these images am reconstructions, by a
mmantlc  eye, of a romantic UfeGtyle
that had all but vanished at the time
they were made.

The use of photopphs and verbal
description, or even records (Curtis m-
corded more than 10,000 Indian  songs,
of which 700 are still  extant), cannot
retrieve for us more than a fraction of

the life of a lost culture. We have to be
thankful for small mercies.

‘Ibe Longmans  book Is extremely
pleasing, and the commentary on the
pictures Is factual and helpful to -
readers llle myself  who are unfamiliar
with the subject matier.  At its price  it
Is an excellent buy.

But, In o Sacred Manner We Live,
cannot begin  to compare  in quality
with the far more’opulent,  magnifl-
antly prepared offering from new
press, Portmits  from North American
Indian  Life. The quality of the paper,
the elegance of the layout, the scale
and delicacy of the photogaphs  must )
surely compare favuurably  with Curtis’
original  edition, which J.Pierpofit  Mor-
gan wanted to be “the best book ever
p&liSbed”

My only resermtion  about either _’
book is that the designers have chosen
to reproduce Curtis’  images  In an un-
pleasant chocolatey  brown colour.  This
is presumably done In an effort to
capture the quality  of Curtis’ own pet _
process,a  gold-toned negative he c&d
Curt-tone. I don’t believe printing ink
can ever accurately match the exact
tones of the metallic photographic

_ _ - . _ ---- ---.---------__--.---_.  .--_-  .._ ______
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image. It would be interesting to see
how much success the photographer
himself achiived with ‘the edition
printed under his personal supervision.

Howvex,  it’s the contcni,  and not
the production values, that ultbnately
transmits the life of the. book, and
these pictures verify  the primitive be
lief that when you photograph a person
you capture his soul upon the film.

“.HAlL TO
’ THE CHIEF

Whether or not you subscribe to the
myth of the noble savage (and I cer-
tainly don’t), you cannot help but be
impressed by the humanity and beauty
of the faces chosen for poshdty by
Curtis. He had a remarkable gift for
shaping a straightforward, yet cmq-
tionally  moving, photographic image,
and most of his prints are made
unaffectedly, without any obtrusive
manipulation.

The Iodisns themselves were aware
that their world was coming  to an end.
“They have grasped the idea that this
ls.to be a permanent memorial of their
race, and it appeals to their imagina-
tion,” wrote Curtis. “A tribe that I
have visited and studied lets another
tribe know that after the present
generation has passed away, men will
know from this record what they were
like... and the second tribe doesn’t
want to be left out.” _

The Indian culture was not the first
to be ruthlessly stamped out by a more
powerful invader. The process of en-
gulfment will certainly be repeated,
less cruelly one hope+ as mankind
evolves inevitably towards a unified
world civillutlon.

The work of Curtis shows that the
very technology which is enabling
bianlfest  Destiny to. ride again, now-
adays on a global scale, also allows us
to rescue some of the Lives  which
would otherwise  perish unmourned io
the darkness of indifference.

These books bear impress& witness
to the awesome ability of tcclinology
to help celebrate and preserve subtle
nuances of existence. Curtis corn-
passionate work scotches the lie that
European man is defined utterly by
brutality and destructiveness. 0

CROWFOOT: Chief of the
Blabfeet

HUGH A. DEMPSEY
Hurtig

clo:h  $8.95: ilbmrated:  226 puga

IW&W&  by Sherrill Cheda

IN THE WEB of myth that is popular
English Canadian history, Cmwfoot  is
often cited with Soseph Biant of the
Imquols as one of those rare “Good
Indians.“~  Unlike Brant who really was
a white man’s Indian, Crowfoot  is also
hallowed by Native Canadians.

In writing i much-needed biography
of this important man, HughDempsey
has done all Canadians a gnat service.
Dempsey is a scl@r who, hi spite of
his careful, well-researched &tail, pro-
vides a most readable book for I.lyman
and ‘history &dent alike. All of his
material is based oneyewitness reports,
either from records at the time or latefi
inte&ews with participants.

My only complaint about the book
is that it is too brief a portrait of so
pivotal and representative, a fgure in
the history of the west.

The current of Crowfoot's.longlife
is a perfect image of the’diiishlng
flow of ths North American native
culture. As a young leaded, Crowfobt
.was a powerful  man in a powerful
nation. The Blackfeet people, “the’
real people: as all native ndiom  -
referred to t,$nselves, repulsed most
efforts  by tixplorers  to ent,er the i r
lands. During the late ljth and early
19thccnturles,  .+e English and Cana-
dians generalIy tried to avoid contact
with what they called ‘*The  Blackfoot
W a l l . ”

Crowfoot  lived through that period
of invlnclbiIity  to see the coming of
liquor, the railroad, the Northwest ,
police and& slaughter of the buffalo.
It was the end of the buffalo,‘that
caused  the Blackfoot decline, and as is
well known, it tis the coming of the
white man -fiat  tied the buffalo. The
butTsI was food, clothing  and shelter
to the Indian and without it, &o-thkds
of the people died from starvation,
neglect and foreign disease.

Bsmsnq  In P&ms by Cwey Blyton
iUuqmte&by  Tom Earllng
Carey  Blytmi’s  delicious nonsense
soys and vet%%,  many with musical
settttgs.  and zanily embellished ~11th
Tom Barlin~s ptctures,  make .the

ly entertaining book.

Rkeohg  Pictures  Out of my Life
Almuntmg acmmnt  by one of the
fcaemort  Eskimo artists,, adapted by
Dorothy  Eber  f r o m  tapbrecorded
b~tu’vtews  ?nd  illustrated with Pitsea-
~tw~vmgs h colour and ;;a$

- . .

c

i.ife  Be;ore  Man  by Spim  Burlan
Ihe dtwiw, accompanied by ttme
charts  rhowing  the sequence of gee-
lO@Cd ems  and 4he  points at whtch
vanou forms of life fmt appeared,
bring  vividly to life  the wndacns  on
our  planet in its early  days and the
~anbsandfardnatinganimallifethat
once  roamed itr surface or moved in
its rear. With 161 tllurttations  in
~~dO~~l.l  drawmgr  and dtagmms,

51.75

AU adable  from:
OXFORD.UNIVERSITY
P R E S S

‘0 Wynid D&e
Ion Mills, Ontario
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would have chamd  the outcome of
the r&aIlio”.  he would  havej&xcd.  He
did use considerable influence to pro-
tect many Cree refugees fr6m the
battles. The popular myth that Crow-
foot opposed the rebellion out of love
for Victoria or tlie  Canadian govern-
ment is easily exploded. Crowfoot was
always loyal - loyal to his people.

Crowfoot  was a perfect example of
the traditional native leader who be-
cause of the native tradition of tre-
men&us  personal freedom muld only
lead  by the personal Power of integrity,
fairness, good sense  and discipline.  q

Many thmkswfor sending me 2%
carbrgenrn,  which I found very

Dear  Juan Butler.

interesting although (as you probably
expected) a bit revolting. I’m basically
a rather amiable, gooii-natured chara*
tcr with a strongly protective attitude
to wumen  and children,  so my tem-
perament is realIy out of sympathy
with, your hero. I thi& you’re ob-
viously a talented and interesting
writer, but  I also fee1 that in trying
to extend the boundaries of the novel
to include thls kind  of direct  violence,
you’re making a kind of logical error.

Depopulated, poor for lack of
buffalo robes to trade, Crowfoot  and
his  people had to depend on the
charity of the Canadian government
for sustenance. F0r”le.r  warriors and
hunters had to line up to beg for the
head of a cow for their family’s ration.

When the Riel  rebellion broke out,
Crowfoot declined to join eve” though
one of the native leaders involved was
Poundmaker, his adopted Crce son.
With  this di&uIt  but pragmatic de-
cision Crowfoot  acknowledged the
inevitability of Camidian military
superiority on the prairies.  He thought
it was futile to throw his few remaining
warriors into a” already doomed enter-
prbe. Dempsey makes it clear tit if
Crowfoothad  thought his participation

THE DOUBLE EDGE,
OF OUTRAGE

. . . AND LIKE I SEE IT
STEPHANIE J. NYNYCFi

glemr  books
plpu  NO@ 108p5ges

.

reviewd  by Juan Butler ,.

FoRll MADDX FDH”,  English  author
and editor, once  wrote  that whenever
he conversed with Theodore Dreiser,
the America”  novelist, he had the
sensation of walking in the dark along
a railway line while, as he put it,
“Mr. Dreiser hurls at me handfuls’of
Pullmsn  cars that go hurtling  away
over my head, invisible, resonant, in-
nocuous,” until, unable or unwilling
to tolerate the famous writer’s  on-
slaught any longer, he would intermpt
him  with a tiim “Don’t be so angry,
Drelser  . . . I don’t cam.”

And thus it is with Stephanie
Nynych. She is a” angry womn  and
mnsequently has written a” aw
book. One which, as is typlcal  with
writing of that genre, substitutes self-
indulgent sex for love, raw violence
for mnrtructive  action, unreasoning
fear for determination,  and then smugly
and self-righteously washes  her hands
off the whole problem by castingthe
blame M “snciety”  and leaves it at
that (as if society were somehow the

8
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soie arbiter of the l&viduai’s  actions
and motivations ratha; than the lndi-
vidoal  himself).

Iicr rage, in fact, is so unforgiving
so all-encompassing, and ultimately so
self-destructive  (after all, you can only
hate lie to the s8me degree that you
hate yourself,  for we are ail a part or
it - for better or for worse) that I
felt the most appropriate response to
it would  be the letter ColIn Wilson
wrote  me when 1 smt him a copy of
my second novel, The  Garbageman

I slncenly  hope that Ms. Nynych
wiIl  accept it in the sBmc  sPhit  that
Mr. Wlso” wrote it, and which in turn
has prompted me to share it with her
aad the readers of Books in Gmda,
for advice of the type he has to offer is
indeed.MIy  needed today.

Also, I would Ilke to add that I
noticed the shadow of a skilful and
sensitive woman of letters following
doggedly beslde  and sli,$tly  behind
her path. To that shadow I dedicate
the publication of Mr. Wilson’s letter:

Let me say at once that I Can under-
. stand why you do it, and I muld,  if

necessary, defend you mnvinclngly  to.
an audle& of people who accused
you of writing sick sadism. The defense
would go like this: it is the bu_siness  of
the novel to rellcct  its age, and to
express its inner mnfIicts.  Io so doing,
it helps to solve them,  and, to make  the
rest of society mnscious  of them. A
wdter  who feels himself  trapped and
suffocated by a non-creative, materlal-
lstic  soclcty  “hits back” by painting  it
in the darkest colours: ShelIey hbnself
might have written San&my  if he had
been born into  Faulkner’s deep south.
A writer  h basically a” ideallst.Hc
hungers for meaning, for vast horizons,
for a sense  of purpose; if he finds
hbmelf  stuck in a society  that negates
this hunger  in hbn, he reacts by trying
toshowthat  societyits face in a mirror:
The motive is anger, disgust - but
basically, a desire for purpose and
meaning.  You only have !o read the
“Night Town” scene of Uiys.ws to see
how Joyce felt about the Dublin he
was born into - and that was more
than’ half a century ago. Doblin’s
Alexlrnderplr  Berlin has the same
nightmare atmosphere.  Eilot  talked
about London  as a” “unreal city:’ a
city of the dead. Faulkner’s Sanctuary
k not just a savage,  distorted #ortrait
of his own time-like  some  of Roualt’s
satirical palntingJ  of horrible. ugly
bourgeolses  - but a” expresslo~  of
longing for a maze memhlgfid  south
without the claustrophobic material-
ism. . . . And now it is forty years since
Sunchmry  came  out, and the world has
got worse; now intelligent  people feel
so alienated from It that they either
want to “drop out” and forget it, or
violently attack it, like Charles Manson
or John Lindsay Frazier (the kliler  of

.-___-__--  ._._ _.
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the Ohtss). A really honest writer must
try to reflect  this world. And in doing
so, he must reflect its sadism. And one
of his devices for driving home his
point is to reflect this sadism as if
it is a norm, a norm of which he
approves. . .

I think that an intelligenf  audience
might well be more than half conv+zd
by this argument. But I myself am not
convinced. For it leaves out of‘account
certain things that I have been pointing
out in book after book. My latest,
Order of Assassins, is about the sick
violence that is becoming increasingly
a norm; I point out, for example, that
an increasing number of sex murderers
now torture their victims before killing
them. And pornography itself becomes
increasingly sick and violent.

In my early book The Age of
Defeat,  I pointed out that modem
writers have become a terribly defeated
lot. The hero is always a loser. The
books are full of misery and self-pity.
And I argued that a good writer must
snap out of this, transctid  it. Again,
The Outsider is only partly  a defense
of the “outcasts,”  the men who feel
alienated fmm society. It says clearly:
If the Outsider is to fmd his “sal-
vation:’ he tit snap out of his self-
pity and recognize that his task is to
become D leader.  He attacks society
as an unhappy chtld might attack his
parents. but the truth is that it is he
who ought to be the parent. He. must
stop moaning like a spoilt child about
how badly the world is treating him,
and face up to his responsibility to
become the leader, the guide. He must
become the “parent.” Society is bad
and sick because the proper leaders
have. steadily become more and more
passive andself-pitying,and  left society
in the hands of well-meaningfools  who
am materialistic because they lack
vision. It isn’t their fault, it is the fault
of the writers and artists for abdicating
their responsibility. L

In Order  of Asazsim,  I ask why
people like Brady and Manson  commit
such murders, and answer with Blake’s
words, “When thought is closed in
caves/ Then love shall show its mot
in deepest hell.” They fee.1 helpless
and passive, and they hit out violently.
Eliot  talks about “the weapons of the
weak/ which are too violent.” Now I
keep sayiig tc the potential Mansons
of the world: You an really much

.-__._- --- ---  ,

stronger ihan you realize. Get up and
do something active. I)On’t  “opt out”
and sit smoking pot llnd  groaning about
what a rotten world we Ii& in. Try
using your mind creatively,

Now it seems to me that what you
are expressing in your book is a literary
version of Manson and Brady. It’s a
good thing  you express  it, for creativity
causes a rise to a higher stage of the
“hierarchy of values.” But you are
mistaken to think that you are justified
in expressing it. You are saying, in
effect: “I Juw to express it, because
it reflects what I feel about society,
and I can’t rise to a &her  level unless
I express it fmt.” And I am saying:
You am mistaken. You are making the
same mistake as, for example, LaWnSa-

,mont, who felt that sadibm  had to be
expressed withintellectualdetachme~t,
and who then had to “recant” a year
later - not because anyone made him,
but because he realized that he was in
a blind alley: he couldn’t reach a
higher  stage without retracing his steps.
So I fee.1 that if people get angry about
your book, and claim that it is sick
pornography, not “art,” their reaction
will be basically a sound one: I.feel
that it is you who are mistaken, Iii
LauMamont,  to feel that the ‘Way
forward” can ever Fe through the
expression of such violence.

I have always  believed that violence
must be faced and recognized, which
is why I am the author of books like
Ritual in the LWk. An Encyc&pedka
of Murder and The Killer. Gollana
rejected  an early version of Rilual  be-
cause he said - honestly - that its
claustrophobic. subjective atmosphere
sickenedhim.Herejected  TheEncyclo-
pedia of Murder because he said it
might tipire kiiers. Oddly enough, he
proved tp be right: when the Australian
multiple sex ktUer Alan Brennan was
arrested, he was carrying paperback
copies of both books. Yet even this
doesn’t sway me in my convictionthat

such things must be faced and dia.
cussed. Hence The Killer, perhaps my
most. complehensive  accourit  of the
mind of. a sexual murderer. Yet ‘you
will note that although Arthur Lbigard
commits a murder very like the one
you describe - several, in fact - they
aren’t ‘on stage.” And the whole thii
is “d&infected”  of real sadism by the
sanity and compassion of the psy-
chiatric narrator, who re-establishes

OUTSTANDING BOOKS
Make .

OUTSTANDING GIFTS

Mwlrrimkare~aam*

Fitzhenty & Whiteside
160 Don Mills Road. Don Mills.Om.
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the “Onn. And.& &de point  of the
book, as it emerges in Us fmal pages,

is that Lingard  has take” the wrong
turn, destroyed hbnself  by expressing
his sadism - even though the PSY_

&iatdst  fully agrees that it is society
who is to blame for it, and t$at good
human potential has here been de-
stroyed by rotten conditions. Up to j,
certain point, Arthur was a ge”uiuelY
creative person, do@ his best to
struggle to evolve. But at a certain
point, he made the wroa choice: he
took the “left hand path,” the down-
hill path. And,  to be honest, you “e”
to me to have taken the fust step 0” It
yourself  - I say this with friendly
sympathy, not condemnation. Isuspect
that  what you’re trying to do is go
one  step beyond MakxdLunch.  feeling
that this is artistically  valid. And it’s
not. The way for outsider-artists like
yomself  Iii through  intellectual analy_
sis, deeper creativity,  greater detach-
ment. and eventuaUy.  greater com-
passion. My acquaintance  with the
literature of crime  means that I can
read your murder scellc  - of.the gkl -
detachedly, and without flinching.  But
the implication that this  is somehow
jt&@?d  by your hero’s alimatioin  and
the girl3  stupidity, that society is to
blame,  and had better puU itself  to-
g&her if more girls aren’t to be mur-
dered - aU this strikes me as emotional
and illogical: which, in my vocabulary,
is about the strongest word of con-
demnation.

I’d be interested  in your comments,
and in some  details about yourself.
How was the book received?

GE”,
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AT HOME
WITH.THE

WORLD
.

HAPPY ENOUGH
GEORGE JOHNSlVti

OXfkd
papr s2.95: 154 pws

DRIVING HOME
MIRIAM WADDINGTON

Oxford
pnper  82.95: 176 m!eS

. reviewed  &I Stephanie J. Nynych

IT x4.3 amen a long time since I have
read a collection of poetry by a single
poet and enjoyed myself ai much as
readi”g George Johuston’s  Happv
Bnougi.  It is a” apt title for the Ught
humotir  and the light touch he em.
ploys to reveal the foibles of man,
“sonwthlng  good and enjoyable,” even
ii the antiqs of the everywomm/mn
who so seriously attacks the business
of life.  Thirty-two new poems and a
bon&  of two previous coUections  make
up this vohinw  where each poem is a
fragment of a total exptience  of
fee and exploration iu the life of
ma”, the country dweller and the city
dweller.  Often idea determines the
form-of thd fioem,  ranting  thtough
the classical rhyme and rhythm to
modern free verse. There are sophisti-
cated .poems,.  both in subject matter
and form, and poems u*ng the spar.%
word ‘style of the tmubador  where
eve” a melody is evoked. People speak
for themselves, in theti  owu’language
creating a sm@  co-s of essily  recog-
&able  chan@er*  (the woman down
the road a-ways, the couple in that
house across the street) but beneath
the simplicity and directness Is the
poet’s profound  revelation of the her-
mony and unity that underlies life.

Occ+sionaUy  Johustan  becomes.
somber, but never long enough  to make
one forget that life is bountiful apd
from childhood to old age one gets
what one gives, The Darwi”ian  theory
that hounded Thomas  Aardy into
ptiism, doesn’t hamper  Johnsto”
as he asserts, ‘&It  turns me \?rinter,

summer, fall/  Without a thought of
:me” and then concludes with a re-
sounding chuckle, ‘Its slightly wob-
bling spin’s my now/ . . . My why and
how are me.” Man owes his happiness
to himself and those around hiin;  his
peace to himself;  and as he eats a fish.
“Boiled. baked or fried/  Separate hbn
in the dish,/ Put his bones aside,” so
with such appetite and choice of
“‘how,” George Johnston leaves you
to discover your ow” why, and per-
haps anyone’s, lf you are Interested.

‘K) RBAD  Drivhg Ham, is to ex-
perience  a ZOtheentury  O d y s s e y  _
through tha nebulous bewngs  of a”
ancestral he&&e  to the fmal  orien-
tation point, home. Though the poems
often pose the question as to where
home is, the reader nonetheless is con-
vinced that for Miriim  Waddington,
home is t51aUy  Canada.  In this col-.
lection,  ranmg  over a period of .30
years, one witnesses the joining  of the
child  of inunigrants, the adult travellcr
and the seeker. After ari intense ex-
ploration  of the h&tory of natiins,  the
poet carves her own-history out of it.
she gathers together all histories to the
Cmadfan  history and to herself to
create a center, her center from which
to perceive outwardly and inwardly.
to attain a‘ seeMe  of identity, of fusion:

Despite the theme of tragedy and
sadness for the erdng ways of man  in
his/h& attempt to give love, there is
a sense of sisterhood/brotherhood  that
unites a& the fallen, the thief, the
molester, the prisoner and the lows

who L. . . tread the waters lovers go.”
Each poem has its own 6th of lands
visited and revisited, mythology ex-
plored, childhood memories recounted
or adult experience’s stoically accepted.
A delicate hue of nostalgia tinges ma10
of the poems, as if lffe moves to0

quickly and the essence of everyday
actions caunot  be fully appreciated.

Miriam Waddlngton  i n .  D&w,
Home, portrays the human journey,
inner  and outer - from the .&“gi”g
beauty of nature to the brutal, sense-
less human warfac on the battlefwld
and in the bedroom-and the isohtion
of the Individual within  it aU, an
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lsomno*  mar  ,e-taxlo~~-llIL~  -u1icr
s0laee  in diicovery  ana cmnmunicatio”.
I” the tradition of the g00a teacher,
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TRIED OUT
OF COURT

THE FIRST HUNDRED
E. B. .I. JOLLIFPE

bfcClelknd di Stewut
clo#r  $7.95;  288 i~n’~r

nvtewd bq Ronald Hambleton

HALFWAY  - even theequarters  of the
way - through E. B. Jolliife’s novel
The  First Hundred,  one of Groucho’s
lines from me Mmx  Brothers  at’ the
circus  springs impudently to mind.
GrOOhO  (under protest)  is a5xing sua
tion cup5 to his feet, in order  to jo.in
acrobat Eve Arden  in w&ii  upside-
down; and he says,‘1  made a deal with
the houseflies: they don’t practice law,
and I don’t walk on Ihe ceili”g.”

But by the end of Lawyer  Jolliffe’s
tist novel, it’s clear he has made no
such deal with novelists. Though  he
doesn’t walk on the ceiling ‘W
smoothly, he ‘doesn’t  fkll off.

Structumlly,  it’s neat. Sixteen years
from the birth of John Wilkes Bhmte’s
so” in a July rainstorm,  1846; to John
Wilkes Bhinte’s  own death io a January
snow, 1862, unfold in the landscape
between Cuelph and Toronto, in  the
turbulent post-Rebelliin  preGmfe.der-
ation  years.  And we have the mix of
Catholic, Protestant, remittance nie”,
tavernkeepers,  sober judges,, drunken
dogans,  pious housewives, blaspheming
roisterers, baptw and bees. Toronto
is distant, travel is slow and hard,
tempers are high and justice  is harsh.

Dramatically, it’s weak. The.laJt
two chapters (61 pages) deal-with  the
murder  of a girl followed by ihe re-
venge  murder of a dogan.  followed by
the trial of eight me” includingBlunte.
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speed of the action, in t@ heightened .
differentiation  oFt@cbaractcrs,  bithe
suggestion  that these events are bigger
than they seem; pleasure in readii
them, howe&,  is blunted bi regret
that  the preceding  paps do notin  any
real  sense lead-t”  them. One would
have thought that up io then. the maip  ,,
theme-was the struggle  between Blunte
and his  wife f&r their boy’s future- he ‘,
scor”tig  the hi& OaO04itk.n which.  :
she. lobbied fo[,.sometimis  @I the I :’
hidden help of sBh@e’s  e”emy neigh-l;  ‘;
hour,  “squire” Quake,.&0  sat on MY,
h&&t’  of’ h a  :tiqg tb: snatch
Blunt&  fust  hundred. acres from’l@n

But Quaire’s  i’mmine”&  eVapoiates  I’-.
suddenly. overshadowed by: th6, set-‘- :
piece of the trial. Had the novel eaded-  ,..
on.  page 229, with this education ques_.
tion at a believable half-c&. the book ’
as a wbolewouid  in e view have been
improved as B dramatic whole: hutwe
\voOla  then pave. lost the .fine  w+iti
of the trial scene qt the end.
The various  chqikrs.  arebeaaea,
1848, 1851. 1852. 1855, and so on;
and are episodic in nature: catch-bash  -
for specific h.istoriwUy  accurate name- -
drop of both. events  and people of
those times, w&en into, or somsties
‘darned pnto,Mr.  Jo~e’sfabrie.  These .
episodes tend to’ sound liketracts,  hik ’
toric  pageants see” from humble  lives
as comparedwiththe  inu&diaeyof  the
triab yet pa”vioti.cally,  With&  the ,.
trial Gene,  they appear to gaio ,@I . . ,.
relevance for they the” contribute to
the book’s  apparent +fn theme.

It is an interesting novelistic dile”i-
m,  ana  tb point it out is “or meant a6 .:
a .stricture  on Mr: JoUiff&  as a fust
novelist. My view  $ that he ha.+not_
solved his fm@ai”aaal,, problehi  of,
structure; but the.aovel  is no mea”
&iweo&. and @il be read with
interest by m,any.  0

I HAVB YOU DONE THB
READERS’ SURVEY?

Do you want belta service  &om
your bookstores and libraries?

1

Cotiplete  the questidnnaire  in
the tintre  section pf this issue.

./ . .
:’
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WITHOUT
‘THE FRAME

CONTEMPORARY
.CANADIAN  PAINTING

Selected and bztroduced  by
,. i WILLL4bl  WITHROW

. . ; bfcCl&nd Cp Stewut
cloth $25.00: ilbdst~:e~  .22fpnges~

FOR  A PRICEY,  high-&%S  CO& table
ait book, designed more to be looked
at than read,-& essays by the Dii8ctor

of thi:  Art Gallery of Ontarb,  William
withrow.  cover ao imuressive  ran= of
iss~,  essential to understanding C!a”a-
di;m  artof the past 25 years. Mf. With-

“~JW’S  style  ia smi~~tlyxeadable,  his
tone defetintii,  his tre&ment  of the

material at hand concise ma infonna-
tiveand  his judgments, q not especially
breath-taking’ in theii  origiilality,  are
genemlly  sound and discerning. One
LX” only be disappointed, therefqe,

that .Mr.~throw~s’  thoroughly pro-
fessional gene  of diplomacy ana tact
have had su’ch a ‘pronouncedly anti-
&tic effect on the otherwire  salient
points he raises. This lack of @ical
focus  ‘0” the questions of the direction
and substance of the visual art$ in
Canada today. is the major drawback
to the book. As a result, this long-
overdue general survey of the’subject
remains essenfiaUya  discreet  and enter:
tab@ exercise in public relations..

One of the central messages.of  With
row’s  book is that the very notion,of
a contemporary Gmed&wz  art is a
contradic~on  in terms. WithroiK  feela
that no one apart fmm a handful of
nry discer”i”g  art’ critics would be
able to distbumiih  the recent Canadian

on the basis of their ap-
pearance. Sb that; while the works of
the 24 paiiiters  included in the book

‘bear  ‘the unique and munistakable
stamp of a markedly individual creative
sensibility, they  are all cast in  fhe

1’ established  moulds  of the predonUna”t
YintematioIld”  art styles.
:
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Mr.Withrow rather slyly points out
that painters such as Greg Curnoe and
Joyce Wieland, whose content is in-
tensely, if not stridently, nationalistic,
must resort to a style that is strongly
influenced by pop art. He also attempts
to counter the claim that the only
viable contemporary Gmadh  style is
one which depicts the realities of life
in the regional community in which
the artist lives and works.

Withrow  argues that even the paint-
ings of Jack Chambers and Alex Col-
ville, though they meet the above
criteria, contain no absolutely unassail-
able evidence of being solely and
exchuively  Canadian in either content
or treatment. There is nothing about
their disquietingly total grasp of a
moment of concrete reality that un-
failingly locates these paintings for the
viewer in a specific area of Canadian
geography and, not somewhere else.
There is no reason why a German or
an Bngliin should not be struck
wifh a sense of recognition and under-
standing in looking at Colvige’s  haunt-
ing l&k Stop or Chambers’ 401
Tmwrds London. No. 1.

I think, however, that Withrow  does
misread matters when he insists on
interpreting the last point as proof
that the ‘international” style neces-
sarily possesses universality. This facile
equation of the htternational with the
universal has the effect of sanctifying
a historical phenomenon as an eternal
verity of human experience.

national home-base is coming to be

What Withmw seems to understand
but never explicitly states is’that the
prevalence in Canadian painting of the
so-caged international style is merely
a reflection of the major changes that
have affected the very nature &Western
societies. One such development whose
full effects have yet to be realized is
the advent of the multinationd car-
poration,  for whom the choice of a

placidly’ accept the present situation
as an established.and  necessary pm:
condition of contemporary culture.
Considering the temper of the times.
in Canada and especially the intense_
criticism levelled at Mr. Withrow and
the policies aof the Art Gallery of
Ontario by ardent cultural nationalists,
his uncritical and olfhahded  appro-
bation seems highly arrogant.

shift avant garde Quebec art closer to
the influential New York scene.

Cumoe on the other hand extended
his social  and political criticism beyond
thcwrithtgof tractsandassorted  quaai-
political Facts”  and made it the subject
matter of a good deal of his work. He
along with other prominent London-
area artists have emphasized the im-
portance of regionali  in their art.

Unfortunately, during the period
under discussion the customary gap
between creative artists and the corn-
munity at largc.widened even more.
In the last25  years during which artists
struggled to bring C&tadian painting
into the 20th century there have been.
only a few sporadic and tentative at-
tempts by certain painters to relate
their development as artists to’ their
social and cultural setting.

Unlike Borduas and Cttmoc  and a
fnv others, the majority of artists in
Canada such as those featured in With-
row’s book h&e concentrated cm their
personal artistic development, which
has tended in the main to be along
abstract hues. Their major feht with
the “Establishment” has been over the
acceptance of their own work, or the
lack of it.

Two  notable examples of this are
F%u)-EmtIe  Borduas and Greg Curnoe.
It is almost as if Boiduas, in his contrf-
hution to the notorious manifesfo
of 1948, RefuJ  Global, symbolically
equated the repressive reltgious and
Bolitical  atmosphere of Duplessia’  Que-
bec with the petrified state of painting
he encountered as a young artist.-. . .._

While Mr.Withrow  consistently re-
ftis to look beyond the surface of the
chronological chain of events to grapple
with the issues at stake, he does make
a number of interesting remarks about
governments’ part (especially through
the agency of the Canada Counc8)  in
facilttating  artistic activity in Canada
and about the highly unpredictable
nature of the Canadian art market.
Another, more admirable consistency
of Withrow’s Contem~mr~ Cnmr&vn
Painting is the high standard of colour
reproduction used throu&out. This is
fortunate because, in the end, it must
he the works themselves that state
the achievement  of Canadian painting
today. 0

entirely a matter of strategic economic
advantage and convenience. The mature
global corporations place great pressure
on political as well as cultural sig-
nificance of national borders and tradi-
tions. Their increasing presence erodes
national and regional differences and
encourages the adopting of a standard-
ized technology and the goods of an
integrated international mass-market.

Not only does \Vithmw refuse to
go into such matters; he seems to

cerned solely with political and social
questions and makes no explicit refer-

Though this famims document is con-

ence to artistic matters, thla symbolic
nexus was a potent reality in the minds
of the younger generation of Quebec
artists: for, as Withrow points out,
soon after Borduas was Bred from hi
teaching position for his writings these
painters began to pursue their new
artistic directions, as indicated for
them by Borduas, with unmatched
zeal. Imnically, this pursuit was to
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coastal depots and then, furtively,’
shipped to the West Indies.

I-k&g come from the urban prole-.
tariat and the peasantry, they lacked
education: but they had their dialect
languages - Arabic, Sanskrit, Urdu,
Iiindi,  Bqali  - and these poly8lot
forms were united into a ctilture  hhita-
five of Brahmhdc ethics and ritual.

Being uncreative, superstitious and
culturally shocked by the novelty of
sharing space with Africans, they fell
back on the inner vicJence of the
caste system.

The result was’s farcical claim by
a largenumber  to a Brahminic  heritage;
sod  a rejection of the’ low-caste Mad-
rassi and Chamar  elements in their
midst.

But the facts spoke plainly for
themselves. They were elaborately

NARROW
MORTALITY

NO PAIN LIKE
THIS BODY

HAROLD SONNY LAD00
AMNti

papa $2.95, cloth sasa;i41 page*

~&wed  by Clyde Hosein

BRfT*Iws  RNAL  CLMM.  in 1797, to
Trinidad, the We$  Indian island near
Venezuela, was the beginning  of the
substance of this  novella. African slaves
on the SU@J estates were superceded
by indentured Indiis,  Ladoo’s fore-
fathers and mine, after the Emanci-
pation led by Wilberforce.  In 1845,
Indians were ordered from the British
Raj to serve and save King Sugar.

They were workin+ass  pople  im-
pressed at night  on the streets of Cal-
cutta  and Bombay, cast into filthy

and Islam. It was this ecclesiastic
cleavage that cohered with poverty and
intellectual bankruptcy to produce the
psychoses which Ladoo captures; the
reality Of which is that these  men never
faced up to the re?lity  of their
circumstances.

The Britii pot them in rbarracks”
on the sugar estates; a mud hot com-
monality shaken up by familial and
social conflicts. True to his inventive
impotence, the I&m toiled in the
fields under the son for two or three
pence a day, and gave it all to the
romshop.keeper:  he drank his life and
problems away.

To live, therefore, he subsisted on
vegetables, root crops, fruit and cattle
- the produce of his backyard - read
his scriptures and  held communal ser-
vices to placate his gods, reaped his
rice, drank  his rum and brought down
his neighbour.

By 1905, as a result, a situation had
developed from which emerged the
thesis of Ladoo’s plot: a crisis of
identity deriving from the psychology
of adjustment to a new language and
landscape. But Ladoo skims the surface
of this crisis. Instead of creating for us
the dynamics of the colonialization  of
poverty andstruggle,  he simply extracts
a single family .and deals with the
superficialities of their homao ambi-
guity. He examines the brutality of
a loutish  father tobards  his wife and

The CANADIAN “able and interesting recent witm  include:
FORUM is the lead- articles. . the one Margaret Atwood
ing monthly magazine kurnal  that will Adrienne Clarkson
for serious political publish material too James Eayrs
and social comman- difficult, or too J. L. Granatstein
tary on Canadian sceridalous.  for corn-  George Grant ,,
issues. It also features mercial magazines.” I v a n  lllich
literature and poetry - Kildara Dobbs in the James Laxer
by Canadian authors. Toronto Daily Star Irving Layton
It is a non-commercial Dennis Lee’
publication financed D o r o t h y  Livesay
by readers’ sub- Al Purdy
scriptions. Lionel Tiger

George Woodcock
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children; and their reversed apathy
to him.

If he has drawn the emotional in-
competence of the Trinidad Indian, it
isnot  by the power of characterization;
but by the esoteric quality of their
attempts to come to grips with English,
God and reality against their blind of
sadistic humour and the sewering of
concepts such as love, sex and death.

Ladoo is a naive observer, and this
reduces his story-telling abilities. He
had recreated the smell of the compost

._ _._-.. .._ .-.

hem outside the !xolltic mud-how

by their iailure, the cl&ding of social
horizons and the asphyxiating of
dreams, No PA Like 77ds  B&y re-
mains on the physical level, a sort of
“day in the life,” by passing the cow
try thmugb which men face themselves
or try hard to forget. 0

I

CHEAPER WTHEDOZEN
ENGAGEMENTS: The Prose of Irving Layton

iUcG?&nd dt Stewart; cloth $6.95; 336-s

WIN&  by Erling  Friis-Baastad

FOR  A STRUGGLING yO”ltg  thdii
poet of the past three decades, the
discovery of an Irving Layton prose
tirade must have been at least a boost
to morale. Someone was on your side,
wielding book reviews, letters to edi-
tors and introductions like black jacks
against the dictators of the literary
elite. Better yet, the pieces were scat-
tered through time and space; you
didn’t encounter them all at once ab a
thick expensive volume and end up
exhausted, with all that kindred spirit
lost in 336 pages of constint  bitchtng.

Irving Layton, as critic and anti-
critic, behaves like a man who is
cornered at a party while supporting
an unpopular argument. He becomes
so frustrated at not being understood.
agreed with and heard that he slugs the
face closest to him. His prose could
have been much more effective if it
emulated the African bilharzia,  a worm
that eats its way through its victim’s
skin to lay eggs in his body -more
devastating to your mental and physical
status quo than IrvingLayton  threaten-
ing to hit you over the head with a
copy of Tize  song of SongJ.

Though Layton’s ultimate targets
are stupidity and greed, Engagements
presents him as a very petty man. The
slightest attack on hls poetry was cause
to till  precious space in Canadian pub-
licati?ns  with windy rebuttals. Cas-
trated professors, bald poets, imper-

ceptive reviewers (all negative reviews
of Layton’s books were written by
imperceptive reviewers) and people
with the wrong politics are named by
proper name and dragged around the
arenaCSome victims, lii Louis Dudek,
are shot down so repeatedly that Lay-
ton’s highest ideals seem swamped in
personal vendettas.

The letters to editors iere written
in such angry heat that they occasion-
ally lost their grasp on the obvlod.
“Like  several other Canadian reviewers
who have written about me:’ Layton
complains, “Barry Callaghan  has made
the ritual nose dive for my groin. I can
only conclude that there must be some-
tl$ng irresistibly fascinating about my
balls.” That’s a ridiculous lot of over-
sight, double standard or cone&
coming from a man who calls his
enemies eu&hs and castrati  as often
as Irving  Layton does.

In the 10 short stories, Layton looks
at himself more closely. Lines from
the story, “Vacation in La Voiselle”
may be a hlnt of what motivates most
of his spleen: ‘He. co&Id  no longer
doubt that Pamella disliked him -for
whaf  reason he could’ only guess.
Good-naturedly, or to ease his mind,
he put it down to her general clumsi-
nes and stupidity.”

The desire to praise the short stories
is especially great; they are such a
‘relief from the constant hammering bf

the rest of the volume. They contain
many of the same ideas as the non-
fiction, but the presentation is toned
down to an effective roar. In the short
stories Layton is the poet again and
not a polerhicist  with hurt feelings.

Irving Layton will never be db--
pensable to Canadian letters as Engum
me& is, though after wading through
all the bile, a vlndiciive reader might
be inclined to think so. During political
and literary crises, when other writers
had lost their voices for safety’s sake,
Layton was screaming the truth as he
saw it. A Jewish poet, he saw blood
when careful aesthetic half-wits tried
to negate Bzra Pound’s literary accom-
pllshments on the grounds of his anti-
semltism. A. M. Klein, who perhaps
suffered a worse fate than mlsrepm-
sentatioli - neglect -has been pushed
deeper into the publlc’seye  by Layton,
as have Tie younger poets like British
Columbia’s Pat Lane.

Had I run across these pieces
gradually, as they fust appeared, the
repeated petty viciousness and stock
attacks would not have struck me as
hard as they did. I might have been
tempted to describe the best of Lay-
ton’s prose with his own words on
Klein, “Intriguing as today’s headlines,
and as devastating as only the troth
can be w&n fused with wit.” As it is,
these articles better served their pur-
poses and were more poignant when
they ftist appeared. This volume is no
great publishing event, unless ashistory
to scholars of Laytonla. If any dare
exist. q
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It was my conservative,  estimate
that “prudery” had died  in Canada  in
the early 194cl.s.  In 1943, even staunch
Northrop Frye could be heard de-
nouncing the disease prudery: “the
instinct to seek a conventional or
commonplace. expression ‘of ideas”;
“a frostbite at the roots of the Cana-
dian imagination”; the borrowed
properness of a colonial thinker.

Douglas Barbour  proves me wrong
- prudery lives. He proclaims: “I can
only say that I hope Garnet will soon
get ovet  his apparent awe at his own
‘differentness.’ ”

Only the tyrant concerns himself
with  the destruction of difference in
pursuit df uniformity. To be without
dletence  is not to be a poet, but an
imitator, a dull, Fey plastic writer.
As bii bissett  has so aptly put it:
“were yu normal today aid yu screw
mdety.”  Good poetry  can only be
born in diierence.  The poetic  walk
of commonplace expression have ob-
viously grown so thick over Batbout’s
eyes that he can no longer conceive of
a poetry which  exists outside his fured
boundaries of prudery.

Eldou  Garnet
.Tomnto,  Ont.

Sir,
I thbik  it’s your policy  to print a

short letter in  rebuttal when a re-
viewer has contemptuously dllmis~d
a book. So I am writhtg to defend
Stan Persky’s  The Day against Ray
Frazcr’s  ignorant jokes.

The passage Frazer  chose to quote
is patticularly  Stein-like, and clear.
The demand for coherence ls not the
same as that for clarity -“incoherent”
is a predicate that may apply to a
world. before art. ‘%oberencc”has  not
seemed such a stock commodity this
century. The whole drift of Fracer’s
implicit demand (which  he never seems
to make clear) is that one ought to
turn away from the broken, frag-
mentary  world and give a book-buying
publiisome  kind of a “f?rm” as mental
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renovation. Some writers may think
that is not too much to ask; in fact,
it may tit their abilities to perform this
task, and them is money in it. But he
ought not to expect every  writer to do
thll, and he ought to take a little  time
to actually read some of The&y aloud
and measure it against the rhythms or
“coherence” that his  own experience
takes, if it admits as much as Persky’s
does.

George Stanley
Vancouver, B.C.

.POLISHED.
.BRASS

‘THE CANADIAN
‘MILITARY: A Profile

Edited by HECTOR J. MA&WY
Copp Clark

, papw  $4.95; 290 pn.c?s

A SEAT AT THE TABLE:
The Struggle for Disarmament

Lt. Gen E. L. ivL BURNS
Ckwke Irwin

cloth $6.75; 268 &?naes

reviewed  by Jack Hutchinson

7-m  CAN*D~~ rumt~*w is a col-
lection of nine essays. Eight are by
academies, a journallit  and a civil
servant. Only one contributor, Lt. Gen.’
Guy Sbuonds,  is a professional soldie?.
L&e almost  all such collections repre-
senting: disparate. disciplines, interests
and points of view, The  Canadian
Milit+ suffers from a certain uneven-
ness and leaves some curious gaps. It
tells us nothing, for instance, of how
serving o&em  and men f?el in the
new, unified Canadian Armed Forces.
And only Gen. Simonds meets head-on
that touchy question of unitication
which is stffl so central to problems’
of morale  and discipline. He lsun-
equivocal: “It can be predicted with
certainty that the unification of sea,
land and air services  wlli  break down
in any major crisis.”

Gen. Simonds’ comments and ob-
servations on the other eight esseys
are the outstanding single  feature of
this book. He thinks  clearly and he

writes clearly. There is no misunder-

standing what he means. Our military
history would’have  been immensely
richer if he had chosen to publish hla
memoirs of World War 11: Not all of
his ideas will be popular - partlcuiariy
when he makes a strong case for uni-
versa1  military training - but his argu- ’
mentsarein  ail cases difficult to refute.

Much of the best Canadian n&buy
writing to date has been done by bis-
torlans. R. H. Roy clearly traces the
Canadian tradition Of all but ignoring
our armed forces in peacetlbue  - a
luxuty  we could afford because of out
geography end mu friends - and then
shows how that tradition changed with
the Cold War, when Canada first made
military alliances and commitments
and, also for the first  time, established
a relatively large  - and expansive -
permanent professional force. That

/early tradition of neglect was respon-
sible for the myth, so often repeated,
that Canadians are “an unmllitaty
people,‘? but Richard Preston under-
mines that myth by delineating the
significant  part played by the military
in the shaping of Canada, its lnstltu-
tions  and values. Dr. Preston argues
that New France was able to endure
until Ii59 only because oflts military
tradition. The settlement of Upper :
Canada was in large part  a military
operation. British army engineers laid, ,
out the sites of several of out cities,
and built important canals and roads.
The holding  and opening of the West
might never have been achieved with-
out the RCMP.  The performance of
Canada’s fighting forces in two World
Wars made an immense contribution
to the development and recognition
of’ a distinct Canadian nation: And
since  World War II, the ‘armed forces
have come to play a permanent-and
important part in the social  and eco-
nomic. Life of many Canadian corn-
munltles.

.

John Gellner  writes  about the con-
siderable impact of $fenca spending
on the Canadll  economy, and he is
especially convincing on the benefits
to Canada of the Defence Producthm
Sharing program, not ,only  for our
balance of trade with the United  States
but-also as a means of keeping our
manufacturing industries abreast of
advanced technology, research and de
velopment  in such fields as electronics
and aerospace.
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Political scientist Denis  Stairs con-

The four essays that complete the

tributes a fine essay  on the difficulties
of co-ordinating  military and foreign

book are perhaps less compelling. Pierre

policy decisions, applying his model tq

Coulombe analyzes the social and cul-

the alterations in Canadian defence
policy since 1945. He notes percep-

lural composition of the Canadian

tively that Paul Hellyer, as Minister of
Defence, in spite of all his bombast,
merely renovated  his orgmization,  not

forces, particularly the 05&r corps,

hi policies; and even the White Paper

and comes  to the altogether unremark-

of 1971 did not announce any major
modilication in the activities of the

able conclusion that the “British

Canadian forces, but only provided a
new “‘nalional” rationale for their
eroded capabilities. “Hold.ing  the line”

charter  group” is “over-represented.”

in defence  spending, along with the

Dr. George Stanley, himself a former

steady nibbling of inflation,has  severely
limited the present capability of the
Canadian forces - and things will get
steadily worse.

Dean of Arts at RMC, &truggl&  hard
to justify the Canadian system of

Hector Massey has written a brief

military education but cannot finally
answer Gen. Simonds’ assertion that

but thoughtful introduction to this

the present system is both inordinately
expensive and doed not do the job.

collection of essays, pointing to the

R. B. Byers  treats a “non-issue” - the
question Of civilian control over the

shortage of military studies in this

military - which was never a qyestion
until Paul HeUy&  raised it in 1966 to

country and proposing a Canadian

silence tho& o5cers  who were critical
of the speed and extent of his uniti-

Strategic Institute, preferably as a Corn-

cation  experiment. Finally, Thomas
Stetins provides a surprisingly interest-

pletely autonomous body. We should

ing study of committees as a manage-
ment technique in the Department of

be gmteful to Massey for The Canadian

National Defence,  even though his

Military. Gen. Simonds’ contribution

work V.W seriously hampered by a
Privy Council .tlmelock on papers n-
Ming to DND committees.

alone would make the book worth-
while, but there is much more.

A SW at the Table  by Lt. ‘Gen.
E. L. M. Bums demonstrates that at
least two Canadian generals can write

clearly and well. Gen. Bums led the
Canadian delegation at all disarmament
conferences behveen 1960 and 1968,
and his book is based in part on the
diary he kept through those yean.
Although  a spectator to most of the
important international events of the
period, rather than a key actor hbn-
self, Gen.  Burns is a keen observer of

‘the men and issues ‘around him. His -
observations on Howard Green, John .
Diefenbaker,  Lester Pearson and Paul
Martin, among others, are much kinder
than one would expect. And if the
tangible results of those long and often
frustrating years seem small in retto-
spect,  it is some comfort to know that
Canada was-represented at those in-
terminable conferences by such a
civilized.snd humane man. 0
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GANG AFT A-GAY
A NOT SO GAY WORLD

MARIONFOSTER  &KENTMJRRAY
McCk?l.?and  & St&wrt

cloth  $6.95; 240 tmw

revtewed  by Ed Jackson

THE PAST YEAR has seen the publica- of loneliness haunting  ,the life of the
tion of a number  of excellent Amcricau homosexusls.
books on the topic of homosexuality. Ostensiblyanattempt  toshowcana-
They have been written either by dian homosexuals they are no different
homosexuals awakened to serious’ en- fmm heterosexuals, A Not So Gzy
quiry by the gay liberation movement World subtly demonstrates in various
or ,by straight sociologists and pry- ways_ that the& arc pressures and
ehologists  freed fmm the strictures of attitudes in this society that frequently
prejudice masquerading as scientit?c do force them to be different. The
theory. For the first time it is possible &es of interviews that constitute the .
to acquire a balanced view of the gay body of the book renal spme  rather
worId  without constant reference to unusual people. It is not clear how free
dysfunction, deviation and disease,  and they were  to choose their particular
without the introduction of those life style and how much they were
favomite  stock characters: Castrating paverless  victims of an oppressive
Mommy and Distant Detached Daddy. society. A: young homosexual reading

It is therefore disappoint@ to dis- some of the interviews might well
cover that the first book on homo- wonder if to be gay meant having to
sexuality in Canada fails in almost
every way to inforh or enlighten. A

live a .simUar  life and be, depressed  at
the prospect.

A certain  nostalgia pervades the
book. The most obvious example of
the constant turning to the past rather
than the future is the exchange between
two lesbians remembering the’goodold.
days. hat was when Toronto the .
Good was completely unaware that
lurking behind the bland moralistic
facade was,a lively  subculture of sleaay
bars, police raids and brawling leather-
jacketed “dykes.” There  appears to be
agenuine  regret at the changes mvolved
in a minority surfacing to full view.  AU
that is disappearing and with it goes
theprodyofhetarosexual  role-playing
so often evident in these pages. The
sole attempt at analyzing the changing ’
social wnditions  and their intluences
on sexual attitudes comes in the inter-
view with Chris Pox, who describes
her experiences on the 24hour  distress
line of the social service division of the
Community Homophile Association of
Toronto. Also valuable are George
Hislop’s  discussion of CHATS  work in
thb courts and the persecution of
homosexuals by the poIice  and the
legal system, and Charlie Hill’s  ex-
planations for the initial growth of gay
groups on university camp”ses.rather
than  In the community, where fear of
losing jobs and vnoia still i-
bizes  homosexuals.

Not So Gay World is out of date and Because the interviews  are aUowed
full of serious factual errom. At best it only to discuss their adaptation to their
is an epitaph to a vanishing life. The sexual orientation, the cumulative ef-
title is a cheap and facile put-down, fectisoneofexcessivc preoec”pati0.n
surely an example of publisting.cow- with  sex. We learn little of other aspects
ardice at its worst. One can only  hope of their lives, although  presumably they
the authors were not party to tts do exist. There seems to be no unifying
selection. As a homosexual active in theme to the interviews, other than  a
the gay movement In. Canada, I am mther defensive: “See, homosexuals
appalled that those authors thought it are just people, aren’t they?’ Thk we
too much of a “&amble”  to use their shouldnothave  to be told. In addition,
real names. It is a gamble that must be few of the people have really thought
taken now, not tomorrow, and if there about their sexuality and consequently
were valid reasons for the caution, have picked up strange second-hand
better the booknot  be written at all. theories. Eugene, for example, thinks

why does the book fail? It fails male homosexuals b&tested  in anal
because of a needless duplication of intercourse are merely looking for a
materialfoundin  more adequate books vaginal substitute.
and because of a real confizion  in
purpose. What we don’t need is one

what purports to be a study of
homosexuality  in Canada is in reality a not much. 0

more tired glosssty  of gay world termi- look at homosexuality in Toronto,
nology such as “dyke”  and .“drag with a. superticial  survey of national
queen.” What  we don’t need is another gay life typiftd by the attitude ex-
visit to the under-world, a guided tour pressed by a friend of the authors:
for the naive mall-town lesbian couple “Them isn’t  a spot in  the country
of all the exciting dangers of Toronto where you can’t  find someone.” Com-
bars, half of which no longer exist. pletely missed was the opportunity to
And what we don’t need is yet another interview gay people in small  towns
book delineating the “giant shadow” aad rural  areap in order to contrast the

18

Fiiy, A Not Sq Gsy World fails to
record the developments .&I the gay
mpvement  fn the past half year. par-
ticularly in Toronto and in Vancouver.
Some of the most notable events have .
occurred quite recently; for example,
Gay Pride Week in August. The list of
homophile aoociations  in Canada is
out of date and could  easily have been
checked before printing. Even the
proof-reading is slap-dash. A Rot  So
Gav World could have been worse but

--.- .- . . . . ..__ -.-. .._-.__..  __._... .._ _ __ -‘-.--.. .-.-. ________,  __

ldnd  of pressures they experience with
the strains of urban life. The authors
make no attempt to explain why a.
brief cruising guide is the best they can
do and if ihat may change.
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SCULPTURE OF THE

ESKIMO
GEORGE SWINTON

McClelland % Stewart
doth  $18.50: ttlustmted

r&ewed by Joe Tatarnic

I RE~lElilBERthelate”SOrandearly’60~
in Toronto when, as a passionate col-
lector of* Eskimo art, I, with other
fanatics, would wait for hours in the
November cold o&side  the old Cana-
dian Handicrafts Guild shop on Beor
Street. We were devoted collectors
and those mornings of the Guild’s
annual sale of Eskimo sculptvre  were
exciting times. For days and weeks in
advance we would dream of that
10 a.m. rush up the stairs to the
second floor where those magical stones
awaited us.

Those cold morning hours were
spent talking Eskimo art with fellow
collectors. We would speculate on the
number of years of collecting that
were left to us before the product
dried up and died at the source. Three
or four, perhaps  five years was, the
usual estimate.

But then a miracle occurred. The
pmduction of carvings continued year
after year. Quality remained hi&often
improved. The culture, values and Iife-
style of the Eskimo were being under-
mined but hisart flourished.

George Swinton marvels also at this
miracle, this paradox. His new book,
Sculpture of the K%kimo,  gives evi-
dence of the continuing high quality
which Eskimo  art has maintained over
the years. With this book, Swinton has
produced the definitive work to date.
Unfortunately, to publish a book of
this size  to sell for $18.50 one most
cut comers. Quality of paper, plates
and layout must be sacrificed to eco-,
nomics. This probably makes the book
more accessible to the public but the
results are rather second-rate in terms
of design.

SCtdphm  of the Eskimo is divided
into three main sections. First corn&
75 or so pages of mostly full page
plate3 (some in colour). The sculptures,
of course, are marvelloos things but
some are blown up out of all prbportion
to their actual size. One four-inch high
bust. of a woman is enlarged to 10%
inches. I can’t help but feel that, al-
though actual measurements are care
fully noted, there is a kind of mis-
representation here solely for the par-
pose of impact. This makes for tine
powerful @ages  but is misleading in the
extreme. It takes the sculpture out of
the spatial context that the. artist
intended. A piece fitting nicely in the
palm of the hand becomes an entirely
different thing when enlarged to more
than twice its actual size.

The middle portion of the. book,
consisting of 10 related essays by
Swinton, ranges 0” topics from.  pre-
historic Eskimo art to contemporary
Eskimo-versus-white aesthetiw. Much
of it has been said before, but at least
it’s all here under one cover. (In both
text and photographs, this is an in-
tensely personal book and throughout
reflects the author’s tastes and prefer-
ences on the subject.)

The final section of the book is a
sort of Eaton’s catalogue,  Arctic edition,

‘comprising nearly 100 pages of tiny
plates, closely packed  and rather te-
dious. Arrangedgeogmpbically  by area,
it is a fascinating glimpse at stylistic
tendencies and influendes  over the
years. Althoughan  incredibly bad piece
of layout, it will prove a delight ior
students and collectors by virtue of the
sheer number of works represented.

Finally, a generous bibliography of
Eskimo art, archaeology and etbnogn.
phy provides many avenues for the
student of the Eskimo to explore.

Lie all artists, Swiiton realizes the
impossibility of defming  art in lo@eal
and intellectual terms. .Bot he has
made a brave attempt. to create the
germ from which Eskimo art qiticism,
f& better or worse, will develop. It is
inevitable, I suppose, that an edifice of
art criticism be constructed tb explain,
pigeon-hole, classify, deify these pieces
of stone.,.bone and ivory. If so, then it
might as well be George Stimton  (who,
I know for a fact, deeply loves these
simple stones) who should lay the
foundation. 0

a rtudcnl  and eollktor of Eskimo and

.-. __.
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THE GOURMET’S
CANADA

SONDRA GOTLIEB
new press

cloth  $x95: Ilhlstra~ 290 p@s

CHAMPAGNE IS FOR
. BREAKFAST

GEORGE BAIN
new press

cloth $6.95; illustmted:  277 pages

ADELAIDE DANIELS
WEIGHT WATCHING

COOKERY
ADBLAIDE DANIELS

Chrke Irwin
cloth $5.95;  Ilh~rtmted;  182 9~s

ADMITTING TO B lOV6 Of fOOd  in’--
lish  Canada  usually brhtgs  the kind of
response you might expect if you
confc.sscd  to beiog  a lecher.  Those of
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Conquest Of The Air
“The most magnificent general
illustrated history of flight ever
published”

Large size. 640 illus.  of which
20 are in colour. $26.00

N O T I C E
THIS IS AN INDIAN RESERVE

On an Indian Reserve
everything converges on Main
street - life, death, birth.
This is an unique photographic
essay plus some words by
a young Canadian poet. I

Gift edltlon  $10.00
papar 4.50

my brother my sister
J

the new book ab&t the
mlssion  of mercy of Jean
Vanier In France and
Mother Teresa In India.
large format,
lavishly Illustrated

gift edition fB.00
paper $805 'Giffin house

_I

455 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO l MSI lK7

us who love food passionately, who
dehght  in eating it, enjoy cookiug  it,
and who fmd cookbooks more exdting
than raunchy novels, are compelled to
keep our vicious appetites secret. For
that reason Sandra Gotlieb’s  The Gour-
m&s  &Mda may well become an
underground classic, to be conceded,
stripped of its 1uscIous food-flaunting
jacket, in the freezer or the oven.

You might imagIna  that a book
with this title would be somewhat
emaciated; what after all is there good
to eat in Canada but steak and maple
syrup? In fact the book runs to 290
pages, each of them. based on the
protein of solid research, dressed with
a richsauce  of anecdote and description,
seasoned with wit end enthusiasm, and
served up with a lively panache.

Sondta Gotheb  is by background
and experience the perfect cook for
thissortofliterajbanquet.  Sheopenly
admits to loving food herself, having
come fmm a food-centred Winnipeg
family and having  lived for a period in
that region  on the Frs~tcoSwiss  frontier
that is the gastmnomtc  paunch of
Western Europe. She is by repute a

superb cook and, asco-editor  of When
To Eat In Clinuxh  (that definitive
guide-book for all vagrant eaters, pub
gshed.  by Oberon), she has roamed
the !entire  cnintry  in search of good
things and places to eat.

What she has found on her travels
will come as an amazing  revelation to
those who may have a gustatory image
of our country as the TransCanada
Highway,  punctuated between St.
John:s  and Victoria only by pulp
wooden hamburgers and fat-saturated
&t&n-leg.  Region  by region, shs
writes  her way across the country,
deicribiig  what  the local delicack
sre and where you may sink your
teeth Into them: from cod and bmwia
and bakeapples In Newfoundland,
through poutine  mpk and spring
shad and snow crab in the I&i-
times, tour&e  and iI.+ chowder
and cretons  In Quebec, caviar and
blueberry pie in Ontario, borsch and
whitegshand  prairie ovsters.  B.C. salme
on and loganberries and sourdough.
The itinerary, laced with a series of
irresistible recipes, is in itself. an
aperitif.

i

Now! available. .

at your bookseller
.or
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The  life of a gourmet in Canaaa
demands that you be as dedicated&d
tough-minded as Sandra  GotlIeb  seems
to be. To eat weu, you have to try.
harder; you have to pursue good food
infarmsandstoresand  &aura& with
the persistence of an antique coUector.
And you have to accept that, some
battles, such as those  to premrvc  the
Atlanticsabnonand  thegoldeye  (which
she discusses). are going to be lost
eventually. You’ll have to be prepared
to pay for your pleasure, of course:
her chapter on the Great Gourmet.
.Shops  for instance, will  undoubtedly
raise the hlcI&nce  of &mkruptcy
amongst gourmets. But ils compensa-
tion she provides a chapter on “Where
To Eat When You’re Pussy Aud Broke,”
backed up by “‘A Bad-Tempered I&
quIry Into Canadian Restaurants.” Add
to that a succiuct yet  serviceable list.
of what wines  you can  fmd in Canada,
bIbliograpbles  of cookbooks and re& .

‘.. . . -
:
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intentioned, but foi  the&Ion oft&
‘other-two-books it. substitutesa bright
dete+ina&to  earwisely  rather than
well.  If youhati  a weight problem that
+ making  your eating  and drinking
guilty  pleasures, tldabbok may be your
salvation, But the true gourniet  will be
repelled by aU t& substitute and frozen
ingredients. Adelaide  DanIcls  recom_
mends In her r@pes; the true drinker
wiU  retre&, appalled. from, her initial
metion  .on non&hoIic drink sub-
stltutes.  d vc

. . DREAM.-

taurant guides.  and a good Index, and
you have a book that is well worth -. ROY tiCSKMMl..G
Sl.95, even if it means skIPPing *F;,.:.
indifferent overpriced lunches in your.. :

. ‘p6p;~~~e2.~~*~_~,~~~~~,~~
I. .

local golden spoon. . . ._.. ,‘
George Bain’s  Champvgne  Is For .

BreaQizst  is simiiar1y.a  love-story~  And . T~ti’+~OriJ  INillgs the SPd
m the revelation  of a pasgion t,hat, .+d’ iif ,Ibk h@ bad’ saturation
is still considered shameful  in Wa@  .Wversge.  The “~&$~PaPercr
-da, the love of wine. I& ar&Ite know as nii&i  &out ‘tlie exPat&tes
and I&d d&rations  on the great . “on Ibii:aska dbds  ibout  the r&dent3
wines  of the world, blatantly based on of hf.4 neighb6urIng  pmvince.  The  press
Personal exPerIe=,  shotid  mnfirm~ -’ %as p&id4  a Package of general dii .
reputation as the Don Juan of Canadian faste for the. poseun,  the hangers-on
d&klng.  Unfortunately, it is far more and F&s Guardia  Civik  It took a
dIfRcult  to be a practIcb,g  w&_Iovst. .%ery’  good :&Itec to set a novel  on.
In Canada than to be a food-lover. As Ibiza’s  ahn&ly.  ea+tl;d ue:&l@otir,
BaIu acidly points out, our provi@l Former&r&  and ‘make it as fresh and
IiquorboardsservawItbvaryIngeft!caCy  .FaP ?, FY h.@kb+ng h done-
aadefenderaof  temperance rather than ‘. axpenmmtal  novels  dominate  the
as procurers  of bibulous bliss. By en- “‘litkary ~5 :Many of them require
dmIngtbebureaucratIcagonyof  hatig. cornpan@  w&m.%  bf explanaffon;
yourIiquorboardbnport&mspecialljr oihe@se  s: .re+i might  not know
for you, it Is poosible  to lay your  lips : what effect the n?v+ F suppo* to
on most of the wines he so lovingly  . II% $d 04. him.‘.mg  took
diacuues  and’ recommends. Thm Of . a &an&!,  @iihg  ji n&I @intelligible
us without  the fortitude or the money .and  even bcau#ful:Pro+  FEs wiitII
to do that must put up with  the
Canadian  wines Baiu so justly despI&

is as senaual~aslds cbamctee,  yet  does
“hot overplay any scene,’ even bnca  so,

or with  the Inadequate and overtaxed 1 ‘re*tedfy thmwn’  into contempomty
Bquor-board  Imports he so justly no& & hash psrtIes and s6ductIons.
crIticIzes. to tha point  of pathos. He has &cued

Addaide  Danids We&ht  Wawh&g.  sicthfmnitheliterarymathematidans
Cookery  is for those gourmets who ‘andtheself-consdouslycooI.
have  degenerated Into gourmaudr.It  is The6venlsonForm&ntemandIbII
brisk, efficiently  laid-out and we& arcPreseu$dt@@ttheeyesoftwo’

young tknadlsns,_Jolm  and Bruce. m
tti women, Deirdra  and Sylvie. Tha
teclmiqueIssimllar  toMalcobnLowry%
in Under  the Volmno; much of what
happens, go*s on in the Jilent  .retle*
tions  of the ‘four main characters. Un-
like Lowry,MacS&immiug  has managed
to create an ishmd’full  of real people,
behaving  very differently  wIthin  sep
arate-  personalitII.

JohnandBruceahareahouseon
the Island. John  r&cued  Bruce from
a lonely  hotel mom on the msInIaud
and Introduced him to some exdte
ment  and other people. But John Is
almost  too successful, he lives  with
women Bruce  esir only dream of and-
that creates, jealousy which threatens,
to destroy  their  frIendshIp.  Aa thay
try to grow up to and dver that bar&,
a new threat is imposed  on their idyIiIc
retreat.

The destruction of the dream,  The
Aae. of’.Aauarhw  and of the I&id.

Rrlval  of the hIppies,  StrXng  ~&ard
mbullessneas.  Jolm~dIiv~d,fiatamalIy
with the  nat&es,  even  the Least tolerant.
Theae&rarrIvalswanttobetoL%ated,
yet the. way @ which  they flaunt their
drugs and theh  life-style  in the faces
of the conservative Spaniards amounts
to s&ad effort not to un&rstaud’
them.Wh+li!&tSTWS+Offth
coast for several nights,  there was a lot
of talk  about flying saucers. “Then
Sauy was jn town one day and ex-
plaInad about the night fishing. how
sometim+stlietishermengooutlook@
for octopus and eel, spearing them by
the fight of lamp hung fmm long
poles, mid the guy with tha huge afro
and expensive  leather  vest said, Yeah.
man, but how do you exPbdu  that
crater on the mop? It’s exactly tha
same shape as Formentera.”  And so
with iguorance attd  IrresponsibIUty,  the
newcomers. eventually bring  a vIoleut
ClhWto’~OfltheIsland..

Despite Roy Mac-s obser-
vations on.& breakdown of a genarr+
iion,  Formen~  is not au attempt  to
chr&icle a contemporary phenomenon
Thethemeofthe.novcdIsalargerone:
tha struggle of anindivid@inanyera
and pla&  to create  a life and pinpose
for himself  amidst a mass conscious-
ness. Roy MacSkimmiug  haa handled
aB that with 0rigInaBty;  Formentem
deserves  to be a best seller. 0 BFB
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billing through the 10th decade . . .
John biefenbaker.

MIKE: Mtzmbirs, Volume 1,
LESTER B. PEARSON

University of Toronto Press; dorh $12.s@ Ilbumr&  301 peea

THOSE THINGS WE TREASURE
JOHN G. DIEFENBAKBR

MmmiRm;  pa 81.50;,  I 70 pnn3

revlc Md by Philip Sykes

lyme  for on aspking  fiihter  pllot  and

If rcrtcr Is my mm, Mike  is what
IamusuaUycaSed...NySquadmn

-
decided to call  ma Nike.  It stuck, and

Commander felt that Lerter  was’no

Iwas&idtoloraL.ester...
THIS IS THE tOSe  of the P&%‘s0n
memoirs and it is a pleasing one. It is
the right tone for recounting the con-
spiracy surroun.ding the dog Gorky,
mascot of a Toronto regiment. Gorky,
an Aberdeen terrier, was heartlessly
impounded at Basingstoke  under British
quarantine regulations, with serious
effects on reghnental  morale.

Pearson, wartime  High Commis-

flashes of recognition. The modest ,
hedonism of the rising diplomat antici-

- as the political leader of the 10th

pates the mature folly of the be-
leaguered prime minister watching
baseball games. At least  he wasn’t

deea&  receives this early picture with

stuffy.

These books, the one of beguiling
memories and the one -of indiiant
rhetoric, cast oblique light on the neces-
sary conthmhtg  conilict  iu Canada be
tween  the managers and the Bber-
tat-km.  The  conilict  remab-ts  necessary
because the managers who succeeded
Pearson’s generation have not made
government conspicuously more gener-
ous  or more humane. 0

a featurwriterwith  the.Tomnto  Star.

sioner in London, r&tes an elaborate
combined operation by two of the
regiment’s  sexiest private soldiers, the
“comely lasses” of the Women’s Land
Army in charge of the Basingstoke
pound (comely? One wondersif  Peer-
son ever saw a land girl) and an Aber-
deen that could psss for Gorky’s twin. ’
The combined operation succeeded.
And Pearson adds: ‘It may have been
the most perfectly conducted operation
of the war.”

The memoirs are understated. Pear-
son was, after all, a highly professional
diplomat, workhtg  smoothly through
the best connections in Ottawa, the
U.S., the Commonwealth and the UN.
But he prefers to sketch  himself  as a
eon@ middle-class homebody una~
countably strayed into the corridors
of power.

Pearson’s diaries suggest a lively
observer (writing freshly of personali-
ties and s&es in the League of
Nations,. wartime London, San Fran-
,ei.mo and Washhigton)  but an UD
exciting thinker.  There am sparks of
the peacemaker’s  ardour  - we survived
the Depression, he writes, “*not so
much by radical new deals but by the
old dirty deal of war and preparation
for war” - but few indications of
prescience. These are especially rare
on Canadian politics. which must often ,
have bored him. Deciding to serve as
External  Affairs Minister In Louis
St. Laurent’s Liberal government, Pear-
son adopts a less than extravagant
partisanship: “There was., . no diffi-
culty for me in accepting the general

PRO AND
CON

A BgOK ABOUT  BILLIE
BILLIEMILLER

with DA VID HEL WIG
Oberon

pnprr  $295. cloth  $5.95: 168&s

Years later, ambassador in Washhtg-
ton, he had to settle the even  more
deliite  affair of James, ‘the stately
and alcoholic embassy butler, of whom
Pearson had written in hi diary: “I
don’t mind his laying out my dinner
clothes . . . but if he continues to call
me ‘Your Excellency.’ he goes!”

II&W& by Penny Johnston

There are many such enjoyments.
Through the years that took him from
an Ontario parsonage to the highest
posts in the foreign service, Pearson
Presents Pearson as a Canadian boy of
dissrmhtg  fallibility. It was to become
a stock pose, so much so that the

dtt F&T question I would Eke to
ask David Hehvig  on reading this  book
is; Do you feel justified io encouraging
BiUie  MiBer  and for what reasons? If
they are therapeutic, should this extend
to authorship?

I
priociples  and policies of the party.” Bii-Miller,  37, junkie, now wanted i

For an insider in the structures of for parole violation, has been a guest ’
government, it was perhaps ~commit- of such institutions as the Ontario :
ment  enough. Commitment of the Training School and Burwash,  b. I.
populist  kind was to become the ton and  MBlbrook  peniterttiaries.  He ap

reader who remembers Pearson only-.. .._ - -_ ._ ___. _._ . _...__~!rtY_..9f  &zE!?!‘s  rival f?I. .toe_.  .___ . ..___proached  David,Helwig,  who was gIvir . ,_. . .._.

elite. Perhaps the best speech is the
old chief’s celebration of the Supreme
Court’s 1970 decision to upset the
conviction under the Indian Act of
Joseph Drybones, a Dogrib  who went
_to sleep in a Yellowknife  bar..The
conviction, possible only against an
Indian, was upset because it contrs-
vened  Diefenbaket’s  Canadian Big of
Bights.
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an tnformal literature class  to hmatet
of Collbu  Bay Penitentiary, saying  thai
he wanted to write a book. In the
comments Inserted between the chap
ters of Billie’s  narration, Helwig  often
refers to BilIle’s  fantasies. I think that
this whole book WBS just another ego-
trip for Miller.

BSlii’s  conversation reminds me a
little of the dialogue  running through
Joan Butler2  Cabbagetown  Diary.  But
that  was moth  more  detailed and more
descriptive. Prison stories can be fasci-
nating if they have  at least one of three
ingredients - tongue-in-cheek humour,
the colour  aod drama of the good eye-
witness, or at least some emotional
depth. This account just skimmed  these
essentials.

From th6  psychological viewpoirit,
Billie Miir’s  life story may be in-
teresting. For despite everything, he
still pushes drugs and uses them him-
self. Whenever he does come out of
jail, it is not long before he gets busted
again. In one case he stayed free for
only  17 days. As he himself says, “So
I took it easy for about two or three
weeks and then I started in again. The
same old grIna.”

He makes this most iacredible  state-
ment In Chapter One: “I’ve always ttied
to climb to the top no matter what
I’ve done, I could manipulate  people
because people etatied to depend on
me. . . I could  get pretty well what
I wanted except my freedom.” The
sqrvIval  instinct may be very strong
In BiIlie  Miller, but little  else is. There
is tremendous emotIonal  immaturity
about ail his games with the law He
mentions a number  of beatings ad-
ministered to hbn by the RCMP  and
the police. One should feel outrage and
anger at such Injustices. But instead,
one feels, .despite  oneself, that he got
what he deserved. U

I PENNY JOHNSTON is a part-time
teacher and  freelance writer who Uvu
in Toronto.
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A long poem by JOAN
FINNIGAN  illustrated page by

page with sensitive photographs

by Erik Christensen (of the
Globe and Ma/l, Toronfo)  which

beautifully complement the
idyllic, introspective mood of

the poem. Joan Finnigan’s

script fyr the National Film
Board feature; THE BEST DAMN

FIDDLER FROM CALABOGIE  TO

TO KALADAR, won a Canadian
film award.  The poem was

.broadcsst  on CBC radio’s ANTHOLOGY.

Hard cover, with dust’jackat:  $6.25
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TWEARTOFALEXCOLVILLE
HELENJ. DOW

McGnw-Hill  Ryemm: cloth $2%95;  Ubmmd:  231 pages

THIS  BOOK  should bea superb one, but
it isn’t. It is about one of Canada’s
finest  pen and one of our leading
artists. colville’s  work is in the realist
ttadition,  and therefore has the poten-
tial of wide and general appeal. Yet the
book f&, sadly, on at least three
counts.

Firstly, it amounts almost to a
cornpIeCe  cataIogue  rnisotrnP  of Col-
vtlle’s  rork so far, and therefore cata-
log&g and reproduction of the works
is of prime importance. A few working
drawings  end paintings are omitted
that wouldhave  completed the soholar-

Iy task, but that wasn’t the aim of the
book. The reproductions, however, are
very badly done indeed. They make it
virtoally  imposzdble  to appreciate the
genuine power of Colvllle’s  work, and
indeed the misregistration  of the im-
ages, the changes In colour  and the
disregard for scale io the lay--out, all
conspire to diminish the artist’s real
StatWe.

Secondly, the text is, literally, on-
believable. The author tells us that the
book was 11 years in the making,
but not that it was rejected by a
number of publishers. Their reasons

seem  dear. Ms. Dow mites as though
trying  to prove that she studied art
history rather than tryiog  to lead us
into some of the more intricate ‘&d
substantial characteristica  of ColviUe’s
work.

We are given  references to art of the
past and present, to various philoso-
phers and critics and to statements by
the artist  himself. The author conjures,
unconviocblgIy,  with the names of
Searat,  Van Cc& Manet  and Van
Eyck, but two very plpable  influences
on Colville  are not discossed @ alL
Vermeer  is not even  mentioned (Col-
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vdle  thinks he is possibly the greatest
artist  ever to have lived), and Wyeth is
dlsmlssed  as a romantic  Johnny-come
lately. A picture of a boy greeting  his
dog as a school bus pulls  away is
deacribedasparallellinga  Freudian idea
where “the bus represents  reality and
the dog the pleasure principle.”

Take, for example, this sentence
about the famous Horse  and lhin . . .

Neverthe% within  the limitatlcns
of his human cspacit);. creation  is ihe
pmpcr  function of man, what he is
destined  lo perform.  Just as @loping
&f;~teed  II the proper activily  of

. . . and its footnote:
Lincoln  xiisteii  rnlrinterpreted  tbe
printing Horse and Z%d?a  in M raicle
entitled “Alex C!&Ule.:’ Cw,nd&
A%  VoL  XV, No. 3 August, 1958.
p. 218. when be said  that the artist
r+%sented  “a mad horse” and ‘4
mad tmkl.” SiilarlY  etToneOus  an
interpretations such as tit of Paddy
O’Brien  In an article on “‘Suuealirm,”
&ad&n  Art, Vol. XX, No. 6 Novent.
her-December,  1963, p. 350,‘which
re~rthirrubject~pu~IYBnt~ti~
On ihe night  of June 30. 1938,  for
example, ihe author was aboard the
beautiI%ly-appointed  C.P.R. trsin.
“l’be  Canadian,” when slightly  enst
Of Swift Current, Sa*ab2bewan,  ils
engine  was attacked heada,  and
badly  wrecked by II chargins  bull.

parience  and with’an  underlying  sense
of the slnlster,  gives  great resonance to
his work. This is what needs to be
dealt with and isn’t. The  author has
used her PhD,  but &her eyes.

Colvilla  is at heart a primitive  in the
tradition of Rousseau. His images am
powerful and they haunt the mind.
But the execution,  the’ drawing, isnot
‘real” In the anatomical or structural
sense in  which -illusion is normally
portrayed, Colville’s  “real” is of a
different,  cruder order and tries to
achieve a different and. He himself
doesn’t want to know where his images
come from.

Colvllle  d-s a serious study, but
itlaatllltocome.0

I DAVID SILCOX,  formerly of the
&“aba Council, i, Assad& Dean of
Fins Arts at York Universlly. I

THE FACTS
WITHOUT

THE FANCY
Wlmt  Kirsteia  wrote in fact was:

“The  haunting  pathos of his rallmad-
trains  and tracks, a mad horse, a mad
engine . ..mmalnintl.W.memory.”

And what O’Brien wmta wasz “Them
is a certain  sense of shock, but it comes
fmm the imagination  completll  the
painted  action, or following  (what is
almost the illustration of a draam)  to
its logical’ conclusion (which  is real
disaster),  not necesaerily  from the
unusual aspect  of the dream itself?

Ms. Dow would have us believe, in
the end, that Colville  is the greatest
mter since  the Renaissance.  Cnanne
fafls, but ColviIle  succeeds. Seurat
sought “the eternal quality lo vain:
but Colville  found it. Colvllle emulates
Van Gogh,  but is more refmed  and
precise. The dcnIgmtion  of others j,
unnecessary and only creates  d&belief
in the author’s judgment.

Finally the introduction by Lincoln
Klrstein,  the ballet critic, could have
added an Informal and clvillzed  note,
but he too prefus  to launch into the
excesses of abstraction and drugs rather
than extol the virtues  of the artist.

Colvllle’s  preoccupation  with death,
with the tleewess of crucial ex-

THE STREETS OF
ASKELON
TOhTASFZER

BUinsfSecker
doth $7.95;  290 p~lger

nvlcwcd by Richand Lubbock

OF mm ADVICE  commonly given  to
aspiring  writers, the most destructive
is that they should begin by writing
from their own personal experience.
Underlying  this  admonition ls a cul-
tural  tradition that refuses to concede
the limitless creative properties of
language.

The purpose of the verbal arts is
to construct *novel  experience, which
is not founded upon reality, and which
exists solely lo the linguistic mode.

The sure mark of the accomplished
writer  is his ability  to call up an
original  universe  out of nothing,  and
impart the very f* of It to the
reader. This imaginary  new experience
may be quite unlii anything that has
actually befallen either the writer or
hisaudlence.  The gifted  writer succeeds

.__. - .____-___ --- .__..__..  ______.__...
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because he is aware that language
unaided can create reality.

Rvents  in the literary mode of being,
though insubstantial, are by no means
inconsequentlll.  They an able to
change the perceptions of their
audiences,and  therefore their  influence.
can lead to real reorderings  of tha
“actual” world  of physical processes.

Until  recently it has been fashion-
able to decry the generative powers of
language. Only since Noam Chomsky’s
rise  to prominence has the creative
ftice of The Word been taken seriously
again  in logical  and sclentlfic circles.

But your born  writer has never been
bamboozled by trendy loglco-philo-
sopbical  tractators.  He has always
known, to borrow Kipling’s phrase,
that he can cause words to walk up
and down in  the hearts of men. It is
rare to Rnd this  ability  fully developed
ln a writer, but English  literature has
recently. been honoured  by two such
extraordinary  vatlc  prasenccs:  Dylan
Thomas  and Brendan  Behan.

The Streets of Askeh  by the
Journalist Tony Aspler, recounts the
misadventures of a Beban/Thomas-like
creative  spirit dum  a disastrous tour
of Montreal.

I regret to report that, Whatever
Mr. Aspler’s  innate  abilities may be,
he lacks the cobtldence  to create an
imaginative  structure out of nothing.
Instead, he timidly relies on his experl-
ence,  which inevitably is inadequate.

No writer’s library of %st-hand
experience can ever be well enough
stocked to acbieva a major literary
goal, such as the incarnation of the
feelings in and around a’ Behan-type
figure at a tll of crisis. Mr. Aspler
can never synthesize such feelings, no
matter how frequently he shuffles his
pack of memories. It is not enough to
reshuffle the pack. The true writer
must boldly design brand-new cards,
and introduce whole new suits to the
literary deck.

The Streets of Askekm doesn’t con-
vey the least assurance that Aspler
knows, or can imagine what it’s like
to spend time in the pr-ce  of such
a personage as the hero of the book,
Bart O’Shea.

Bart  O’Shea and his brothers in real
time are essentially large and embar-
rassing chunks of the Life Force, who
will insist on bouncing into  your bar

__ ____ _.. _._. --.. --
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or living room with all the friendly,
puppy-like eagerness of a thousand-
megawatt sample of ball lightning.

They sputter with whimsical nful-’
gence,  and whether they explode,
destroying the parlour,  or whether
they wink out into unconsciousness,
onIy to reignite the next day, charm-
idy apologetic, they are, you must
understand, in touch with the gods,
unpredictable and unprincipled.

The author of The Stnets  ofAsk.+
.bn doesn’t seem to know this.  And.his
imagination doesn’t attain a voltage
high enough  to simulate a personaiity
as powerful as Behan  or Thomas.

Bart O’Shea never comes to life.
The Streets of Askelon remain barren
and uninhabited  right to the last page.
And this is largely  because Mr. Aspler’s
confidence in words and imagination
has been sapped by the pmjudices  and
superstitionsof  our culture. Nowonder
Dylan Thomas and Brend.an  Behan
drank themselves to death.’

ARer all, who can live without.
booze in a world that gives rise to
books like The Smeers  of Askekm? 0

ALL IN ALL
IN AFRICA

YOU CAN’T GET
THERE FROM HERE

?IUGHHGGD
Olh5NWZ

paper  $3.95; 202 pages

reviewed by &?n’t? C~OUlier

ANYONE FLIPPING through  theXdloa
and Steele edition of The  Fnerie
Queene looks at the introduction’s
section on allegory, thinks it is one
of the most succinct and lucid pieces
of writing on the subject and puts it
ln his hat for further reference. “lr
naive allegory:’ the man says.

the  conune111sn’  tends to focus upon
the idea: in history md rrportkbg  it
tends to focus upon  the evenL In all
the f~rmr or nsrmtiw  fiction which
lit bewcen  these two poles there is
a tripartite relationship among idea,
tiction,  and the actuzd  world that is
subjuct  to a more or less legitimate
ollegowsir.

In U$s sense, most of Hood’s work
up to now has been  a& allegory of
salvation. It can be dealt with mom
or less like Vittore  Carpaccio’s  St.
George  Stay&g the Drugus  It has the
cryptic, initiatory quality of a myst&
li~&uire  which marks the disparity
between verbal instrument and mys-
tical  object. It has its sacred names and
numbers like the work of a Rena&
aance humanist.

The  beauty of it is that  although  it
is a Chriatfan  mystery of the modem
age, its poetic theology is expressed
in a remarkably concrete idiom because
it does read like history and reporting.
Well,  name me anothertinadian  w7ivriQ
who masters the technical vocabulary
of painting, price theory, marketfng,
politics and management,  film editing,
electronics and who can use these in
* number of contextual styles ranging
from high seriousness to camp.

His  latest book, You Can’t Get
Therefrom  Here is a political novel, an
experiment in the allegmy  of damns-
tion and a statement on the tripartite
relationship among idea, ftiion  and
the actual world. Literally, it describes
Leofricsn  independence nipped in the
bud by Ameriq and Russian under-
cover work. He does think of it as a
precautionary tale for Rend  Llvesque
and that may or may not be the book’s
tmpological  level of meaning. Then,
its sacred numbers are 3, 10 and 20
since it’s a triptych whose three main
pgrts am segmented in IO, 20 and 10
subdivisions ‘respectively. It can be
spoken of in terms of ailegore&is  be-
cause, as Hood says, Interfoods  is a
dreadful parody of the injunction to
clothe the naked and feed the hungry.
It is. a my&e  l[rterain since  it
gradually initiates the reader to the
mysteries of power incarnated  by
Amdlie  de Gaulaincourt  the omnipo-
tent goddess who is always fiddlii
around  with her owp shit and drenching
herself in dung, since it speaks df the
death of Anthony Jedeb, the man who
cannot use power and reaches “‘the
inner meaning of monotheism:’ Finally,
it measure4  the gap separating the
human from the divine, what is and
what should be, and brings the Cana-

din novel very close to sacred text.
Formally speaking, it reminds me

of Callaghan’s  A Passion in Rome be
cause both books use what I would

..-. . _

1

call the myth within the myth. In the
Passion, individual salvation fmds Its
collective and ritual embodiment in
the funeral procession of Pius XII, the
death and rebirth of the archetypal
father. Factually speaking, the Pope’s
death keeps Sam Raymond in Rome
long enough  for him to save Anna.
Their relationship is seen in the con-
textual and contrapuMa  presence of
religious archetype and the novel
dramatizes the correlation of the one
and the other. In You Can’t Get There
from Here the Ugeti mythology of
death and rebirth is exploited and
made subservient to the skillful and
secretive use of force. Its parody brings
about the assassination of Jedeb. Hood
defms  the function of naive allegory
in the technological age by demon-
strating the inoperabiity  of tribal cult
as well as of think  tanks  and cmn-
puterized  scenarios. What  does  make
the w&Id tick in ihis book is violence,

to which a fact is B fact is a fact.
“You’re no use to me if you’re no
use to me:’ said fhe minister to Roger
Talbot.  in A Game of Touch. Strictly
patterned crossfire sends Jedeb to the
bottom of the Ugeti. Hard facts. No
more  ideas in things.

It has been said that this novel is
disparate and I don’t think It is. Hood

has a highly educated mind and a
memory lii Thomas Wolfe’s.  Admit-
tedly his problem is not putting it all
in;  it’s selectivity, and I found that an
earlier work like l7ze Camera Alwnp
Lies had a digressive talky-talky qu$ity
which his best wriling  never has.

But this is something else entirely.
If you  think of You Cm’t  Get Then
fmm  Here as an illegitimate mixture
going from  farce to dismemberment
remember that books in which meta-
phor is my&G  are large things that
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grow into verbal cathedrals. Mystagogic
writing is alwiys The Book, the en-
cyclopedic reconciliation of all in all.
Any writer working on that scale will
come up with a big mixed genre,which
is not such a bad thing to have in a
big, big country. 0

THEJOKE
IS us
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NEWFIE tiOKES  and
NEW NEWFIE JOKES

BOB TCKK
illustmted  by Derrn  Dug@w

p.0. Box 1137. Mount Pearl.  Nfld.
ewpv  $I.50 each; both  82 plrger

THESE  ARE OIUM Limes  for humour.
The funniest contemporary show on
television is built around a pompous
Cm-Maanonbrowed bieot.  The funniest

the lacey undergarments of fetishism
and perversion, groping for coarse and
hahy jokes about transvestite lumber-
jacks, queer Upper-Class Twits and

magazinessavagely  picture George  %I-
la& as a drooling cannibal wh;, fries
bii blacks until t they’re “finger-licki”’
good” and delight in call@ British
cabiit  “Ibdstexs  “duty little pooves.”
AU in all, we’re living in a” age that’s
funny peculiar..

Small  wonder, then, that our good,
clean, conventional, Canadian humour-
ists  - those heroic v&m”s of a lost
cause who wear their Leacock Award
medals like Victoria Crosses - have
been driven rather desperately back
into the past in search of light relief.
Tomorrow will be bleak, today is co”-
fusing, but yesterday . . . ah, yesterday
w.u just a barrel of laughs. How come
Canadians have never developed a “a-
tional sense of hmnour? You’ve misse.d
the point of the joke. The point is
Canada is the joke.

“Very little is known about the
War of 1812:’ writes Eric Nicol, “be-
cause the Americanslost  it. . . The U.S.
expeditionary force sent to liberate
Canada  found that the Canadians could

march backward eve” faster than they
could march forward. Retreat was
their strongest weapon. They finally
retreated the Anxricans  right ‘into the
ground.”

The description of “Yer  Evasion
from Yrr Ewass” by Don Hatron’s
Charlie Farquharson  Ileshes out the
war in somewhat more detail:

\Vell six, General I. Siclq Bmck he jist
waited in yer am-bushes till them
Yanks got to the Hitc of yer Quearon
hard by yer Hydm. Then-he I.?3  them
have it right in yernrar~ard  and beat
the retreat offa them. Sad to say he
got hi&elf  nicked in the tracass  when
abullitbouncedoffa  Rick O’Shayand
gaw our cenwal  the rigger%  Inorse.

And so on, without mercy, until the
Rubeiyat is miUted  dry and the last
pun is Parry Sounded.

The Ur text for this  sort of drivel is,
of course, IO66 And All That, fit
published in 1931 (those were grim
times, too). The events of 1812 aren’t
mentioned in 1066 because, as you’ll
remembei,  the revolutionary was “was
a Good Thing  in the end, as it was a

mammoth mmpging tits. The funniest
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cause of the British Empire, but it
prevented the Americans from having
any more History.” UnfortunaMy,  ‘it
didn’t prevent Charlie Faquhwsds
Hisny.  which takes some fairly rich
comic msterial  and .stretcbes it toilet-
paper thin. Whereas 1066 can be relied
on for a” occasionalRlnclI  lime c’short-
ly after, this cruel Queen [Broody
hl~ldiedandapost-mortemexamina-
tin revealed the word ‘Callous’ en-
graved on her heart”), Harmn invariably
opts for the leer. On the o&ins  of the
WliVerSe:

Simon r! least is reinventing the
past. Nicol and Stuart Trueman  are
merely republishing it. Some of the
pieces in these collections go back 20
or 30 years. Never more than maca-
roons even when fresh (white of ego
mixed wifh  v&msical  sugar and sprin-
kled with nutty new items), they tend
to taste like attic cobwebs today. Here.
they lie: references to Fred Allen and

;. .

Robert Donat;  tsles about English
plumbing and Paris tmfk; anecdotes
about neighbouts’  dogs and ,wvomen
drivers and long-ago holidays and all
the other hilarious  everyday adventures
most of us have learned not to bore
our friends with. Nicol’s  reThurbera-
tions on sex are often so innocently
sexist as to be refresw; Trueman  on
tbc. disappeadng  den (it always be
comes a sewing room) prows that he
can sometimes rise above contrivance.
But tbe subtitle for both these books
should have been ‘Excuse my dust.”
That, however, would have required
wit. .

Wit. toaether  with a healtlw  irrever-
enea,  W jOyoudy  present  in ivortkm
Blighrs,  which tells “more than  anyone
needs to know about Canadian poetry
andpaintiig”andwas  published “with-
out the sponsorship or support of
The Canada Council, Opportuuities  for
Youth . . . The National Design  Coun-
cil . . . The Canadian Saltfish Cor-
poration . . T’ end dozens of other
culture-fertilizing institutions. ‘Good
parody is difticult  to bring off. The

I

reader must be familiar with the works’
of Scurving  Blayton  (remember his
Coin of the Groin?) to appreciate
“A Poet’s Non-Abject Plea to the
Canada Council”:

1 bw ror?k- lmc&?
I have kl ger ~lrvy  J%m?l  *lumcs,
m@e.%
a n d  rip f%mno -
wJlllc 0 misk3s rmacks
me
by the Buy

of Naples.
There are some sophomoric lapses,

but chiefly NoMem  B/i& cheers
because of its defiant assertion that we
are intelligent and literate enough to
laugh at’our present selves. a* well as
past shades. Ostensibly, the Newfound-
land-published  New& joke book  make
the same assertion. A sample:

A n  lIdian  is called J “\vop,”  a
Frenchman a “‘tmg,“aU blrck people
“niggen,” SJ calling  a Newfound-
lander  a “Newtie”  Isn’t so bad after
all. is it?

Apparently these books have enjoyed
phenomenal sales, mainly in Newfound-
land. When Canadian humour  gets rhnt
prim, it’s clearly time to appoint a
Royal Commission on Taste. 0

The phtings  of the three
giants of seventeenth century
Dutch urt - Rembrmdt, ~Hals,  and
Vdrmeer - are brought together with
the finest works of the %ittl~ Musters”
in THE AGE OF REMBRANDT .4ND
VERMEER,  a handsome new book
by the English art historian J. M. NC&
Lavishly illustrated with 132 bkzck
and white photos and 46 full-color
plates. 528.75

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=scurving+blayton
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SUDDEN DEATH PMY-OFF
nrlmd  b.v Stan Obodiac

THE T~-LE of this book is most un-
palalable,ludicrous  in fact, particularly
since its authors, Bruce Kidd and John
Macfarlane, have never played the
game at any signlflcsnt  level.

What makes it so ludicrous is the
fact that hockey is at this moment at
a triumphant stage. The NHL has ex-
panded to 16 teams and the new
league of the WHA with 12 teams has
been created. On the world stage we
have witnessed the magnificent spes
tack of Canada playing in Russia,
Czechoslovakia and Sweden. In fact
the whole world is embracing this
exciting, ever-expanding sport.

The chief  hypocrisy of the book
is that while Kidd and Macfarlane
deride NHL owners for making  money
out of hockey, they themselves have
written this book (about hockey) to
make money.

However, there are occasional merits
In the book. In the very first chapter
they have titten  a paragraph on
hockey which  is beautifully evocative.
It is splendid.

They write, ‘Hockey is the Cana-
dian metaphor, the rink a symbol of
this country’s vast stretches of water
and wilderness, its extremes of climate,
the player a symbol of our struggle to
civilize such a land. Some people caU
it our national reli@n  . .,. hockey cap-
tures the essence of the Canadian ex-
perience in  &. New World. In a Iand
so inescapably and inhospitably cold,
hockey Is the dance of life, an a5rma-
tion that despite the deathly chill of
winter we are alive.”

There are also some other magnifl-
cent references to the game by such
Canadian literati  as Al Purdy,  Joan
Fbmigan,  Hugh Hood, Morley Cal-
Iaghan, Bruce Hut&son.

There are errors in the book, those
seen on the pages and of course many
expostulations of attack which  are built
on inaccurate appraisals of the game.
As an example, televised hockey started
in 1952, not 1954. In their attempt to
belittle the population of American
franchise cities, the populous environs

iHE DEATH OF
mteHncd  by Jack Hutchinson

HOCKEY
BRUCE WDD & ‘THIS BOOK is dedicated to “the right-

JOHNMACFARLAhZ ful owners of hockey, the Canadian
PEW f.lMSS people: as if the game were really

clo:ll$5.95;  I65 pn&?.s some exclusively ~Canadlan  property,
like the Peace Tower in Ottawa -
whiti’it  Isn’t and hasn’t beeh  for more
thsn 50 years - and as if the survival

are never considered. Is it fair to say of hockey, as it was once played in
that hockey players have not benefitted our dim but gloriMls  past before the
from the game? And immeasurably so?
Kidd  and Macfarlane make quite a

emergence of the NHL, were absolutely
vital to the survival of Canada as a

case of Wayne Carleton ofpeterborough IUtiOIi

not joinii Canada’s national team.. . Sun, a geat many Canadians  can
only t&g the matter IS that Carleton become very emotional about hockey.
never played for Peterborough. when The Russian series proved that. But
such a strong point  is made on an coolly considered, hockey is only a
inaccuracy, some of the validity is lost. game that happened to be invented
Financkd  page experts aIso tell me that in Canada - by British soldiers, if
100 share&of  Gardens’ stock bought in popular folklore is to be trusted -

,1936 is not worth $18,750 now, but, and games just do ‘nor belong ex.
around $60,000. To call Imperial Oil’s elusively to any one nation or people
Power player uromotion  of last year if they are any good..
a vulgarity is abysmally  ignorank,  It
WBS  an inspired scheme and great for

Games - even Canadian games -

hockey.
belong to whoever wants to pluy them

Then to devote an entire chapter 0;
or watch them. We didn’t l ‘seU our

how the sports writers am haoks  of the
game cheap” to the Americans, as
Bruce Ridd  and JohnMacfarlane  would

hockey ~stablishmqnt is arrant non-
sense. In the 10 years I have been In

have us believe, any ‘more then’we

charge  of the press box at the Gardens,
@owed  the Russisns  to “steal our

I have never known a sbigle  writer
game” from us. Sdch  phrases  are the

1OO%behind  every Gardens’ statement!
clichds  of hack journalism. Did the

I also think that this type of statement
Japanese and the Latll  Americans

is an lusult  to Canada’s fme hockey
“steal”bas&aU  from the United States,

and did the rest of the world “steal”
reporters, who I consider amongst soccer from the British? Of comae  not.
Canada’s best &ters on any subject.

There may be other relevant things
Now Kidd and Macfarlane obviously

such as condemning the fact that out
know that t@ basic p?mlse  of their

of 51 pro teams there are only six in
book is fal@. Canadians have never

Canada - but this  ls a much over-
really “owned”hockcy.  But to pretend

worked subject.
that we once did  is to add a new

Kidd and Macfarlane claim to have
dimension  to the reaI and imaginary

a love affair  with hockey. This is a
errors, @mes  and sins perpetrated by

peculiar claim when they are really
the greedy NHL moguls. Everything

tryiig  to beat hookey  to deathi
wiong  with hockey in  Canada is their

Death  of hockey? No. the LWB of
fault. And suddenly they are more

Canada! 0
than unpleasant and avaricious men -
they arc enemies  of Canada.

I STAN OEODIAC  Li p1e.9 ollicer at The trouble with the journal&tie
Maple  Led Csrdenr  in Tomato. overklU In The Death of Hockey h

that it is irritating.  rather than con-

Have you done the
I

vincing. Shock taaics,  such as those

ReW Survey? employed by Kidd and Macfarlane.
fially become only sllly.  These writers

29
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should try telling Bobby OR and other
rich young men that  “turning  hockey
fmm a game into a business has
benefited neither the fans, the players,
nor the game itself.” Even the title of
their book is suspect in view of the
NHL% successful expansion, the bii
of the \VHA,  the doubling and tripling
of players’ salaries, and the rocketing
interest in and growth of hockey in
Europe and other parts. of the @d.
Shouldn’t Canadians be plaoJed  that
hockey has at last caught on in so
many other countries? Or should we
wrap ourselves in our Maple Leaf flags,
like Kidd and Macfarlane, and whine?
It is hard to share their apparently
sincere belief that the future of hockey
in Canada almost  equals the future
of Canada.

Kdd and Macfarlane to the con-
trary,, hockey is still  alive in Canada.
We can still play the game or watch it
at any number of levels if we wish.
As far as the NIiL’s  particular brand
of hockey entertainment is concerned,
we are only consumers, ndt owners,
but at least we have some Options.
We can buy the NHL’s  watered-down
product  or we can refuse it. we can
also seek alternatives. The alternative
proposed by Kldd  and Macfarlane is
a X-team  Canadian professional league
stretching from coast to coast. Even in
the midst  of so much other nationalistic
nonsense, this immodest proposal
stands out. Kidd  and Macfarlane are
extraordinarily optlmlstic  about what
their mammoth minor league might
accomplish,  but they don’t even bother
to discuss the question of its iilancing.
whether Canadians would want such a
league, or whether they would support
it. We are left  to presume that at least
some of the money would have to
come from the federal government if
their players arc. going to be paid from
525,000 to $30,000 a year. But in
that case. my fellow taxpayers, where
1700ia  our options lie? *

To adopt Mark Twain,  the reports
of the death of hockey seem very
muchexaggerated. 0 ,

OUR
COMMON

CLAY
PORTNEUF POTTERY

and other early wares
R W. FIMLA  YSON

Lonsmnn

I.

~lenncd by Penelope Lorimer

WHAT  IS Portneuf pottery? Mr. Fin-
layson  convincingly puts forth hls
theprythatportneuf  pottery is modest,
functional, export crockery produced
by several small  potteries  in the Glas-
gow and Edinburgh areas of Scotland,
and  the Staff6rdshlre  area of Bngland,
rather than produced by a Canadian
pottery. It was made in the years be-
tween 1840 and 1915 and received the
name Portneuf from a small village on

the north shori  of the St. Latyrence
River, 30 miles west of Quebec City,
in the belief it had been made there.

The pottery itself is not important
as anexpression  of technique or design,
but as coarse tableware. kitchen and
toiletware  made for the settlers’ log

- - -.-- ---__-  - _-- --.... - ..__ ._

cabins. The faw remaining pieces have
survived the normal breakage of at least
150 years, as well aa the fires that so
often consumed these log houses.

The Quebec Vi& Series of pottery
exported to the Thomas Company of
Quebec City bears  popular  scenes of the
late 19th century such as Montmomncy
and Niagara Falls. Descriptions of this
crockery seemed pondemus  in part,
but as Fmlayson  progresses fo the
patterned ware. the briefer, livelier
explanations caught my enthusiasm.
These colourful  patterns were done
with the cut stem of a sponge and used
as a block, in the manner of a potato
print. As a potter I was drawn to the ,.
good honest bowls, then led by the
author through the intricacies of pat-
tern and place, and verged smitten
.by the disease “to identify.” He con-
tlnues  with the eagerness of an. avid
collector and carried me with him to
pick out the most interesting designs.
These appear when the craftsman had
a flurry of origblallty  such as lettering
the name JUMBO  under the childlike
drawing of an elephant.

It is well  that the Canada Council,
when giving aid for the printing,  should
have suggested it be in both French
and English because most  of the
cm&cry  has been unearthed lo Que-
bet. Perhaps this will  pull more unique
Portneuf pottery from forgotten cup
boards.

The many ex@lent  photographb
give vivid medning  to the book. How-
ever, I had to hunt through the preface
to fmd the one obscure acknowledg
ment of the photographer, Leighton
Warren of the Royal Ontario Museum.

Finlayson  ends with a plea for a
National Ceramtc  Museum. To see a
panorama of the growth of ceramics in
Canada would be a tremendous asset
to collectors, craftsmen and the general
public. Irs to be hopedsomething  con-
crete can be started.

This  book will obviously appeal
mainly to collectors of Canadiina  be
cause the scope is fairly narrow. but
potters should also look to it for a
description of some of Canada’s fit
functional wares. 0
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CANADA DRY 8< steadem  from Britain, Europe and
eastern Canada.

HOMESTEADER: A Prairie Boyhood Recalled
JAMES M. MINIFIE

MacmiNan;  cloth  $9.95; ittustmted:  222 pages

BOOZE: The Impact of Whisky on the Prairie West
JAMES H. CR.4 Y

Macmilbm;  cloth $7.95;  IUustmted;  243 pogu

“AN OLD FAMILY” in \!%stetIt  Canada
means a family that’s had its money
more than 10 years, or so goes the
joke. Like ail good jokes, this one is
close enough to the truth to remind us
of something we too often forget: how
recent the history of the Canadian
West really is. Few Westerners are
more than two 01 three generations
removed from their pioneer ancestors
who fmt settled the Prairies. My own
grandmother. for instance, was a young
widow with three small children when
she took UP a homestead near Moose
Jaw in 1907, and my aunts can iecount
detailed and incredible stories of pio-
neer life for hours on end. But not
enough has been written or perma-
nently recorded of the Canadian pio-
neer experience and the hardships so
heroically  endured in a harsh and
unforgiving new land.

CANADA WET James H. Gray’s Booze is not so
warm or personal a book. But like
Gray’s earlier social histories of the
West, it is fascinating reading and a
mine of little-known information. If
documentation .is somewhat sketchy
and Gray has had to rely too heavily
upon old newspaper fdes, it is not his
fault. He himself writes, “If there are
any people who have engaged. in a
massive  conspiracy to bury their past,

There was  little glamour in the it is the people of western Canada.”
homesteader’s life, only backbreaking Perhaps this is because the past is still
toil  fmm morning to night, learning so recent. One reason why my gmnd-
by trial and error, constantly fighting mother homesteaded was to be near
the inexorable deadlines imposed by her sister who was married to a wife-
the .prairie seasons. It was a life of beater, but this was neirer  mentioned
work and sweat and loneliness, and in our family, nor was old Uncle’s
one questiin,of  course.bwhy?  hlinife fondness for drink,  until au of the
says that his father left England and principals were safely in their graves.
was lured to Canada by his sense of The focus of Booze is the period
adventure, the promise of free land, roughly between 1914 and 1924, the
and a determination  to be his own decade during which Prohibition ruled
master. In retrospect them is no doubt the Prairies. But even in those “dry”
that the cam&n waged by the Cana- years there was booze a-plenty, legal
dian government  to populate the West and illegal, for those with a thirst,
was in fact a giant swindle. Few home- and enough loopholes in the laws to .
steaders found the freedom, the success make bootlegging, whisky-running and
or the riches they dreained  of. Life distillingbothrelativelysafe  andpmfit-
was too hard. And for too many, the
Prairies meant  only years of desperate

able - for some, immensely.profitable.
Among those who grew rich on booze

labour and ultimate defeat. duringProhibitionmeretheBronfmans.
But James MtifE  is rarely bitter whose holdiigs now include the vast

or angry. His book is nnitten with the
quiet good kumour so familiar to his

Seagram empire. What is most in-
credible about the Bronfman  story,

radio and television audiences. There as Gray tells it, is the impunity with
is a Pig-butchering episode that turns which they were. able to bend and
fnto wild comedy. And there is his twist, if not actually to break, the
father’s habit of buying a pint of rye liquor laws of the land. Them is some
whisky in Vanguard to cheer  the long question, of course,whether those laws
drive back to the farm. owed their extreme flexibility  to acci-

My mother did not appmve of this dent or design.
wayside c&r, sa when he had
GUshed the bottle  my father used to

Booze dissipates some my&s  and

tbmw tbo empty tlark under  the legends. Gray argues quite convincigiy
Baanw. Tracking a wounded gopher that Prohibition was not a failure.  And
u?dw.  tbb mme gmnary  ona d a y ,
f discovered a treasury of old eon-

he is persuasive in bis thesis that

tainers. I carefully retrieved them au
Prohibition was defeated more by the

with the as&n  rake and pmudly  dirt prairie  governments’ hunger for addi-
played my dhcoveries to my mother.
It war some little time before I cow

tional tax revenue than by the public’s

neeted  this episode with the chill that
thirst.

came over my relations with my
father about  that time. Iguess  maybe’

Snty years  rftei the Wani~h  the
Bar!” sermon had been sent on its

I was not  too blight,  or was  too
innocent, wbiih might be the same

reverberating  way across  the pnirles

thing.
fmm a thousand pulplts  all  that re-
maimdin the all-mcompauingsilmce
was the fluttering  of paper  m.,ney

James M. Minitie’s  Homesttwder  is
one of the best accounts we are likely
to get of pioneer life on the Canadian
Rabies. The book rings true down to
the smallest detail. MiniBe’s  father left
Sbroopshire  for Canada in 1909. He
spent a year working as a hired man
and then  homesteaded near Vanguard,
gaskatche\.van,  living and working vir-
tually alone until he was finally  joined
by his wife and sons in the sprjng  of
1912. Minitie  has pieced together the
story of those three lonely years from
conversations  with his laconic fnther,
reinforced by later research, and it’s
this story that is the heart of his re-
markable book. But as its sub-title
indicates, Honzesreader  is also Minitie’s
own autobiography  of his fmt 24
years. In the watchful, observant, shy
boy with a passion to know about
everything, we can see the man who
went on to become one of our best-
known. most respected, and most liked
broadcast journalists.

This is a warm and loving bobk,  a
tribute not onlyto  Bichard Minifie  but
also to thousands of other home

onto the plates of the governments
taking up the ccdkction.

JACK HUTCHlNSON
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THE LUCKY CQBN &
OTHER FOLK TALES

CANADPAN
LESLIE QUIA’TQA’

XcCklllod % Stenort
cloth s4.95; 126 pubes

THIS  1s 9 ‘collection of folktales  from
al1 around the  world. They come from
Quebec, India, England and so on.
There are 20.

The. stories are awfully funny and
fhe characters arc funny. The book is
really good and it is easy to read. If
you ever read it you will lie it because
it has mystery. adventure and humorous
tales. Mostly-the stories are about silly
people who dosomethingtrue  or right.

II starts off exciting. Usually the.
books you read you have to get into
fhem  deep to really be fascinated by
them,but  not this one. It stays exciting
all the way through.

The notes at the back of the book
uould  help you if you had to do a
project. I would recommend this book
for nine year olds to adults.

LAURA (9)

:
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WEBWULF  THE
OUTLANDER

HERBERT TMT
Clarke  Invin

ctotb  $550: flhistmted:  1.379~~

THIS  IS a story based on fact. It ten-
tres on the people of 1Vesse.x  and the
attra&s on them by the Vikings. a
strong, proud and brutal nation of
warriors. Wesnex  was one country of
seven in what is now England.

The main character is Redwulf.  He
5s a Viking lad who preferred the harp
over the sword. When he learns  that
his older half-brother, Stem, wishes
to kill  him. Ile is forced to flee his
country by boat. During the storm the
boat is wrecked on the shores of
the Viiigs’  enemies, the country of
Wessex.

Redwxlf  is accepted by the Folk
despite the fact that he is a Viking.

- . .._. _ _. _. ._

The story twolve~  around the idea that
he is a traitor to his country and !ightr
against his own people in war.
It’is  clear that the author  went to
much trouble searching for the right
information, and the people and their
Uveliioods  are interestingly portrayed.
In spite of its length and the small
print, it is an excellent book even  if
one is not familiar with the 9th
century. If one’ is familiar with that
period, then so much the better.

DANlEL  (14)

A  WORST FOR

RUNNING BUFFALO
MADELINEA.  FREEMAN

Van Nostmnd Rheinhokd
paper  $3.95; Illwtmted:  8S 9~9~

I THOUGHT this well-written adventure
story of a Blackfoot  Indian boy, Run-
ningBuffalo,  andhis  horse,,Red Arrow,
was weU  iUu$rated.  Different exciting
sub-plots blend into the m& theme of
yet another Indian boy reaching man-
hood. The horse race?  Buffalo hunt
and raid on the Cree camp sounded
real. The way the legends of the
Blackfoot Indians are interwoven into
the chapter on the magic bowl is very
well  done. Even though this is historic
fiction, it really  could have happened
and the historic details are very well
researched. If we compare this with
Mt. the story of the last California

Children’s books may be written and ii
be enjoyed by children. So our review .
written by children who properly repr
unedited opinions will help children (C

. TALES FROM THE
IGLOO

llanskated % edtted by
MA UXKEM~A  YER

lllusmrted  by AGNES NANOGAK
Hurttg

THIS IS A collection of 22 legends  told
by the Copper Bskimos. Each story
has its own tone - humorous, sad, or
magical.

The storiesshow how these Bskirhos
looked at nature, and prticulady
animals. In some stories, the ,animaIs
aDoear  with human ooalitiez  such as

take human’form: The s&es also tell
about the Bskbnos’  culture, and the
hardness of their life - they are all set
in the wld,  cold ‘Arctic.

The drawings, by an Eskimo.  are
very good and capture the spirit  and
meaningofthe  text. They  are primitive

Indian  living  in the woods, by Theodora
fioeber,  Ishl  is a more reqlistic  chsrso
te.r while also  being portrayed more
poetically. While I enjoyed this book,
I think we need more books about
modem Indim~children  and more that
include stories of girls. I would recom-
mend this book for grade 4-6 children.

.

I
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lstrated  by adults, but thay  are meant to
for this selection of Canadian books ara
Gent the intended readers. We hope their
JD their parents] to choose.

in style. and bright in reds, greens,
oranges, blues and browns.

This is a quiet but delightful book
that chndren, or anybne for that mctter,
will enjoy. ERIN (13)

THE STANLEY SAUCER

STANLEY  IS A turtle who lovedhockey.
And they named the book because he
won the “Stanley Saucer”.

Unlike other turtles who enjoy
bask@ in the Summer sun, Stanley
loves to skate  on the fmzen  rink Of
Lake Nipissing in February, end to
im@ne  himself playins  with his fa-
vourite  hockey stars. Eveh  in his wildest
dreams, however, he never pictures
himself actually going to Maple Leaf
Gardens in Toronto, actually meeting

_..

the  players, actually seeink  a game!
And yet that is what act@y happens.

It’s a great adventure for Stanley.
The part I like most is when he went
td Toronto end I like it beeanse  he
got the Stanley Saucer, and because it
is very colourfnl and interesting. I re
commend the book for ages 5 to 9.

ROBBIE (10)

FOXY GdANDPA
CHIP YOUh’G

Clarke  Irwin

CAN YOU IMAGINE animals playing
hockey? I can, ever since I read Foxy
Grmnipa. Skinny Weasel. Grandpa
Groundhog, Rink Rat, Kit Fox, Zipper
Mink arid Digger Wolverine are, the
names  of some  of ttie hockey players.
Nibbles MouseEn is’the referee. The
linesmen are two other mice. The play
is broadcast by Corny Cmw and Gabby
Jey,  and the game is hihrions!

If YOU enioy  hockey ‘and have a ’
secss if hum&,  you should read this
story. I enjoyed it thoroughly. I
thought the illustrations could have
been more cheerful. DEANA  Uo)

The  ghost sends her to clbnb  the
Storm Oek tree in the middle of the
Wood of Myths and throw jmrself down
from the top. On her way, Claradore
meets the Queen of Bees and seven
voltures  (who are princes  in disguise)
who keep her from climbing the tree,
because it was a trick of the jealous
gllost.

Finally Clara&m meets I$. Martin-
Balloon, a honey bear, who,helps her

STQRM  OAK
ANDREEMAILLET

ScholastieTab

‘CHIS  BOOK IS about a bored princess
named Claradore, who lives in a castle
in a meadow. One Day Prince Alms-
floris  comes to the castle, stopping for
a night fmm his travels. Claradore falls
in love, and asks advice from.the  ghost
of her aunt on how to keep the prince_. ._

cab  her prince. So Clamdore and
Almatlods  get married and live happily
ever after.

I wds  bored by this book, because it
hss  lots of hard and funny words, and
because  at the beginning I got bored
reading  about the princess being bored.
And, you know, princesses in books
always get to marry princes - maybe
&e should have married 84 ordinary
young mn. the  pictures are good, but
they sre only in black end white and
purple. luAc;olE  (9)

AGOUHANNA
CLAUDEAUBRY

lZIlnslated  by HARVEYSWADOS
Doubleday

dofh$ASO;ij~rrrrrt~;89~~

BLACK EAGLE, the femOuS IrOqUOis
chieftain. is getting old with no son
to sccceed  him. So when Agochsnna
is born  there is great joy in the village.
But Agochsnna  is different from the
other boys. He hates killing,  is terrified
of bloodand  darkness and prefers com-
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posing stories and poems near his
mother to playing outside the fortress.
He must endure the jeers and taunts
of the other boys but he sticks to his
belief that one can become a man with-
out violence or warfare. Finally Agou-
hanna risks his life to saw his village
from certain massacre and thus earns
for himself  the respect of his village
and hi father.

This is a warm and beautifuf  story.
It makes me respect and understand
the Indian way of life more than ever
before. Though this book is ahned at
1be 10-14 age group, I think anybody
from 10 up would enjoy it.

SUSAN (13)

TOYS FROM THE SKY
LYNCOOK
CIorke  Irwin

cloth  295:  illusrml& unnumbwd ms

THIS BOOK is about two Eskimo chil-
dren at Christmas. Their names are
Chochee and Kodlook. Chochee came
to visit Kodlook, and Kodlook told
Chochee about toys from the sky.
They thought the toys came from a
bid, but really they came from an
airplane.

I IIked this book because I like
Eskimo stories. The pictures are very
good because they show what’s hap
pening (there is a picture on each page),
I recommend this book for ages four
to eight. DANlliL(8)

THE ROSE OF BAZIZ
CHIP  YOWG

Clarke Irwin
rl0th  2.95:  Iilustmred;  unnumbered page*

THE STORY is about a king who always
was sneezing. The royal family was
uneasy about it. Bo all the royal
doctors were uneasy too,

Once the townspeople found out
that the king had “flower fickle fever;
they pi&d all the flowers. There
rasn’t a rose left in the land of Baaiz.

At the end, the land has flowers
again. The king leaves the land of Baziz

. ___.  --- ._ _.._.  .-

to his son Iz. He went away to a desert
because heknew that the children liked
playhlg  among the flowers.

I like the book very much. The pic-
tures are funny especially the dog
picture. I think other children would
lie the book too, IdAN (81

GUSHEY AND GOOEY
AND OTHER STUFF

FROM TklE KIDS IN
YOVA SCOTIA

m&r-bo
lxrpcr  $200; llfuW.,t~ uinuntlwrd  pryrr

I LIKED SOME of Gushey  and Gooey
but some things were boring and
seemed to go on for ever and ever.
I thiuk it was a very good i&a to have
kids writing ideas and poems but soma
of the ones in the children’s hand-
writing you just couldn’t read.

The book has written work by
schoolchildren  from ages seven to 15.
There are questions like, What would
you do if you were Prime Ministei?  and
quite a few kids answered. ‘Ihe book
has a lot of chasing girls, girls looking
for dates. girls in bikinis etc. etc.

I think they should have typed out
some of the poems they could plainly
see had messy handwriting. There is
part of a story about Cushey and
Gooey at the beginning and the end.
It is the same part. There are also a
few poems copied  over. I think it is
quite careless. I-do not really recom-
mend it. Eb4MA (10)

ADVENTURES INTO
UNKNOWNS

DA VID T. MACL;4GAN
. Hurtig

cbth  $4.95: ilhatmte&  I1 6 pages

Tws noca consistsof  five mystery sto.
ries. Kent and Brad, two teenage boys,
get n&d up in all sorts of strange
adventures; whether it’s escaping from
a Banshee or finding treasure, it still
gives you the creeps.

There ‘are 27 wlourful  illustrations
(I do think Mr. Madagan could have
been a little neater in drawing some
of the people). I really enjoyed this
book and I think the stories in it were
vety exciting and original, klthough
some ware more interesting than others.

I recommend this book for kids of
10 to 14 who lie tingling spines.

l”L4ET  (10)

CASEY OF THE
CHRONICLE_ .

ELMUiVD COSGROVE
Ckuke Invin

cloth $5.95;  I 70 plrger

SET IN TDRONTOO. this sWC?ss  Story
is about 16-year-old  Kevin Callahan.
While highly improbable, this story Is
suspenseful to read. Kevin gets a sum-
mer job at “The Chronicle” as a copy
boy, buys himself a camera and be-
comes interested in photography, de.
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velopb~g  the prints  in the paper’s dark
room. The plot U&kens. There is
strong rlvaJry  between Kevin and the
head copy boy and obviously when
the head copy boy goofs up, Kevin  is
promoted. He moves up fast, writes
some eye witness reporter stories, be-
comes weJ1  known in the office and is
nicknamed Casey. Enter romance.
Casey meets a gld through  one  of his
friends and they are often together.
When Casey attends the trial of a
racketeer as an assistant reporter, he
lcams vital information - so vital it
could put the racketeer bebind  bars
for along time. As the Mafia know this,
they have hbn and his girlfriend kid-
napped. Wdle  not meant as a vocational
guide, this book is very informative
about the newspaper business. Recom-
mended for boys and girls age 12-14.

MARC (13)

ERJKMWSTRRHJELM
Macmih

dath $5.95;  137,eqes
I LIKED this book because it was
interesti and adventurous and told
lots about animals. It wasn’t too short
and it wasn’t too long, and it had Jots
of excitement and trappers which I
like when I mad a book. The  cover is
interesting too and makes it look  ad-

ventumus.  but what  I didn’t llke about
it is tltat it l&t very colourfid.

, What I liked best about the story
is the way that Wolf. survived  and
joined up with  a &cJc of wolves when
he was a dog. V&at I didn’t lii were
some of the words that were used in it.
Another thing that I didn’t like was
the way some of the chapters  were
started. Right at the beginning of
Chapter Three  thers wa* the name of a
man who had never been spoken of
before in the story. CHRxi  (10)

lSOBEL M. RERKIE
Holt, Rinehart and Whton

doth $4.95:  tlbmmt&  MOpam

THE BOOK IS about a boy whose name
is Donald  Anderson and a horse whose
name is Red. It is about how Red is
stolen and Donald tries to fmd him.
But he thinks  Joe Partridge (an Indian
boy) stole him. Donald pes to Mon-
tana, hoping to find Red, but does
find  other tliings.

I like this  story because it is ex-
citing, interesting and it is nry sad.
It is an excellent book.

My favoiuite  part of the book is
when Donald fmds Red at a picnic.
&other part I like is when Donald
met his new friend, Dave.

I recommend this book for ages
8 to 12 years. BRENDA (10)

For Jim Ormlsmn  and the motley
crew of the SS. Gabrlola,  a mutine
trip tums  into  a whirlwInd  of imrieua
and high adventurn  in and around the
Dueen  Charlottu  Islands. lllus?ratad  in
black and whhn by Alsn  Daniel.

Hardbound $?.S!t

-- - - -‘--I
i ‘<;I:. 1

Rsd,  Horsa  of the West
by Ii&d hf. Raekle
An adventure  story. rich in historical
detail, about  a pl~neer  boy  and his
balmed  horse. Red. wblch  is stolen
andeve”tuallytnck6d  down with the
hnlp of a young  Indian frland.  lllw
tmted brAIan  Daniel,  To be published
In Janusry  197%

Robbsr’s  Rati by ‘%I BaRDn
A remote island off the cast of
British  Columbia  ls ths  ssttlng  for thb
fast-paced  story in which  Thea and
Carol sat out  to solve  the mysteries
that surround them.

$!T.501$2.95  Paparbaek

HOLT, RlNEHART (k WtNSTON
68 Hornsf  Avenue. Toronto la

.
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JOHANN’S
GIFT TO CHRISTMAS

JACK RICHARDS;
Illustmted  by LENNORRIS

J. J. Dough7sLtd

. .

THIS IS a shy about an Austrian
mourn  who loves music.  He lived  150
years  ago, and wanted to be a church
mouse so he could listen to the music
of the organ.

I liked it because it has very nice
pictures and the story has a lot of
detail. It tells everything that is hap
pening and shows it in the pictures.

At the end he was very happy tn
the church. Some of the words are a
bit  hard. For an example “threadbare”
and “earnestly.” But I sttll like the
book and recommend it for chtldren
from fne to 10. DAN (8)

THE PRIME MINISTERS
OF CANADA

THIS IS a very  interesting book because
it not only tells you a lot about the
Prime Mhdstem,  it tells about the
Depression and it also tells in the last
chapter how the Prime Miter gets
elected andwhat  ha has to do. Imcom-
mend the book for ages 10 and up
because it’s very good for dotng  pmj-
ects  and essays. If you would Bke to
knoly  what the story is about, I’ll
v&e down some things  about it.

I myself feel sorry for RIchard
B. Bennett because he had so many
things  to worry about. For instance,
people roamed the cities and mtllioris

_.- _. _. .
asking money  from the CPR railmad
company  for campaign funda.  But a
group of Liberals found the papers
aslsng for money, so the Liberals
joined some American  forces to pm&
that what the Conservatives did is
against the law. In return John Mac.
donald  would let the CPR m&ad
company build  a nthoad  in British
Columbia. Another thing he did Is
bribe British Columbia to be part of
Canada  and the Conserv@ves  would
give British Columbia the l&tern
railroad.

The book is up to date. JOHN (9)

THE SATURDAY PARTY
ANNMcKECHNI..

Clarke Irwin
cloth  $295; illcsuared:  57-s

ON EVERY second Sunday, three chil-
dren went to their grandmother’s to
have tea. After tea they would listen
to stories that their gmtuimother  told.

One was about a girl  who was ugly.
No one much liked  her. The second
story was about an Emperor ~II Japan
and his magical  pond. The third was
about a curious monkey who was
bought by three children  for their
mother’s birthday. No one story was
better than the other. They weren’t
really bad but they weren’t really

of people were out. of work. People
were  hiding in empty box-cam.
body was starving for food. At t
time there were eight million people

good. I didn’t Eke the way it jumped
from story to story. It was contusing.

‘lhe title did not tit the book. It
could have been called The  Sunday
Afternoon Tea

Some children  would like the book
because the stories had happy endings
and were funny. Others would not
enjoy it because the stories weren’t
different or unusual. The events  in
the first and last stories were obvious.

wuR4 (9)

HONKY  T H E
CHRISTMAS GOOSE ,

CHIP YOUNG
Ckuke  Irwin

THIS BOOK  is about a goose named
Henry  who’ ate too much and he
couldn’t swim, fly or honk. When
September came all the geese except
his  parents and Iienry  went away for
the winter.

In November his father announced
that they had to move to a cave near
water that was always running free.
All the time they were there the
Northern Lights were pretty and on
Christmas  Eve they were especially
bright. Henry knew why.

That night Henry heard a jmgBng
sound. He stretched on his  tiptoes but

in Canada.
The fust  question that you would-xi

probably ask Is, Why was Canada like -
that?

Canada waslike that because of the ’ I

great Depression when the stocks went
down and everybody was afraid to
spend their  money.

Sin John A. Maedonald was our Brst
Rime Minister. He was dishonest by

36
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he couldn’t see the upstairs world
because he was too fat.

The next day at lunch he ate less.
Soon he could swim and fly.

Nest year on Christmas Eve there
was a space jam. Santa couldn’t get
get tluougb.  Henry came and blew
hlr hanky  horn and everyone moved
out of Santa’s way.

I like the book. Some of the pit-
tures are very colourful  and funny.

JOAN (81

THE ROCKY
MOUNTAIN MONSTER

BERT WILLIAMS
lvelson

tuper  $250; illuswnte@  I23 plrgcr

THIS STORY is about a boy who sees
a Sasquatch  (“Abominable Snowman”
of the West) and the adventures this
leads to. The  writing is very good but
it would have been a better book if
the story had been based on truthful
experiences instead of tictional  people
and places. I would recommend it for
the l&to-14  age group. MARC (14)

SONGS OF
THE DREAM PEOPLE

JAMES HOUSTON
LOngrnnn

cloth $6.95: iihstmted: 83&wg,s

THIS IS a book of chants and images
of the Indii and Eskimos  of North
America.

It is not a book of poetry, nor is
it a book that you can read non-stop
from start to fmish. Rather one  should
read pages at random and furthermore,
it is best to read the selected songs very
slowly so as to be able to understand
the ideas behind them more completely.

‘fhc book is divided into  four parts,
each one representing a particuku  area
and its people. The sections are the
Eastern Woodlands, the Central Plains.
the North-West Coast and theEskimos,
with the Central Plalms  having the
largest selection by far.

In school,  this book would be good
for thou&-provoklngclas  discussions.
It is excellent for reading when one
wants to relax. I recommand  it to any-
one who has even a vague knowledge
of North America’s native people and
to those who enjoy contemplating
masterpieces of interpretation of life
around us. DANIEL (14)

- _... .__- --_.___ _ _

HEAVY
SCENE.

THEWIANIPULATOR
BLANCHE HOWARD
McClehd and Stew&

cloth  $Z95; 301 pqgcr

BLANCHE HOWARD  does one brave 01s
fashioned thing in. The Jfanipulator:
she attempts to create a villain, the
embodiment pf pure evil. This volatile
being she then turns loose in a comfv

to do damage. If any irony ix lmaglna-
tion had gone Into this venture, Mrs.
Howard’s tint  novel, the result might
not have been as depressing as it is,
however, the impression she left with
me was  of a laborious solemnity.

Tha  ,viUain,,  complete with icy blue
eyes, a loud bark, and a poisoned-fang
bite, ts Bill  W&worth,  an ambitious
young atitect who arrives one day
to disrupt the placid cosiness  of life in
PhUlipsKur&  ah unspecified but pre-
sumably  Canadian place. The narrator,
John Phillips, a member of the town’s
Fbest Old Family,_prefaces  his story’
thus:

I must  start at the beginning. I must
go back and work it out, step by
step. I must trace the tortuous paths
ofttving  which started with innocence
and plunged me. a man of good will,
a non-violent,, a gentle,  even a mildly
wrctalistic  mm, into that %bterrancan
moms%  of the iniad,  where Good
wager its incessant  fxbt with Evil.
when Cain Slays Abel, and bloody
Macbeth murders sleep.

Nasty Wentworth  takes over a local
architectural tirm,  marries the boss’s
daughter, puts his feet on the desk,
smokes cigars, and shouts orders; all
the while  quietly looking after hts’own
interests by engineering  various suicides,
traffic  accidents, and deaths on the
operating table. This unpleasant fellow
is apparently meant to fascinate as well
as repel the reader; John Phillips  refers
repeatedly to his  insidious charm. Un-
fortunately for the success of tha novel
the character as written is utterly un-
charming. HebuUiesJnsults  and hum&

.-.--.-.-__ _. .__

iates the narrator,  whd takes it all
without complaint  in order to preserve
his image of himself  as a “good man.”
But,poorfcllow;hedoessufferterribly..
And why? Because he feels guilty
about his growing desire to strike  hack.
At long last, when he is eventually
goaded ‘into violent, though totally
ineffectual action, ha is shocked to the
very marrow. ‘All thosa  years,” he
exclaims in horror,  “‘I restrained the
primitive man in his secret cage and he
tlnally  overpowered me.. . was them
some one imoment  when’ Dr. Jakyll
turned  into Mr. Hype?”  ‘Ibis self-
centered crisis  of consclw~ca  seems
particularly beside the point  in view of
the fact that he knows Wentworth  has
caused the death of four of hts best
friends, two of them iu a way that can
only be caUed  murder, and that ha has
evidence  of this crime  in his  possmsion.
It does occur to him briefly that pas-
slbly  he ought to make his suspicions
and ‘his  evidence public, In an attempt
to stop Wentworth’s high-handed ae-
tivities  - but as it turns out, he never
&3 to. Fortunately for PhllUp.3’  peaw
of mind, the wicked Wentworth takes .
his business elsewhere; he movas  to
another town 150 miles away from
Phillipsburg.  Lucky I. P. forgets all
about qy feelings of responsibility ha
may have had. Out of sight, out of
mind.

This reasonably squalid story is
spelled out in bland, colourless,  un-
audacious prose. Every step of the
plot is flrat described  then painstakingly
and quite unnecessarily explained  and
commentedon; Mrs. Howard trusts her
reader’s imagination as little  as she
does her own. She keeps a firm  grip on
her’chamcters;  *one get out of hand
for a moment; thqugh some are tall
and some short, some red-haired and
some dark, they all, like the characters
in Rex Morgan, M.D., seem to have
the same face. Does she perhaps think
that a general&d  approach will create
a “classic” effect, suitable for a fable
of Good and Evil? Is this why she *
rlgldly  excludes all specifm  references
to place? (British Columbia, for in-
stance, or even  Canada), and times
(1958, 1964)?  She even manages, be-
hind the bland mask of her narrator,
to avoid giving any impression of her
own personality. If she meant this book
to be in any way a response to genuine

..--.-  -.-- .--..__ -._-.  _I___
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experience,  Mrs.  Howard has been so
evastve  as to cancel herself out com-
pletely. Or possibly she meant it sim-
ply as an eutertdnment;kt  either case,
it’s difficult tosee why she bothered. 0
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WHERE
iEEP MAY

SAFELY
GRAZE

MAKE
YOUR MONEY GROW

RAYMAGLADRY
Nekon

wper $2.95, cloth $7.95; 160 page*

mimed  by Ratil End

wH1CH  DO YOU prafer - to make a swift
dollar, or have a laugh? It’s one or the
other in the stock market. If you want
the dehdous  ilbtsion  of being an insider
to the rogueties  of Wall  and Bay -but
are resigned to poverty - publishers
are mom than nady to serve  and
amuse you. Books like 7% Money
Game and Supermoney,  both by
“Adam Smith:’ turn the soulless  ticker-
tape into a carnival.

But if you really want to m&e
money-ah, that’s another thing. Now
there’s no laughter. No levity. And the
sense of irony - mark of the genteel
poor - is likely to be an expenstve
indulgence.

The necassaty  frame of mind of
plodding seriousness is perfectly en-
empltfEd  by Ray MagIardy,  whose
dsify cohunn in the Enaucial  pages of
the Toronto  Shr is always useful,
sensible. and responsible. Swbrgers  with
a big short position iu “‘Rapid Data
Systems” may laugh at Mr. Maglardy.
But in the end, when the chtps are
counted, their laughter Is likely to
sour a bit.

Because he is what every novice has
‘ever needed. Moderate and sane, his
advice in thts collection of articles will
help newcomers navigate through the
shoals to profits. Yes, profits, that
strangest of experiences to the thou-
sands .whose  first taste of the market is
invariably bad. To lose, alas. is all too
easy -just listen to tips, surrender to
emotions, take a plunge.

How much more wearying to use
your.bratns!  To sit down and compare
8 company’s earnbtgs, and potential
earnings, withits  market action!

Afake Your Money. Grow  doesn’t
glitter or amuse. But like  any sound
earnings report, it tells you what the
facts are.

The hidden chargea  - the front-end
loading - of mutual funds  is laid out
pbvinly  in black and white. If it doesn’t
provide rebuttals to the next smooth&
who wants you -to diversify  rtsk
through professional  management”,
then  you’ve nevcrlearnedto  load a gun.

The innumerable cross-currents of
bond and stock markets, the terrifying
(and exhilarating) forces that make
stocks collapse  or fly, the satisfactions
of minbninmg  taxes and the ins and
outs of home ownership, the almost
sexual pleasures of htgh leverage in
bonds, warranti,  and options - Ray
Maglardy  has an informative word
about every one.

Andifthesnapandsizzleoftha
pro’s stock market isn’t here-well, it
isn’t because the author is iguorant  of
them. Rather, he knows how dangerous
they can be. Nor is the sheer heart.
stopping exchement  of commodity
tradtng  hen; but if he offers no advice
on how - and with what almost super-
natural levitation - you can trade a
contract of frozen  porkbellies,  he does
at least show you how dumb it is to
sock your hard earned money away in
such low-yield bores as Canada Savings
Bonds. Get the book. You need it!
You’ll sleep b&r. 0
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COLOUR IT
CANADIAN

CANADA IN COLOUR
Text by HUGHMcwLtZiVN~

McClelland % Stewart
doth  $5.95; i8nslmred;  128~

THE COLOUR OF
CANADA (Revised

Edition)
Text by VAL CLEiY

HOUnslOWpreSS
cloth S5.9S: Iilurrmre&  82 8xt8er

SIMILAR  IN FORMAT and titk., The
Colour  of Canada and Cbtro&  91 Colour
may perhaps confuse the buyer in his
choice: the firat is a re-iiue  of a 1967
edition (remember Expo?)  by Hugh
hlacLe.nnanand  ineludes  30 new  photo-
graphs; tha second is a new book with
a short text by Val Clery.  In both
books pictures begin with a sctio~on
the Arctic and then - translating from
the Latin of our heraldic device -
show photographs in full  colour  “from
sea to sea.”

Vat Ctcry  says brhdly  that his book
is actually not much mom than a pi0
torial  rehearsal for the personal ex-
perfence of gettblg  to know our im-
mense country, the second largest  in
the world. The young, he says, are
already doing this, “au essential in
growing  their parents had ahowed  to
lapse.“In  creating radio documentaries
for the CBC, Clery has crossed Canada
many times.  It’s unfortunate, but an
expanded text based on his different
experience would have offered mom
opportunity for equitable comparison
with hiaclerman’s  historical and socio-
logtcal  polemic.

Still holding to his purblind concept
of Canada as “two solitudes” rather
than two nations, hfacLennan’s  qutes-
cent, even acquiescent form of scholas-
tichm still  insists that the anglophone
community represents technology while
the francophonecommunityrepnsents
culture, both elements still  talktng  their
way into some form of confederate
unity.

Updating his text with comments
about the role of the U.S. as a catalyst
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in  Caoadiin  affairs, he refers to the
People’s Republic of China  as “Corn-
munist China” or “Mainland china”
and says that five years ago Canada
did not recognize the Chinese political
entity “for fear of affronting  the United
States.” MacLennan  is forgetful: about
10 years ago Canada  had the positive
“effrontery” to negotiate huge wheat
deals with China, no matter what.

Though Ma&mm0  says the word
%mpirc”  is not yet entirely a dean
word in the U.S., he compama  the
American situation to that of the
Roman Empire which, experiedg
strategic defeat in far-reaching expan-
sion  - like  the U.S. io Viet Nam - fell
back on nearer colonies which he
euphemistically calls “client states.”

WhiIe.  MacJ_ennan  notes the an-
nounced intention of the U.S. to now
concentrate its efforts much mom
heavily than before on Canada, how
can he ask - which he does ask - if
it is stillwishful-thinking on the part of
Caoadians  to establish “a pilot plan for
a broader humanity io this frightened
world”? Witness Margaret Atwood’s
book SmlvaL It is no longer a matter
of saying “no” to the American Revo-
lution or, as io 1837, of breaking  con-

tinuities with European  domination,
tradition and authority. Experiencing
timtzation, nationalist radicals are
givjng  voice to make a “pilot plan.”
Today it means saying “yes” with
positive and direct assertion agaiust
American imperialism which must be
idetitified  in all its modes  as’such.

.Despite  Ma&mum,  who impties
that Canadians are merely “tenants”
on a terrain  &ich belongs to all
humanity, what Canadians actually
own politic$ly,  and what needs to be
saved, is shown in both books with
dour images of documentary, aes-
thetic and interpretive value.

The McClelland and Stewart images
were drawn mainly from the stock of
Photo~oumaRsts  and agencies lvhile
those of the Hounslow  Press were corn-
missioned fr6m three photographers:
Bill Brooks, Tom Hall and.Chic  %I&.
As both art directors have included
images of perennial favoutites,  it might
be fun to buy both and compare the
nuances: quiet coves  io Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick, the 0mnipmSent
Quebec church, the new Toronto City’
Hall.  You may $a0 fmd, as Val Clery
putsit,“that  yourownjourneythrough
Canada  has already begun.” ML

WITNESS
FOR‘THE
CROWN
THO,MAS  DAVIES

liu EARLY CANADA
Introduced and edited by

R. H. HUBBARD
ObWOtl

clofh  $4.95: Rlurfmted: umwnkmi  &W&W

THOMAS DAVUZS  fust visited Canada
in 1757 as part of a British military
detachment. A commissioned officer
in the Royal  Artillery, he was required
alsp to record the topography of tha
country for military purposes.. To this

’ end he had received instruction in
drawing while a cadet at the Royal
Miitary Academy, Woohvich.  .In his
milttary  capacity Davies was an aye
witness to some of the key events of
history in ISth-century  North America
- includii the siege of Louisbourg
and important episodes of the Ameri-
can Revolution. He was present.  also,
at the fall of Montreal io 1760 and ls
thought to be the o!Iicer  who raised,
for the first time, the Union Jack ovar
the surrandemd  city. While iu North
America he was able to pursue. his
pastime of landscape patntii

Davies’  work was mlativcly  uk
known until 1953 when Christie’s
auctioned off over  50 of his North
American views.  More than.half  the
collection  was eventually  acquired by
Ottawa’s National GaUery,..jlnd the
Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto, the
rest going to American  collections.
These watercokmrs,  which’he  painted
from 1757 to 1812, are an invaluable
historical record of mid- and latelsth-
century British America. They are
moreover works of art of great merit
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MaInlv  SC&tic  views of farm and
coon&de,  these \yorks have been
gathered together into a compact gem
of a book that would m&e an Ideal
gift for the CanadIana  enthusiast. An
extremely well documented text has
been provided by R. H. Hubbard, the
authority on early Canadiau  art. He has
also  supplied detailed  commentaries on
each of the plates. The only other
thing I would wish for is an index of
the plates and, more Important, some
sort of indication of the measurements
of the 0rIginals. These are totally
lacking end, in rhy opinion, a glaring
oversight.

In 1790 Davies, then about 53 years
old, left Canada forever. ?Sventy-two
years later, In 1812, shortly before his
death that same year, he completed
hls lest paint& now a part of the
National  Gallery’? collection. It was a
view of Montreal from the mountain
and shows how deeply the Canadian
landscape had imprinted itself upon
his spirit.  0 IT
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A SMALL
AND CHARMING WORW
by John F. Gibson
Through  his work with Indian
fvnilies  in B.C.; the auti
hs pmduced  a bock.of  Icw
t~batcucltw  both IIU”~~F

THERE’S  A MEAL
IN MY SLEEPING BAG
by Lyn Hansock
Tile  fullnt~-tban-fietion ZcMynt  of Ffe
as the wife of * Canadian $lidh;
biolqzin.
WITH  WOLFfi  TO QUBBBC
by Oliver \Vama
A skilh~ul  amaunt  of the bdliantvktcry
at Quebec in 1759. l.2 col6ur  p&&j
btrck/white  iuus.
THE  LORD’S PINK OCEAN
bv David Walker
1; PII  isolated  Canadian valley, 2 funit.
ies swvive I woltdwidc
(fiction)

cataz?

THE STRRETS OF ASRELON
_P

g;

by Tony  Asplar  (Seeker  & Warburg)
A Lngic-eomic  rw of an Irisipcct’a
ridt to Montre&  and the geneml  u-t
arcu=d by his c~tspcken diseont.nt.
.ment. UiCticn) $7.95

OUT OF
THEIR MINDS

THE LAND OF IS
JOHNMILLS

Ob.?lUtI
9qw $295, doth  $5.92 199 wgn

THE’SWINGING
‘HEADHUNTER

DAVID BVAh’IER
A’ovemberHouse

doth $6.92  99 P@?S

JOHN MILLS’ novel Is very  much a sign
of the times, a would-be Sutyticon,
satyrical  and satkical,  con&fad  out
of the scribblenrs  sromachosus  That
is why (I can think  of no other ‘reason)
2% tind of Is begins with a parody
of Under the Vowno,  a novel to which
it Is otherwise totally unrelated.

To the plot: one bland R@shman,
penurious, of demeanour  spirochetal,
by name Antbrex  TeItlebaum,  arrives
in Vancouver, there to seek out his
twin brother Pmspero - end fortune.
At the Insalubrious Scmd  Hotel, An-
thrax @covers  a set of documents
unfolding his brother’s seamy history.
Dropped into wartiieYugoalavia,  Pro&
pen,  meets up with’a German 05ccr.
Major Schekshausm  (Shithouse),  and
a freelance  C&n%  br@d, Ariel (vep
s&hen  Sic?). In this company &xpero
learns of the booty to be had, and de-
ddes to go IntO business as an entre
preneurhimself.Unfortunately,Scheiss-
hausen  la roasted alive by the
Bolsheviks: Ariel,@sappears,  and Pros-
pero  fails to get dt the loot. A postwar
attampt at recovery with A&l (whom
real name is Aaron Eichman)  and
Pmspem’s army  chief, General  Barrow.
ends with the latter’s untimely death
in Innsbruck. After various  adventures,
Pmspemwinds  up InVancouver,  whem
he keeps a house  of ill-repute, adding
to his fortune the fruits of blackmail
and extortion.

Rnter Cyrus Aaron (altas  ArIel,  alias
Richman), Prospero’s  polyglot &kick
who, since he has learned English f&n
Finnegan’J  K4zke;wmmmicatis  only
in a n  ineompreheirslble  streamof-
consciousness argot, but can write

_ _ .

effectively mqh  when he feelslike  It.
And feel Iike it he does, for Aaron
has summoned  Anthrax to Vsnwover
with the aim of substituting him for
Prospem.  Iiismotive? Pmspem’o  prime
!loozy,  Mbabelle,  has diivered  - In
the Workmen’s CompansatIon  Board
ertiiiclal  lag of I. I. Km-z  - a golden
statuette, part of the Serbian loot.
Km-z, by the way, ls a survivor of
Scheiiusen’s  unit. In a word, Aaron
feels tit his boas has betrayed him.

I have done n&her book nor plot ;
justice. There is, for example, a sub-
plot, featuring  MIrabeIle  and two of
Pmspem’s victims: the cantankerous a
James  Rzekiel Spmckett. and the
wealthy, hunchbacked Rskbno  half-
breed, Dominick Fester. Spmckett’s
undergrad  nephew, Ferdinaod  (yes&  .’
is enamoured  of Mimbelle.  but Pro*.

pero has her  in mind for Caliban. From
Dotick’s  eplstolatory  confesskm,  we
learn that nature has apparently en-
dowed him with a gargantuan penis,
en implement So vest that inits  turgid
state it quite drams both body and
mind of blood. &go, flaccid it most
remain lest, Fester faint. But - and
here’s the rub, dear reader - ‘tls a mere
fantasy of Fester%.

There  ls much talent, energy end
humour  in this novel. It belongs to
that species of ingumal  plcaresque,
encIentandmodern,mpIetewithverbal
games, chapter titles,. footnotes and
asides, alI done up in the 18th-century
manner. The outrageous plot, the gro-
tesque character.  the sheer del$ht  in
language, are sore signs that Mlls  has
followed  his model, and f&wed it
well. It Is a Rabelaisien  shaggy-dog
story, of its tid one of the timoiest
I have read In a long time.

My only reservation is that Mills
never really gets beyond the level of
caricature. Despite its humour,  there
is little humanity in this  book, no in-
forming spirit towardIife end lIteraturc
so chamcterktic  of Cervantes and
Steme.  Without this the contxivsnce
fails, becomes merely me&a&al,  and
ooe Is led inevitably to qu&ion  the
author’s motives.

While Mills revels at the end of the
Great Tradition, David  Evanier  is con-
tent to fiddle in a very minor key.
The Swbrging  Htwdhunter  is a col-
lection of ti storks,  loosely stitched
together by the fact tbat they sham
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the same  persona,  Bruce Orav, who is,
I suspect, the author’s fictlonal  orrer
ego. The stories am predictable and
trendy: Women’s Lib, Black Power.
Jewish soul, the drug scene, psycho-
analysis, and something called poetry,
indicate the range of Evanier’s so&l
and artist& concerns. What used to be
known as acedia  formsanother  ten&s
comwctlng  link. The hem I found a
spoiled, bourgeois pr&; the book nei-
ther swinging  nor cerebral.

For something not even 100 pages
long and printed with wide margins,
the cloth edition price of $6.95 is far
too expensive. Who but the gullible
and the bibliophsgoos  will  pay this
I do not know. 0 cs

BARING
AND

WEAVING
INCISIONS

ROBERTlZAh’AGAA’
Anensi

paper  $2.75, doth  $7.54’ 82 -

THE NIGHT UNSTONES
GEORGE ELLhWBOGEA’

Idea@  &es8
plpa  $2.25, $4.5&  67-

IDENTI~  PRBSS and Anansibavc  done
Canadian readers an immense  service
with their pub&&ion  of new poetry
by George Ellenbogen  and by Robert
Flanagan. Both writers are extraor&
nsry in the clarity with which they
perceive and expm,  andin their fuskm
of purpose and idiom. There. with few
exceptions, the resemblance ends.

Flanagsn’s  Incisions  is just that - a
three-stags series of sharp,  deepening
probes whose effects become more
generalized with  each layer of tissue
pierced. From start to finish, Flanagan’s
economy and preclslon  of words are at
one with the headlong “rightness” of
his motion.

From  the gamesmanship of “self’.  . .
Far
AsIhrmkarms
Keepinga  @p on method
I bow to the c&w

. . . to the deadly fear of isolstion  and
the knowledge that one’s life is part of
everyone &e’s, and fmally  the re-
placement of fantasy witi reslity:

umia#and  wl!ntyou  witnsrr
tit you mmt &
srr;~eahe$l  savcb-.
“is&a-he  wcrrlrl

It is in the third and f&l section -
dealing with love in couplets - that
Flanagsn  ends, inevitably, with a full-
ness, complexity and range  of feeling
that only a razor honed as close to
invlslbiity  as his could reveal. One
need hardly be sorprlsed  that the book
is &dicated  to Montreal’s grass-roots
coalition (le Front d’Actlon Polltiqoe)
when one considers its underlying
challenge to us to reco@ze  all our
dormant vision  and capacity.

George. Bllenbopn,  a dozen years
ol@r than Fkmagan,  has likewise pub-
wed his se&d book (The h’ight
.%stones).  Fifteen years have paEped
since he-.was  first seen in the McGill
Poetry  series.

Thou&  at tlmc.5  sharing Flanagan’s
moral-polltlcal  impulses, Elbz.nbo@n’s
directions and techniques are diametrl-
tally opposite. Where the former  pares
away at cimmnstance  to f& a new
tool for the work of living, the latter
elaborates on lived experiences like a
weaver with a tune that won? leave
hbn  alone. Usually non-rational in its
conclusions, his poetry builds by de-
grees either to a complex and purely
imagbmry  state of mind, or to a climsx
that turns back on the beglnnbig  with
overwhellming  truth  and irony.

It is to his credit  that only rarely
and briefly  does he lose his grip on this

subtle and eluive  material and slide
Into  anecdote. The source and strength
of Ellenbogen’s  wrltlng  lies in his
devotion to surprise - a fearless un-
predictability of tone, Image and
thought .for which he assumes, and
discharges superblv.  all responsibility.

A portrait of “La L&rice  oe Fran-
@” begins in dryness and claustm-
phobia to end:

By contrast,“From  aMontreal  Slide
Collection” travels its impressioni&
ioute  through developing imags  of
vague and passive violence which  are
sustained by a savage refrain. They
begin “Beside the columned bank”
and end . . .

Standing beneath a~of mrbonfourtfSn
wtching  the pwtides  of drams
rbmwin(l what seemr to burn  the skio

bddndj’ou
wilhg  for the sighs to discharge

those  disuwer&  ions
a&;h$!v;l  kill you

Perha+  the most impressive is the
title poem, “The Nit Unstones:
in which the complex but fully-selzcd
motif of The  long white bone” con-
jures u* from the thoughtless life of
everyday, though the lifeless thought
of Acadcms and polli&,  to brutal
sufferlngandthe  @r&of deception:

Yw &r&d  the Harw~ newly nw”
*to a lone and  twzcvo”~  bone q

NS

TORONTO
REFLECTIONS OF THE PAST

“WELL DESIGNED AND EXCEL-
LENTLY PACKAGED THIS BOOK

i/IDES  AN INTRIGUING GUIDE
HE GRACEFULTORONTO

OF THE PAST CENTURY” -THE ’
TORONTO STAR.

$7.05 WHEREVER GOOD BOOKS ARESOLD .

NELSON, FOSTER & SCOTT LTD.
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TAMING
THE WILD

WEST
THE LAW MARCHES
WEST (New Edition)

SIR CECIL ~52 DENNY
Dent

plp~l$4.95.  doth $9.95:
illustrated: 319 pages

v.wvE ALI, arim a0 many Western
movies and mad so much fiction about
the Wild West that it cm hardly help
but spoil an account ofthe  adventures
of someons  who was involved in the
real thing.  And this is ridiculous.  After
,mading  a couple of chapters of Sir
Cecil Denny’s The  Law Marches West
I found myself vaguely discontented
because the writing lacked the sparkle
of a Zane Grey or a Louis L’Amour.
So I stopped, changed  gears, went back
to the beginning  of the book and
started again. Sk Cecil  Denny, I had
to remind myself, was one .of the
original of6cers of tha North West
Mounted Police and not a Hollywood
scriptwriter. Having pulled myself to-
gether, I then set about reading what
is really a concise  history of Alberta
in the last quarter of the 19th century,
and a very good one.

This is the first of what is likely to
be a fair number of books concerning
Csnada’s  celebrated national coppers
because 1973 marks the 100th anm-
versary of the formation of the North
West Mounted,whlch,  in 1920. became
the RCMP. Sir Cecil Demry  was an
Rnglkhman  who joined the Mounted
as soon as he arrived in Toronto in
1874, and received a commission as
they wcrc about to embark on thair
femous  march across br the prairie. He
stayed with the force until 1882 and
mmaincd  in Alberta for many years
as an Indian Agent  appointed  by
Ottawa, a rancher  and a Police Magis-
trate, He died in 1928 inhis  78th year
and spent his retired days writing about
his lengthy career on ‘the plains. And
dile he was no novelist, Sir Cecil
nonetheless wrote with a literate and
lucid style. He laid down his words

in the nb-nonmnse  me&r he un-
doubtedly latd down the law. His
papers were edited and published by
I. M. Dent and Sonsin  1939, and the
work has been repackaged by Dent  to
cash In on the RCMPccntenery.  This
is aJl to the .good  because Denny’s
writings  deal with a lot more than the
Mounties;  The Law  J&r&es West is an
excellent primer on prabde  history.

The title  is a little misleading. Only
one  chapter deals with the SO&mile
march the Mounties  ma& in the late
summer of 1874 from Dufferin,  Mani-
toba, to the foothills of the Rockies.
.The  long trudge was largely without
incident and their  arrival was somewhat
anti-clima&  because the Montana
bar&s they  had been sent to clear out
had heard about their coming and
t&en h upon themselves to clear out.

Th& must have been a relief to the 300
weary hotyanen,  but it’s a disappoint-
ment to any film producer looking for
a story spine on which to hang a screen
epic. But any Sergeant Friday looking

i for the facts-‘just the facts, m’am”-
will  fhrd them here.  The main fact is
one Canadlans  might chew on in these
hate-the-cop days: the Canadii  Wmt
did not begio  to develop until after the
North West Mounted cleared the way.
The land between IVmnipeg  and the
Rockies was empty prior to 1874. A
decade later it was bustling with
farmers and traders. Sir Ccc8 Denny
wrote his book with obvious pride:
“I doubt if a hardier. or more coura-
geous body ofmen  ever existed than
that tirst  smsR  force of Mounted Polics
who patrolled the plains in the early
seventies and eighties.“Amen.  q m

A HARD&WON  HISTORY
FOUR DECADES: The Canadian Group of Painters

and their Contemporaries - 1930-1970
PAUL DWAL

Clarke ~twin;  doth  $2495;  illusmued:  191 pa&s

~&wed  by Jerrold Mortis

ONE CAN  ONLY welcome the addition
ofonemombooktothenamxvshelf
of critical and historical works on
Canadian art. Anyone wlsbfng  to do
research on the subject in thiscountry
is faced with immense diEtculUes  com-
pounded by geography.

Because art hrstitutions have been
poorly supported 6nancially  in !+uada,
tbcir  collections are by no means com-
Pmhensive  and oever  represent artists
in depth. When one adds to this
situationthe mtremepaucityofserious
private collectfons  in Canada, the
amount of material readily avallable
to the researcher, who does not have
a lifetime to devote  to his task, is
very limited.

Business and industry have begun
to move  slowly (one might say timidly)
into the area of forming coRections
more or. less  available to the public
and it Is to be hoped that the federal
gcvernment’s  new Art Rank will dm-
matically  increase the exposure of con-
temporary Canadian artiis’  work.

42

In the  meantime books arethemoat
valuable  source of information on
Canadian art, notably such classic
works as Harper’s Painting in &m&
and of these there are aR too few.

Only the Group of Seven, either
through catalogurn  of individual retro-
spective and memorial exhiitiom,  or
by publications comrected  with the
group’s 50th anniversary, has been
adequately documented - sometimes
one  feels  to the detriment of the rest
of Canadian art.

Paul Duval’s  book begins  with the
disbanding of the Group of Seven in
1931 and its axpansion  into the larger
Canadian Group of Paiaters  with an
inttial  membership of 28. The  inevita-
bility of this  step was foreshadowed
‘by the addition of 13 guest con-
tributors to the Group of seve&-
exhibition of 1930. From the founding
of the new group until its demise in
1969 the. majority of Canada’s most
distinguished artists participated in its
exhibitions. As DuvaI  justly points out,

_.
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Wtttil  the very recent past io Canada,
artists  depended upon societies to
establish both theii reputations and
their markets. They banded together
For mutual encouragement in an en-
vironment whichwas  at best indifferent
and at worst hostile.”

This book is a mine  of information
coaceming  the artists who took part
at various times  in the Canadian
Croup’s shows. The period covered is
one of the least documented and it is
refreshing  to see so maay artists who
have sunk  into relative obscurity
brought to attention.

The reproductions are uniformly
good and one’s fmt impression in
leafmg through the book is that the
majori&  of them are unfamiliar.  This
io itself is a virtue, as the.high  cost
of publishing tends to force the use  of
colour  separations over and over again.

With regard to the text, my only
criticism stems from the heroic scope
of ~uvel’s  attempt to describe and

esses  the work of mom than I00
artists. Everyone will  have some dis-
agreement with his critical appraisal ’
of some  of the artists and with the
mlati;C  amount of attention he has
devoted to each - that is to be ex-
pected. However I feel that his purpose
would  have been better served  if he
had eliminated artists who were not
members of the Cenadian  Group or
those Whose conne&on  with It was
very tenuous. This  would have @en
him more space (and energy!) to deal
with those whose careers wee most
intimately linked with the fortunes of
the Group. However, in fairness to
hbn, it should  be noted that the sub.
title of his book is “The Canadian
Goup of Painters and their Contem-
poraries.” A valuable book. 0

hip  congenial friends. CoUective mea-
tion,  wblch is one  of the spsitii
pmpexties  of the art of fdm.  wa
ideally realized in the w-operation
of the tlfo. when  the three dkectoxs
parted, each of them emphasized in
their own work their contribution
and  i their putieulsr  subject: their
speclf~  ““amE  Of the school

The”trio”could  be anythree romantic
young men concerned  with artistic
realization.

Skvorecky%  women of the piece
could Itive  been any one of the many
he so obviously admires and appm-
dates, but Ester  Kmmbachovs  has
universal appeal. Ester, a onetime
fighter  against  the Nazi regime, a
female bricklayer and later a costume
designer  of ‘&eat distinction, became
100% a women. Skvorecky gives her
a superb entrance:

THE WARMTH OF
YESTERDAY

ALL THE BRIGHT YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN
JOSEF SK VOREC’KY

WUICW& by David Beard

IT MIGHT SEW.% odd that a Canadian
publisher would  choose to publish a
book on Czech Cinema  when there is
such a need for publications on Cana-
dian Cinama. It ia odd unH.I one reads.
All the Bright Young film  and Women

SLwxecky has created a human
rather  t&n an historic journey into
his past. This could have been a great
novel if the author had tin to
fictionalize  I& friends  and associates
in the Czech fh world. That world
of his  is in the past and the book
attempts to fmd what it all meant to
live  through that em in European
history. The meaning this book creates
and verifies is beyond the immediate
world it describes. Its universality
emerges because basically Skvoreeky
is a novelist.

His novels.  stories and plays have
been tmmlated  into many langoages.
The CoHlords  (1958),  The End of the
iVyIon  Age  (1969),  Thc’lbnk  Cores
(1969). and The Lion Cub (1969) sm
a few of his credits. Skvomcky  has
translated 10 novels from En&h  into
C2ech.Allthispointstohiskeeneye
for observation, a ready wit to delight
and a nose to seek out+he  dramatic
situation.  The dihmce  in the present
work is, instead of make-believe them
is a seme  of a tragic loss of the pst
joys. Yet, the telling itself is joyful.
The following  extract is an example of
the novelist t&g the truth:

l?Ie  three friends rEsmlbIti  some-
what the mystery of the llinity MI
a lather secular IeveL PeimsIl’S  or@-
nal vision  was,  I would say, enriched
and deepened by the SensitiviQ  of

____. -._ _.._ __.-..____ __,_

Ester  cooked a traditional lentil soup;
we baked sizzling  hot-do~  impaled  on
her knitting  needles in the fmpllace.

Backiig  this novelist’s tmat.m&tt  of
the Czech Cinema  is a wealth  of factual
background that Skvomcky has as-
$milated.  For students and lovers of
the ciaema, the work is II-
But Skvumcky  can impart aU these
facts end situations in an engaging
manner.  He never gets bogged down
in the tedium of acedemic  revelation.

One of the regrettable aspects of
the book is its printing.  It is always
hoped when a book is published in

.._

.J

: .L_... -. -...___..  L._--..  . 1

Canada,  no matter what the price or
subject, that the artifact wffl bear the
mark of good craftsmanship and some
aesthetic dimension; Any publisher
who undertakes a volume on cinema
should ensure that the photographic
reproduction is attractive, the defti-
tion clear, and the cropping sharp. In
AS the Bright Youw Men and Women
none of these criteria is met. Repm-
_-- ..-- -.---.-- . . .._ -.- _,.. ._
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ductions  from magazines, newspapers
and rough stills only decry the excel-
lence of Skvorecky3 work. The layout
is poor, the printing marpins,  titles
and cover are amateurish. It serves
“one and defeats all. I say this because
the fii that published this book has
renounced  a book on the Canadian
fii scene. It is hoped that they will
take these remarks  to heart.

i . .‘..

‘... . .._.  -,.. .
:.  *. . ;.

Despite  this dtawiack.  the book
still dalights  tha emotions if not the

iog part. Tha storles’about  him seem ,
to hava l&ttmuchof  U&detail  in the

eye. 0 tmnsfere”ce  through generations of
oral  historj% Anyone possessbIg  more

j

.

mi

than a super6cial’a~quai”ta”ce  with

most  knowledgeable studentmf  cin-
Canadian Indian legends and traditio”s
is femilier  with other wer leaders who
arc much more feting, One-Who-

’ Holds-TheKnife,  o f  the_Assiniioine,
.:’ for instance. Misq”o”a4pzeb  is con-

. servitive bj lQdiiy standards.

~sL%nt 17 pa$.sbo”celningthe il

_ _ _.

GREAT LEADER OF THE OJIBWAY: Mis-q&a-queb tits @* a mck Of Gibraltar  ’ itssQiptores,  and a sphitoal  seat 5”
J&f~~~~y’~hk-Sti”d,:~  .,:.

.~fc&~fand  dt St.?nWt;  cloth $7.95; illusonl~;  127pnges Quite,sfmply  whenyou  speid $795
o” a book of only.127 pages callad
Great Leader  of ‘the Qjibwq:  Mk-

: attom-aueb  SW should  St a b o o k

IT IS EVIDENT by now that there is
atyIdcal~l~e~and~dStewartI”dian
book, ths contents of which may be
worthwhile but not what you expected
at all. For insta”ce,  last season’s Recol-
lections of m Assialboine  Chief by
Dan Kennedy, to judge by the title
and cow3 notes, was to be a” auto-
biography. In sctwlity  the book, per-
haps “‘package” is more apt, mainly
comprises legends and stories - only
some of which bwolved  the narrator.
The editor’s introduction made up one
quarter  of the slhn  volume.

The cmxnt  book, eve” slimmer,  is
of the sync  nature. Only 50 pages deal
with Miiquonaqoeb,  a legendary fig
ure hi Ojibway  mythology who was
not only a wise nun among his people
but also the greatest of all leaders in
the Sioux wars. The remainder of the
package consists of legends with I@-
quona-queb  as the story-teIler,  tales
of the Mide-tinin  (a” Ojibvay r.3
ligio”  that amalgamated tnditionsl
beliefs with Christian doctrine), stories
about the old ways of liviog, and
editor Jsmes  Steven’s introduction.
(It was Stevens who edited Kennedy’s
Recollections and Tales of the Sandy
Lake Cke. the latter the most satk
factory India” book NcCleUand  and
Stewart has published.)

The best of the current volun~  are
the parts of the intniduction  sketchbig
James Redsky’s  biography arid the
story ‘The Way We Used to Eva in tha
Old Days.” Redsky  grew ,up arood
Lake of the Woods. att+&tission
school at Shoal Iake, served  ,~ll  a
machine -et ‘With  the Canaditi

at &schen&Ie. After the wat RadsKy
returned  to Lake of the Woods to
continue studying with his  tmcle,  EtaI&

head Redsky,  who was holy mah of
‘ t h e  Miie-wi-wio  Fe&ion.  Whe” the
I+& died, James  became his succesmr
and inherited the pictograph  scrolls
that are the old testament of the
AigiO”.

&dsky’s writ@8  about childhood
at Stull  Island and Shoal Lake are rich
in de&il about tha simple hunt&
gatheriog  existence  ib the old days.
T h e  fin pa&s df fhis sketclt  cool+
hefvc  in  place of all the faddist values
of late about “livi”g  off the lawX”It

shows  that the.  Indians,  l i k e  0thW
living thines, existed accordbu  to, and,

Unfortunately the rest of the book
is hardly worthwhile. I found’  the
material that did actually  deal wii
Mis_cluona-queb  to be the least interest-
._. .__. _ --

.iboot  ihe &at Iead&.  c what you
.

;’
- receive in its place is inter+&  wal&

Iirie,but the present trblume  is a mattar
of too Iittle  spreail- -too far. This

: c&i- isnot lavalIed  at,.the  author
:. but. rather at .thl;  e&$&and  the pub.
Ii&r. hay tlie evil &llow Nen&bo&

:. . cast&ate tpem for th.$r xectitode  aad
:* see~thaygivcusno”Iom&hw

: skimpy,  slickpackages. q :. IC

. . . . .‘._
.i 1. .’

Qi&. I .:.‘.

“I don’t know about you,  E&m., but the
i Hid& Ass have b&n mighry  good te me.“.
_ ,.....,  .i.. . . . .._
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’ by whom she ‘became pregnant and
who in the end persuaded her to abort

.-
SURFACING t,,echildj

MARGARETATWOOD She is not convlncsd  that her father,
McCMhd  & Stenwi-t  cbth  $6.93  192~~~s despite his long absence, b actuaUy

dead. She believes that grief, madness
or some more  mysterious cause has
driven him to take refuge In the brreh
She persuades her companions to 80
compaq  her to a c&ii, bolii  by her
father on sn isolated island in the lake,

NOTHING CAN dimhUsh  Margaret At-
wood’s staoding  as one of the most
accomplished literary stylists that Can-
ada has pmdoced.  And yet, while this
her second novel  demonstrates a for-
ther  development of her stylistic com-
mand, it left me after a first reading
with the dlsqoietiog  sense that somb
thing had gone wrong. The disquiet
was not eased either by subsequent
m-read@  of Surfacing  or by the
almost reverential treatment accorded
it by other reviewers and accorded
Ms. Atwood herself by interviewers in
newspapers and magazines. It was
heightened considerably by a reading
of her second publication this season,
the thematic guide  to Canadian !itera-
ture,  Survh~l, which now strikes me
as being crucial to anv evaluation  of
her new novel.

In Surfoeins,  as in  her earlier The
Edible Woman,  Margaret Atwood al-
lows her cential character the advan-
tage of being  also the narrator. In the
first book, ironic In tone, io stmctore
a comedy of manners, this advantage
does not .create  too appreciable  an
imbalance between the nanator,~tian
McAlpin,  and the supporting chara*
ters; her imny is turned upon herself
slmosf  as often as it is on them,
allovtiing  each of them some depth of
reality and some pathos. In Surfacing,

however,mysterious  and tragic in tone,
the unnamed centralcharacter’s  morbid
and complex intmversion  and herb&c
contempt for each of the secondary
characters reduces them to little mom
than cardboard cot-outs; as such they
seriously undermine her own validity
as a character.

The intricate situation presented  by
the narrator concerns her return  to the

small  lakeside town io Northern  Que
bee  where she grew up and where her
father, a surveyor and amateur natur-
alist, recently bereaved by the death
of her mother, has been reported
missing. She is accompanied by three
acquaintances, an uneasily married
young couple and the artistic young
man with whom she has been living  lo
the city. She has been deterred fmm
visiting her parents  for some time  by

inwhich  she and the family spent m&h
time during  her childhood.

_...
On the island, as she searches the

cabin for some clue to her father’s
whereabouts and attempts to contioue
with some book illustrations on which
shq  is working, the caricatured nature
of each of her companions is revealed:
the young  husband emerges as an
amoral male chauvinist, animated  ob-
se&vely by a crude  anti-Americanism;

45
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his wife as an insecure weak@, equally
amor& her own lover as being bn-
mature, self-pitying and directionleas.

Eventually she does discover a map
and some notes which suggest .that
her father had located a series of
Indian reliious rock-paintings.

The four of them set out by canoe
to try and find them. In the course of
their search, she reveals within herself
a growing dread of the American
hunters and the other intruders who
they encounter ln the area. “They:
represented as Am&cans  whether they
are in fact a hydm survey team or
Canadian hunters, are the ‘Nevada.,  the
killers of the dream.

There are no paintings at the fast
location plotted on her father’s map,
but later, divini alone ln a fruitless
attempt to discover paintings at the
submerged foot of a cliff, she is con-
fronted by a vaguely mystical realiaa-
tion of their meaning and of her own
situation. Later again, she persuades
her lover, whom she had earlier IS
jecled, to impregnate her. when a boat
arrives to ferry the party back to the
mainland, she suddenly takes Mght
into the bush. For a few days she lives
and hides llke a wild animal in the
vicinity of the cabin, evading rem&g
searchers, rejecqng  as a trap their
shouted naws that her father’s body
has been found in the lake. In the end,
however, deciding that her destiny is
to survive and procreate, she emerges
and prepares to return to society.

As I have said, Margaret Atwood’s
command of style compels admiration
of the novel - at fust  reading.  Sub-
jected to reflection and related to
Sun4~1.  il appears a souped-up demon-
stration model of the thesis of that
guide: heroine  moves from position
of victim to that of creative non-vlctbn.
It would be insulting  to suspect Ms. At-
woodofdeliberatelyfabricatlng  a novel
as launchllg pad for her polltico-
literary theme of &urvival,  which seems
destined to become the sounding board
of our literary nationalists. It seems
more probable  that the idea may have
occurred part-way through her work
on Surfirbzg.  Its emergence as a theme
in the latter half of the hovel does not
ring altogether true. But wblchever
possibility is the case, the effect is not
very different. The reduction of sup
porting characters to caricature, while

it may be effective ln a satirical or Despite+her disclaimers and qualifies-
moralistic context, is corrosive within tions, the wbitary  theme of her guide
the texture of a naturalistic novel. ‘is laid down in terms too incontm-
Ultimately, the heroine’s identification
of Americand as the enemy rAmerl-

vertlble  (“Position One: To deny the
fact that you are a victim”)’ to be.

can” becomes the generic term for ignored by any peer-fearing radical.
male characters, hunters and all others We can expect a flood-tide of stories
who threaten the ecology) is no less and novels replete with ecophobic
,ludicrous  thsn the crude anti-An&- malechauvinist  Americans and victims,
can&m  of the young husband; the both human ?nd animal. The most
allusive and quasi-mystical revelation poignant  victims, I suspect, will be
of her attitude can only delay the the young writers themselves, victii
reader’s realization  of a set-up. of Ms. Atwood’s political passions, as

Swy%cing  and Suruiml,  I have no to some  degree she is herself. I only
doubt, will be adopted and emulated hope that the growing maturity of ’
by many young nationalist writers. Canadian writing will survive. Cl

HOW THE
IBEAVER BARELY BEAT

THE BEAR
DEATH OF A LEGEND

Hh’iVK  W. HOPPEA’ER
Copp Ckzrk;  paper $295; illus~m~ed:  102 /XW

. HOCKEY NIGHT IN MOSCOW
JACK LUDWIG; with dmwingx  by AISLIN

McClelland  & SteWelf;  cloth $6.95; iibmmted:  184p@s

The Canada-Russia Hockey Series
. HOCKEY SHOWDOWN:

HARRY SINDBN

reviewed  by Ken Ohtake

I
lnB CANADA-USSR  hockey series was Death of a Legend, in spite of its i
supposed to pmve, once and for all, melodramatic title, was the most inter-
our supremacy as p&zk-chasers.  We esting  to read. It is a carefully prepared
also  envisioned  the success of our scrapbook of photographs and articles
social system over theirs; of our boys which appeared in the Canadian press
over theirs. But when the fti buzzer as the series ,pmgressed.
sounded in Moscow% Dvoretz  Sporta Iioppener has chosen the articles to
and Canada exploded with the joy of reflect the social undercurrent of the
victory, we had to ponder that while
win*, we glimpsed an ugly side bf

series and has tied these together with
his own editorial comments. The se0

ourselves. and from  the last excerpt was taken
Each of these three books examines from  the Montreal Smr’s  John Robert-

the price we paid to be “number one.” son, who soberly reflects on the fd

. . . . ._ -. _. .._ .__ .._. . .-.
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impression that t6e series was not
clearly won nor  lost but was decisive
in showing our beloved hockey for
what it is.

Hcclzy  Night in Moscow  also delves
into thesociologlcal  aspect of the series
but from a slightly different angle.
Ludwig  has a more protracted vlw of
the four games played in Canada, then
jumps neck-deep in deacnlmg the
junket to hloscow. His exploits and
discoveries in the Soviet capital are
particularly detailed and provide back-
ground for those of us who were
unable to make the,trip.

This  book has no photos and would
be too ‘heavy” for “young  fan. For the
older devotee it is excellent especially
for the AYin  drawings.

Hockey Showdown (the coach’s
diiry)  is by far the simplest to read but
tends to be repetitious. Obviously it
details points that Smden  left unclear
the fist time around but it Is hardly
an qws.+.  He does give a more per:
sonal account and comes across  as
evolviog  from an impartial tutor to
Team Canada to a close buddy of the
team, emotionally involved to a fault.

I would recommend that Ho&w
Showdown be read along with Death of
ir Legend, for the sake of objectivity. q

torial  co-ordinalor of Tom Qrmrfer/y.

-
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11;1d  Iv review it or not. This owes less
to virtue than to compulsion. I’m one
uf those people who reads anything
that  comes before their eyes,  ncws-
p3pew  signs. every  label, package and
Ixmdout.  I can even read a whole book
by Paul Bowles;  I once read Russclk
Hiftor.r of Western Philosophy; I man-
age 10 de\,our whole issues of “Plant
Admblistratiou  aud  Engineeriog” maga-
zine: but Matt  Cohen’s Columbus And
T?u Fat La4! and other stories offered
the first genuine  challenge. Cohen is
even more holing than Robert Hunter.
I did manage fmish Columbus and the
most concise statement I can make
about it in that I’m none the better for
the experience. The IS stories .crc
totally devoid of any feel&g or style.
I realize this is a matter of personal
taste.  After all his other three books
vcre well received.

Matever it is, it isn’t in the charac-
terc who are so bland and so totally
devoid of any depth, range, and scope
that you care not at all about them.

_.._..- ._ .

The observations are trite and obtious
but cloaked with a veneer of world-
wc+rJl  cynicism that is meant to be
with-it-ness  but succeeds in only being
pretentious. The jacket says the stories
arc sumal  and they are if you think,
“Youleft  me a note under a strawberry
plant and I sent you flowers at Faster”
is surrealism. The. book jacket also
aUows that this all might be satire;
nothing,_however,  is exposed.

The last story, the title story, is a
partial exception. It is not as cloying
and pboncy.  Cohen actually crcatcs  a
character in Columbus, a side show
freak  who claims to .have discovered
America. The attitude is just as world-
weary as in the other stories but there
is also the tension of the character
.strugglii withhis strange predicament.
But nothing happens and the elements

of the story arc not powerful enough
for the story to exist without resolution.

Terence Heath’s collection, the truth,
is nearly as alight as Cohen’s is pon-
derous. It is only 69 pages. The pieces
about childhood in the prairies should
actually be considered prose poems
and rmt stories. The.  vignettes re-
capture, separately, various moods of

being young, the prc&c shades of
childhood experience. The reason they
must stand as vignettes is that a short
writcr,someone particularly,who mites
about childhood, lie William Saroyan,
will use several scenes lie Heath’s to
build the action, create  the mood,
evoke the feeling essential to just one
story. A director ip the same way will
make a fdm with an assemblage of I ’
shots. The analogy with film is par-
ticularly applicable to Heath because
his writing is extremely visual. He has
a camera eye for detail which he
catalogucs effectively to create a de- ’
sired atmosphere. He’s probably been
reading the new French novelists and
seems to have combined their technique
with an older bleak realism appropriate
to his prairie settings. The resulting
scenes are haunting in their starkness.

the truth and other stories by
Terencc  Heath &finitely  then deserves
to be read.  As for the Cohen  colkction,
unless  you’re a reviewer, don’t bother. 0

A UNIQUE EVENT IN THE LITERATURE OF IDEOLOGY:-
The First Edition of a Work of Sweeping Originality.
Written by a Canadian Author over  a 3bYear Period.

JOHN SADGER’S

THE ARTHURIAD
The First Statement  of the Revolution of the C&a

To hell with let’s-meet-in-the-middle! This is a radical  ccntrc  and futurist. Turn new
dialectics interweave. Both brittle with cpinoff  theories. New theories1 $9.95

. .

Written in 56 sonnets,
created  in two new
forms. Matching
mmmentcries  in free
verse.

PENDRAGDN.
69 Bathurst,  Toronto  135, Ontario
or 669 Broadwcy,  Redwood City, Cc. 94063
or Penwatihha,  Perrcnporth.  Cornwall. U.K.

..-a,-
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UNTERA/iEl’KH UND
OBERMENSCH’

HONEST ED’S STORY
JACK BAlTEN

Doubleday;  cloth $5.95: illuslmted:  237-s

‘-BUSH PILOT WITH A BRIEFCASE
RONALD A. KEITH

Doubleday: dolb  $%95; Illustmted;  322 ?mm

reviellwl  by Isaac Bickerstaff

“Ccu  whillickers,  Poppa,” phouted
~tc.“be’s  flying right ipto our tield!”

“Goldum-me  if he ain’t!” bIoore
EfqtiChUk.  “OV, runy awake,  leapt up
from his rocking &ii. “Is that feller
plumb crazy? He’s  knockin’  down
my gain!”

Sush  Pilot With A Briefcase
Ed put lots of scientific  thinkiig  into
his ads.  For instance. in the matter of
the ads’ position in the newspapers,
Ed chose  the pngs  opposite the comics.
Bwiners  roomed. Ed had found his
customers’ reading level.

nones1  Ed’s  story

WHAT  HAVE  \YE got hen? A couple of
humdinger biogs  from Doubleday, guar-
anteed to keep you on the edge of your
Morris  chair. Bmh Pilot  With A BrieF
use - “Tile happy-@u&y story of
Grant McConachie”  and Honest  Ed’s
Stop  - “The crazy rags to rich.%  story
of Ed Mhvish.” Good reading. And
that’s no lie.

Take Honest  Ed’s story, for in-
stance. By Jack Batten, terrific Toronto
journalist. Sort of Canada’s answer to
Tom Wolfe. the Knfidy-colored  King
of the New Journalism. the Ricken-
backer of rhetoric, the Great Neon
Hope of the Slam, Bun, Twk-you-
ma-am!  corps. Get the picture?

Anyway. how the hell is a guy
supposed to write a gripping life-story,
book length, about a poor little Jewish
kid fmm downtown Toronto who
round up as the dapper impresario of
the city’s wackiest cut-rate dry goods
emporium? I mean, who’d read such a
thing? The people who shop at Honest
E$s.  that’s who.

Of course. you have to tailor your
prose to suit your reader, so it’s no
put-down of Jack Batten’s abilities as a
,,ordsmith to mention that Honest

‘~slOrJs  reads like the reverse side of
.real box. Snap!  Crackle! Pop!
its, name me just one honest

citizen of this great country who
hasn’t been dazzled by the sizzling
stuff on the back of a box of Sugar
Crunch or Honey Puff  Flakes. Can’t

deals until soon he’s grossing in the
hundreds of thousands and, what do
you know? Suddenly he’s a millionaire.
As well as the proud owner‘of  the
elegant Royal Alexandra theatre and
a couple of classy restaurants and the
better half of Markham Street:You
can’t keep a good man down. And
you won’t be able to put Han&  Ed’s
Story down either. No kiddiig.

Now, Grant McConachie - there’s
another story altogether. How a young
pilot with incurable enthusiasm and
a winning grin  barnstormed his way
to the presidency of Canadian Pacific
Airlines by the time he was 38, hedg+
hopping bis ancient Fokker into
northern Alberta and the Yukon, and
later bluffing and cajoling and badger-

take your eyes off it, right? Right. ’ ina everyone from his uaoaid mechanics_ -
Jack has found his customer’s reading
level, no mistake.

Not that Ed Mirvish  is a.sow’s ear,
but if he fzud been that old Batten
magic would have fashioned bim into a
lovely silk purse in no time flat.
Actually, what Ed Mirvish is is the
hustling wheeler-dealer son of a couple

. of struggling  immigrants, he fmm Kiev
and she from G&siya,  who never
quite made it in this Promised Land.
Ed’s father tried selling The Enw
clopedti  of l+emmonry  here a n d
there. And when that didn’t work out
too well, he opened up this little
grocery store on Dundas Street, down-
town Toronto. But that turned out to
be a losing proposition too.

Anyhow, his fathejs little store was
where Honest Ed fmt learned some
of the ins and oufs, the dos and don’&,
of merchandis&  kd before you
know it, Bd ha$  expanded his wartime
ladies’ dresswear  shop on Bloor Street,
called the Sport Bar, into the fmt
discount house in North America:

Ed war a blur of activity. He raced
down to Spadina  Avenue to pick out
dresses  and blouses  and skirts  and
sweaters. Rushed them back to the
store. Sold them on credit. Siied the
purchasers to sale contracts. Walked
the rmles  cmtracts  Mskly east on.
Bloor Street  to the ottlees  of blutual
Discount  Company. Sold them to
Mutual for amounts under  the values
shown on the contracts. Hustled the
cash into a bank account. Sent  out
part payments to the Spdina  whole-
s&m. keeping them content with
the Sport Bar’s  business progress. It
was, if you  admire tines%.,  bmth-
taking.

to General MacArthur-into believing
in the McConachie dream.

According to Ronald A. Keith,
McConachie’s biographer. the CPA
Resident “‘could inject drama into the
most mundane occasions,” and al-
though McConachie’s bush pilot years
were undoubtedly full of high drama
and adventure, BushPifoi  With  A Briel:
me is peopled with so many fasci-
nating chamcte~s and packed with so
much hair-raising action you can’t  help
thinking that Keith himself is no slouch
in the injecting drama department.
From his beghmings in Edmonton,
through his hi&-flying times as an air-
borne maverick and until his death in
1965 at age 56, Grant McConachie’s
life is presented as a supersonic saga
of luck, guts, charm and courage. Like
Boswell, Keith knows how to infuse
his material with an aura of immediacy,
although the device of supplying his
characters with verbatim dialogue oc-
casionally  requires that the reader
willingly suspend his disbelief.

Here’s a slice of McConachie’s life
and a sample of.Keith’s  smooth style:

The Bre spread with astonishingspeed.
Even as blcConachie  snatcbed  at the
tii extinguisher in its wall bncket  he
realized  the situation was already  be-
yondmntml.  Hbpositionwrdesp’er-
ate. In five semnds  the enclosed  cock-
pit would be his flaming coftin.

Gee whillickers, that’s exciting stuff!
Gol-dun-me if it ain’t. 0

Snap! Crackle! Pop! Ed parlays and

draws and  writes in Turonta  and  &
liver there under the equally  pseudo
name  of Don Evans. He happens to
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THE WAYS
OF WOMEN

a-HE SCHOOL OF
FEMININITY

dl,4RG,I RET LA IVRENCE  GREEh’E
lliusson

v:Et.COLtED  BY women  of the 1930s
as an important steuuina-stone  in their

is ;ven more timely
roday. in view of the growing world
feminist movement. The republication
of this important book helps us to put
into arr historical perspective the whole
trend of feminist thought that curnmtly
surrounds us.

Ms. Greene traces the development
of women’s aware”ess of themselves,
md writing about themselves through
the key works of nineteenth- and
twentieth-century women writers of
English tiction,  and restricts her study
mainly to those authors whose works
present a “ieminist” pattern.

In the selection of authors, the
balance leans in favour  of those of the
nineteenth century, since time has per-
mitted them to be viewed more circum-
spec~ly than their twentieth-century
counterparts.

Nile Margaret Greene devotes
several chapters to such rdneteenth-
~mrury figures as Jane Austen,  the
Brouti:  sisters and George Eliot, she
feels  that such a division is not valid
for twentieth-century women writers.
Instead. the latter are grouped accord-
ing to Lyrtain  patterns which seem to
run through their writings.

In llte School of Femininity, a
clear progression is indicated in the
depiction these writers have given of
themselves as women and of their
relation to society. Furthermore, the
author attempts to explain through her
rcrsunal analysis of history why and
hov! such a progresslou  was achieved.

She sees the feminist revolt as be-
ginning at the end of the eighteenth
ca:u~  ury. with middle-class women
being the fust to take to the idea of
ri:hrs: liberty and equality; end, there-

- ,..

fore, to the novel (which enabled them selves nicely to serial form - while
to set down these i&as). yet another group emerging from the

Characteristic of these tirst noveld Great Depression, and whom Ms.
was  the recurring theme of sexual Greene entitles “The  Matriarchs,’
resentment which, however, took dif- stressed the family and the commuuity
ferent formsaccordiig to the individual as the center of the race and of
writer’s viewpoint. Whereas Jane Aus- civiltaation.
ten, for example, satirically poked fun The author sees the “Helpmeets,’
at women as she saw them (while, at who dealt with the problems of
the same time, accepting the status marriage in its pccitin and negative
quo), the repressed Bmntg sisters gave aspects, as revolutionary in their plea
vent to their hatred of men and their for sexual equality. However, she con-
feeling that women were battered down siders such “Sophisticates” as biazo
by society. de la Roche  as abriost ‘Lnti-feminist”

Only with George Eliot, does the in their ironic, often derisive contem-
author see a turning-point away from plation of woman and the human
the theme of sexual injustice, towards situation. Still more removed from the
the inner aspect of women’s conflict. human scene were the “priestesses”
The Mill on rge Floss, representing a such as Pearl Buck, who pityingly and
plea for the understanding of children meditatively looked on from on high,
and a protest against the repression of and cried pity to the women of the
the female’s feelings and intellect, is world.
hailed as the first  work which intro- Lastly, Margaret Greene deals with
duces psychiatry into literature. the ‘Artistes” like Virginia Woolf,l

Other nbseteenth-centurj. writers who, she feels, wrote to create a better
such as Olive S&miner, the author world than that around them, and were
suggests, caught the tragedy of women, driven by the conflict between their
dependent economically on men, and womanhood and self-containment.
stressed, for the ftrst time, the diti?- Despite the variety in iti approach
culty for a more intellectual, more to the treatment of women, what the
fully-developed woman to fmd a satis literature of this period seemed to be
factory mate. expressing, according to Ms. Greene,

However, it is to the English suf- was a general feeling of dissatisfaction

fragette movement and the advent of with men: an admission of either the

the workingwoman  (owing to the First inability of women to tit into the

World War) that the.  new  confidence traditional mould, or the failure of the

among women writers is attributed: new man to measure up to. the desins

these women refused to admit theii of the new woman.

intellectual inferiority, and scoffed at Margaret Green’s treatment of

tradition and the sanctity of hitherto- these women writers shows a great

held values.  Thus, Anita Loos’ Gentle deal of insight into the psychological

menReferBlondes  is seen asimportant and historical factors which prompted

for the feminist movement in being them to express themselves as they

the tkst of several portraits of the did. Her portrayal of women’s in-

courtesan done by women, in which creasing self-awareness is very sensi-

men are &a& a mockery of, and no tively and passionately drawn. And it

moralizing is done about the woman is put down in a very non-academic

in question. and easily readable fashion, which

The new economic rivalry of women
holds the reader’s’ interest.

with men in business and the pro-
It is remarkably modem in its con-

fessions was also given a stimulus by
tern for a greater mutual understandmg

such writers as Edna Ferber who
between men turd  women, and for the

approved of these “Go-Getters.” This
need for both to develop themselves

economically independent woman was
to the fullest. q

something new in literature.

Other women of. the period, such
as Fannie Hurst, recognized the pmtits
to be gained from “sob&odes” stress-

v

ing the traditional picture of woman
as sufferer and giver - these lent them-

. _ _.-. . .
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ADRIFT
IN AN ARCTIC ARK
ENCOUNTERS WITH ARCTlC ANIMALS

FRED RR UEAMER

nwvd bJ* Mchel Lambeth

TCIODAY.  XSKIMO  soapstone and Ivory
carvings, prints, stencils, films  about
the North, calendars, photographs,
books. and govemment~ponsored
internationally-travelled  exhibitions:
all of these tell the world at large that
the Canadian citizen lives on a terrain
that maintains a strange, and surviving
arctic fauna.

Had this book been available to me
in France, In 1.948,  when a parisian
sophisticate who had recently seen
Robert Flaherty’s fdm Nanodk  of the
North asked me, while looking at
Toronto’s position on a map, if I had
ever been molested by the polar bears
of Lake Ontario, it might have been
of some explanatory help. But then
perhaps not; there’s not a single  map
ln Fred Bruemmer’s book to show his
wide  wanderings over the whole Arctic
in search of animals to photograph
and study.

Bruemmer, Latvian born  of German
parents. is Montreal-based and has
now lived in Canada for 12 years. He
spends six months of every year in
the Arctic. A successful photojournalist
specializing in northern natural history
and ethnoloa,  he took up photog-
raphy ‘as a good thing  to learn when
you don’t speak the language” and
produced two books, The Lorig  Hunt
and Seasons of the E&m. In his
third, Encounters,  Bruemmer’s eye
contact with arctic animals has now
been. extended into a long, Witten
text but, unfortunately. with far too
few good photographs not too well
reproduced.

In the preface, the dangers of eco-
logical disruption and pollution of the
North by man’s exploitation and pen+

Fation  for mineral wealth, particularly
are reiierated:  “The mistakes we
e there may be final - absolute
,rreversible.”  That’s a good caution

becaus conscrvatlon  measures  a n d
centralization of Eskimo populatioils,
forexantple,  which protect such species
as caribou and seal may well-be reversed
by unwitting, even stupid, actions.  But
book-publishing is also “absolute and
irreversible”; Bmemmer  - perhaps
throiigltan  oversight - doesn’t mention

what the eventual siph&titg  of fresh-
water resources away from the James
Bay area to the south might also do
to both Canadian human and animal
populations.

Rather than showing a Garden of
Eden at low temperature, Bruemmer
actually presents us with a limited but
encyclopedic sort of Noah’s Arctic Ark,
carefully arranged, deck by deck. for
the worlds of seal walrus,. polar bear,
white fox, musk ox, falcon, goose,
swan,‘duck,  narwhal, shark and fishes,
withsome  comment on smaller animals,
such as the lemming, and ‘their impor-  .
tance  in the arctic ecology. One animal
I missed bt Bruemmer’s account was
the muskrat of the Mackenzie Delta.,
an animal important to the Eskimo
economy. Ten years ago in that area I
found Eskllo  ladies at &wing machines
having trouble matching skins to tit
properly into parkas. Owing to a
shortage of cured skins the manager of
the fur co-operative had imported
American skins from * fur auction
in Seattle.

.

Bruemmer’s  text seems to be f&cd
with facts and statistics obviously
gleaned from government &ldlife re-
ports - I know because I’ve read some
of them- but very little of hi personal
reaction seems to come through in MS
writing. Rambling, unchronological,
discursive and repetitious, inchtdiig
long passages on the history of falconry
and the fable of the unicorn as related
to the narwhal, Bruemmer’s writing is
fiat  dike a successful  attempt at
mauve prose ln a creative-writing clasp
which can sometimes send you to the ’
&iomry.  As there is always some-
thing about “found erudition” which
grates a little, I prefer the simpler, yet
deeply felt, texts of Konrad  Lorenz
and Farley Mowat  or even Ernest
Thompson Seton who seeni to plape
a real emphasis on their own lives
vi+&-vis  wild animals.

Encounters with Arctic Animals is
neither encyclopedia, autobiography,
government report, nor a collection of
nature magazine articles; it’s an ad-
mixture of all four ingredients and
both &e editor  and art director of
this’ book, in my view, have done
Bruemmer, a good man, a disservice to
his writing  and’ photographic talents.0
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BYSELF
POSSESSED

THE ENERGY OF
SLAVES

LEONARD COHBN

IF ONE  IS to judge by the four-year
absence of any publicalion of poetry
by Leonard Cohen (the last being a
collection entitled Selected Works,
195648).  one can find ample justifi-
cation for the title of his latest work,
The Energv of Slaves

entitled “Credo,” Cohen saw the poet
as slave: “Slaves will build cathedrals
for other slaves to burn.” In “Flowers
for Hitler” the master-slave theme was
a recurrent one. Now, in inviting the
reader to view his latest collection,
the poet welcomes us to “‘this book
of slaves” written during “exile.” He
.st&ses  time ‘and again that the writing
process is a tortuous one: ‘me poems
don’t love me anymore.” He feels
“punished” when he does not write
something.

Cohen seems to have been gathering
his energy in the interim, and to have
taken stock of himself as a poet.
Indeed, in an almost Beckettian  fash-
ion. he is more acutely aware of the
inability to express what he is trying
to express; he fiids himself a slave to
his writing.

But the poet is a slave  not only of
poetry or art; he is also, and perhaps
most of all, a slave of Eros’- thus,
remaining true to the Cohen we know
from the earlier poems. “The cunt” is
his slave, he proclaims; he bkmoans
his “old slave’s heart.” The oet
glorifies in seeing himself “a bea&ful
slave” whom women long to possess,
yet protests  to his lover the enslave-
ment his love has bmught about:“My
greed has made me a slave of you.”

Already, in the earlier “Spice-Box
of the Earth:’ in an important poem

However, in The Energv of Slaves,
slavery  and love are not far removed
from the more sadistic aspects of the
master-slave relationship, familiar to

c?if
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Ekkihgs
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the readers of Cohen’s earlier poems.
Too often, hate, brutality and scorn
are the counterparts of love and tender-
ness. As Cohen spitefully remarks to
a lover who is about to be rejected:
“One of these days you will be the
object of the contempt of slaves.”

If Cohen does show himself to be
primarily concerned with himself and
his relationship with women, he does,
at times, give evidence of a more far-
reaching concern for human relation-
ships, not without political overtones.
He points out the violence common to
all men, ready to erupt at any moment,
in spealcing  of “the slave in his heart
who tells him to kill.” This theme of
the -assassin is common to many of
Cohen’s poems. One poem in the
present collection speaks of the slavery
of men in war. Cuba, Vietnam, the
Greek junta - all fmd an echo in his
poems, and overshadow the earlier pm-
occupation with Nazism.

On the whole, however, Cohen
seems to feel that the poet’s place is
not in the politicsI  arena: “Bach man
has a way to betray the revolution:
he comments. “‘lids is mine.”

JAMES HOUSTON
Ghost Paddle: A fflorthwst  Coast Indian Tale
Based on the folklore of the legendary Indian  carvers of the
Canadian Northwest coast. Astirringadventurs  story of warring
tribesand a courageous young prince  who brought them peace.
T~enty-seven  m&nific&t bl&k-and-white  drawings t$ the
author. Ages 7-l 1 $4.95

JAMES HOUSTON
Songs  Of The Dreem People: Chants  and Imap=s fmm the
Indians and Eskimos of North America
Sounds from the past through this collection of previously un-
recorded hunting songs, war chants, love songs end others. On
every  page Jamas Houston’s twocolour  illustrations in the
spirit of the verses. For all eges. . $6.95

JOHN CRAIG
Zach
Zech, last of the mythical Agawe  Indian tribe wanders through
the midwest  in search of his lost tribesmen. He finds instead
Willie, an alienated young black boy and D. J., en unhappy
white  girl. A contemporary novel with a special appeal to
teenage readers. $6.95
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cohelt  stul seems  at his best’i” the
bitter-nveet  poems of love and hate.
They  dominate the latest collectlo”
and seem to set the tone of the work:
disillusionment  hangs heavy on the
poet - disillosio”ment  with himself .
as a writer,  with politics, and with love
or his abaity  to love: “I am no lo”gei
at my best.” The. “aw poems. in
aaneml,  strike a more Pessi”listic.  less

NOMAN
C WJCVDOL Yti MacEWkN

Oberon

Torture &d hte provide the*mo&‘>.
while Eros lurks  tiQUCd  the Corn% - :,

It is Cohen’s .particuku  tick for
c&g tho fa”aiarl2l”g&~of  everyday.
iDjoxtapositiqnryjtha”ot-so&mmon-  ’
place idea thar creates the strength?
of his poetry. Sometimes he does faU
short of his goal, and the e&et  is a
vulgar or jar&g one, or merely rz4nes  :
out sounding IIke bad ptitsy.  But, at
the same time, Cohen still  *es shoti
himself capable of writing sbnple,
moving  verse, when,.for  example, he
speaks of the bnpossibiity  of reviving
past love: “Don’t walk on yoti :
shadow. Don’t step 011  my broom,’
I will keep your shadow clean:’ .

The  breadth of Cohen’s scope is :
evident eve” in the geographical settings
of Ids poems: Mont&,  spai&  Neiv’
York, Tennessee, Greece - all are
encompassed in his vision:

Belly  da”cers,ChIist  figures, virgbls,
old lovers, holy men, old women -1
these an the people who i&bit.
Cohen’s world.

Though the poet may be Jmiinted  ‘.
by the creative  act. he seems to be
more at ease in the handlii of these .
poems: they seem looser, freer, less
tightly controlled than those of the
early years, a”d take on added dime”- :
sions of meaning which  bear witness to
a maturing of his technique.

By its very versatility, Cohen’s
poetry  lends itself to a”variety of
interpretations that m&es  its author,.
if not a “gmat”  poet, at least one of
the more  importenf  voices of our
ge”e”Qi0”.  Iils poetry  combines  such
universal  themes  as love, freedom,
justice, and thall opposites, with the:
more particular daily considerations of
the -0” ma”. Thus,  it contlnuq
to appeal to people of au ages in
11 places. q BS

* m&wed  by fitharine  Govier

THESE STOR~BS by a poet are like
dresses  made of orlgiti pai@nga.  Ml
$lacBwan  shaper her rich fabric of
.myth and magic into  neat, contempo- _
&y forn$. Some of the stories are
sophisticated fables, short and embkxn..
atic. Othdrs,  like the two-part title
story and “The Second Coming of
Julia” the Maglcla””  are epiacdic  and
allegorical. I prefer’the  shorter, more
tipe*f-cI stories.  I” “Showy “Firs”
'Wouseof,the\Vhele"andmy  favourite,
,“The Oarsman and the Seamstress,’
Miss  M$cEwe”‘s  narrative technique is
at Its fmest.  She has a way of writing
around the story; not through it, letting

.tba coup dy g&e  fall in the last few
Ilnes  almost as a” afterthought. .

She  is deft with words. The writing
ia basic and flexible, nuking use of the
speech rhythms  appropriate to first-

parson qarrations,  rather than more
complicated prosy stmcfures.  She has
fun with  such outdated slang as “right
cuff  the bat”  and “go off the deep end.”

.She has great respect for the Word;
only by fidelity to it can one create  the
stilted letter-writing of a jailed Haida
India” and the” trzwsfon.”  it intb the
dignifiid  ,voice  of a” Indian  legend-
teuer.

All ei@ stories in  Noman  d;w
upon a store of images  that includes
the elemental and the fanciful. Them
am velvet capes, white horses, snow,
Russian dancers. fue, and the Ferris
‘&?A The setting  is “Trawnah”  but
the scenes  are drawn with the trappings
of dreama~  magic and myth. People are
overtake” by primitive urges-to feed
all their belongings to a fire so that it
will  last  through the dark night; to die
?aked in fresh snow. The title story
neatly, perhaps too neatly, completes

‘a cycle of interchangeable characters
and situations. Noman, who is many
me”, is a mystic case-worker, for aU

-uun”.-~mu~P -_.“.“_n, ..I

has come  to .offer everyman  the hope
of “phig sane.”

Gwendolyn MacBwe” attends upon
myth - Christian, native, and ‘*Rena-
dlan.”  Her stories and her people are
there to show off the stuff. It is the
fabric that is important, not the gar-
men&  The last question must be
whether these Indian,  immigrant, and
carnival-inspired myths are legitiiate.
Are they simply more exampies  of
what MacEwen  herself calls “borrowed
historles.impcrted  ruins”?  I think  not.
They are OUR, but young. 0

KATHARINE GOVIRR, who comes
from EdmontCn  and who studiid at
University of Alberta  ahd Yak Uni-
VersRY,  now rwrks  3s a frrelsnee
writer  in Toronto.

REBELYELLS
CANNIBALS

STANLEY COOPERM4N
Oberon

wper $2.95.  doth Ss.95:  ?IOFW

-THE  BEST NAME OF
SILENCE

DA VID HEL WIG
Oberon _

.

SOME PEQPLR  C&Ct Stamp; Sta,,,ey

Coopermanapparently  collects  period& ’
cals.  Themare  42 of them listed in
the acknowledgments section of Gumi-
ba& and the result is that Cooper-
seems less a poet than a poem-machine.
Ccrtaiiy  the ma” must have energy.

,Tbe poem%, too, have the energy
that Bade Birney  notes in a somewhat
fulsome jacket blurb. So much of it,
in fact, that they carom off each other
like bllliid  balls. Although his principal
subjects may easily be traced - love
lyrics, poems on polities and society,
wailing wall obsessions with the  Jewish
past - they do not make a satisfying
whole. It’s as if Cooperman, onlearning
of his 42nd magazine  acceptance, said
tc himself, “Ah, now I have enough
to make a book.” Collection, notaelec-
tion,  is the operative principle.
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cajoling, the poems  sell  WIY hard in-
deed, grabbing the reader by the collar
and barking out expostulations  and
imperatives: “‘Pity”; ‘Xisten”; “Look
closely.” The outbursts are also ad-
dressed to ticttonal figures c’Hoo/
Malvolio/  Black hat!“), as well as
literary andhistorical ones. Each stanza
of “Cappelbaum’s Kollcsll:’ for exam-
ple, opens with “TOISTOY!”  “ABB
LINCOLN!”  “Ll PO!” etc. one of
them will further illustrate .Cooper-
man’s manner:

SOLOMONI
,,hy are the Ian& of the hIUs
scru?dng
for cbcumcixd  &mrr?
Most of the poems are “‘hairy”

in somewhat the same way; indeed,
“hairy” is one of his favourite  word.%
a “hairy  arm,” “hairy tongues:’ “h&y
dreams” and even ‘hairy mud.’

When Cooperman gets off his soap
box he can write affecting lyrics, quiet
successes Instead of noisy failures. But
when he tries to be emotionally moving
in the social or political sphere, it ls
a different matter. I wlsh poets would
stop using a convenient disaster as a
peg on which to hang a description
of their current situation, or wprse,
personal anecdotes. In “For Henry
Dumas:’ for example, he uses the death
of a black poet to drag in by the c&-
tails  a memory of his father.

In one of his poems, “After the
Deaths at Kent State,” David Helwig
is guilty of a similar offence.  He speaks
of England’s “gentleness/  andthe smell
of the green  gmvth:’  then concludes
that for “the far-away dead, for them/
there are no gardens.” The Idea is trite.

In an age of rebellions and crypto-
revolutions, poets who wisely $ick
to essentially mild and domestic themes
seem compelled to write about violent
politics. So in Helwig’s The Best Name
of Silence, we fmd the predictable
“Elegy” (for one of Che Guevem’s
yerlllas) and “Poem for the End of
the Revolution.” These are no better
than most of their kind.

Still, one can be grateful  for Helwlg’s
good moments. Though he cao write
with power, as in “Words from Hell,’
about an l&year-old killed in Kingston
Penitentiary, he is at his best in con-
templative times when he is alone. or
perhaps out walkiig in a quiet land-
scape. There is a turning inward, an
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occastonaUy,  as In WUd As&:’  one
gets splashes of c&or in the fashion
of D. H. Lawnnce.), and ao almost
pre-Soctatlc  concern with the processes
of change. In respect to this last, one
poem is even called “Parmenides
Among. the Last.”

Many of the poems am set in
London, Bngland, the home of grey
poetry, though one excellent poem,
.“Balearic  Winter:  has Ibiza for a
locale. T@ .poem effectively handles
time - the Majorca0 past of Chopin
and George Sand, and the poet’s
presentz

Few of the poems are excttll, it
most be admltted, but after Cooper-
man one could ose a traoquilizer.  0

VRASER  SUTI~BRL.AND.  who liver
in Montreal. is Editor  of Northern
Journey:  be bar re.cen~  pubtirhed_a
oDuacticn  of poetry  st7mW ImIller
(@iddk&ead)  and a Critical  stCdy Of
cdlagha and HEmingwpy is due.

’ - POl?-RAIT
OF ‘AN

‘WYMAN
THE SHREWSDALE

EXIT
JOHN  BUELL

Doubleday
cloth $7.73  279 plrgs

revlewd  by H. G. Levitch

A MAN NAMED  Joe takes his  wife and
six-year-old da@+ on vacation.
They’re driving to the coast. He’s
borrowed a long lens for his camera.
And he got a second tent for his little
&l. They  stop to eat at a Howard
Johnson’s.  Afterwards, Joe boys a
package of M&M’s  for h&kid.  Back

~~~_____._~_.  ~~~ I . ~~~ ~~_
mom  stretch of road, three Hell’s
Angels-type bikers  overtake his station
wagon  and force him off the mad: he’d
tried to outrun them, but his auto- I
mobile  started to vibrate badly at
85 miles ao hour; then, one of the
biers threw oil on his windshield;  he
couldn’t see, and he had to stop.

He tries to &fend himself and hls i
family. But when he tights back, they
knock him unconscious with chains.
Later, when he revives. he finds the
bloody bodies of his wife and Ut,tle
girl, both of them sexually assaulted
and murdered. The state police arrive:

Thhsmaninthecar,Crant,wasweep  (
Ing quietly,  and the trooper  tried
not tc think of his own family

Frcm the p&cl ear he [Joe
&t] kept staring intc  the dark
beyond the station wapn,  HnitiCg
for scdaty tc arrive.

When  Joe discovers that the police
can’t find sufficient evidence to pmae-
cute the three b$ers,  he decldes to take
justice into his own hands. He buys a
.38 automatic pistol  and spends an
evening out lo the woods learning how
to shoot it. Unlit  the hem’of the
movie Shmv DoSs,  he barely nicks
.hls as&ants.  Instead, he himself  is
charged with attempted murder, and
is sentenced to five  years in prison.

A sympathetic cop tells him:
“You  should’ve  done it d&e [Joe
had pi&cd up s local where  and uacd
herlsbait] ,” he [thecop]  said,“with
a shotgun, a reputar  - Cc bauistiCs -
ad with that car you could’ve been
low gone. Nobody woulda got Ckas
working on the case.”

“I couldn’t  do that than. Eylier
IllWbC.”

"'Yeah. We LCow.”
“or later:
lhe door clcs.sd  md Caught and

became part of the wall. ,

‘#ken Joe had a chance to think
about what had happened to him, and
what he had done about i&he thought:

He couldn’t deny what he did. What-
ever  the law might cdl it, he Cmddn’t
go back on it. It would be the tame
as denying what these  three kilIerr
had done.  ?%a  white bodies undar his
tlashli#t, the dirccwred  hcrmr, CC-
tcuehnblc  by pclim M taw. all tbts
was eentml, ev~rythii  derived fmm
it, his feelings, his actions,  the desire
-perhaps 1mpPirible  - to set it right
It all cams  together ia him, and only
him. It was a part of his penoh  SO
much livbq  rallty. sc muchgood  had
been d.WmyCd, he had to keep scmb
thing cf it in existence, in him+, he
cculdnt let it slip, unfought for, mtc
* tinal  nctbblgnes+

-. . ..’ -. --.
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But enough of the synopsis. This
reviewer has found a book worth
rmdfmg,  and recommends it highly.
It’s tempting to reveal  the details of
a most ingenious, exquisitely non
chslsnt  prison escape -, or, as one
character calmly  explains it to Joe,
“Most breakouts are walkaways  and
this one’s no different.” But then, the
entire  prison epkode  remains, to this
jaded reviewer’s mind, aq unimpeach-
ably plausible  and convincing, and
btiantly told.

What may baffle some readers is a
curious lack of colom,  or personality,
even “individuality,” about Joe. He
may remind some of Camus’  Metusault
in The  ~tMtZ&‘W, Sartre,  by way of
Kierkegaard,  used to describe the Exis.
tential  Hem as a man ‘%ho is what
he does.” In effect, the identity of a
character is determined by his actions.
Quirks, fdiosyncmsies  and eccentricities
are suparficiai  and, according to Sartre,
irrelevant detail that  would be redun-
dant and false to the essential core or
real nature of that character.

Thus, although Joe may be sin-
gularly coloudess,  he ranges across the
visible spectrum of behaviour,  from
ultra-violent to translucent manual
iabour.  However, in the course of MS
actions, his pemone  (n&e “personality”)
resists defmition. No one would recog.
nize  him on the street or in a subway
car; he is the contemporary invisible
man, courtesy of Poe’s The  Purloined
Leftef.

He “becomes:’ resp&iveiy,  a vaca-
tioning engineer; a beleaguered citizen
protecting his fsmiiy  from the bar-
barians; a grieving  middN-class  husband
and father; an avenging demon who
cunningly prepares a murderous am-
bush for his enemies; a criminal in
court; a model convict;a  fugitive from
justice; and a diligent, hard-working
farm hand who learns how to baii  hay
and operate a tractor. By comparison.
R&a’s I~roes/protagonis~/~s/narrators
are never anything but “themselves”
(even  when they appear to be cock-
roaches). Mr. Bueil  has written a com-
plicated story that’  reads like  a good,
intelligent  thriller.  0

.:_.-. .- ..-._.THE  DolrjG_THl-__iG..._A_.D

. : THE BEING BIT
TIGERS OF THE SNOW

Edit? by J. A. MocNEILL & GLhWSORESTRD
Nelson; pp .u.?s; il/usmte&  ~13prgrr

‘72_: NEW CANADIAN STORIES
Edited by DA VIDHELWIG  d JOANHARCOURT

Obemn:  pawr$2.95. cloth 35.95:  13s~~

THESE TWO short  Story  tBltholO,&%  are
opposed in-aimost every sense. Their
differences illustrate  the changes which
have come over the form of the short
story.

TigvJ  of the Snow is an odd name
for. a cogection  of Canadian shoti
stories. I iike almost everything inthis
collection, and my olily criticism is of
the edftors.  I’m not very impressed by
the title and what it implies: a slightly
outdated concept  of adventure, of
prowling and preying through a wilder-
ness of snow.

Some of onr best-known writers
are represented hem - Sinclair Ross,
Hugh Oamer,  Morley CaINghan;  the
late Edward MeCourt,  Paday Mowat.
and Ethel Wiison.  Although eB the
stories have been pubhshad.previously,
some, as the Introduction states, have
not appeared in this muntry.  The
editors have undoubtedly done a ser-
vice in coliecting  so many fine short
stories witten  by Canadians in the
past 25. years.  I was particularly. glad
to see the work of Sinclair Ross and
Ethel~Wison,since  mllections  ofstories
by both of these writers’ are mre.

The editors have been careful to
demonstrate the regional  variety of this
countxy.  There are stories from the
‘tit coast,anIndfanstory,  two Eskimo
stories, two pmicie  stories.  and a story
by Maritime poet Alden NowIan. The
choice leans to traditional adventure
stories exhibiting suspen&‘  character
development and a8 those qualities ona
learns about in school. I judge that the
book is intended for school, .on, the
etidenca  of the “Gail-them&nadiins”
type photographs, and spicy intro.
ductions  along the iines of “what
would you do if you web trapped In
a submarine  with Xl men, with only
enough air. . .”

If you like war stories you’re in
luck. Coiin McDougaii’s  “The Firing
Squad” and Michael Bruce’s “Gentle-
men, your verdict” emerge from the
Semnd World War, and Hugh Hood’s
story describes a third world war,
‘“Iwo Fibmen”  by Morley Callaghan
is about an executioner, and ‘Always
a Motive” by Dan Ross gives us an.
account  of a man’s arrest  for kid-
napping. Them Is certainly material
here to demonstrate thegreat  Canadian
respect forlegal and military  authority.

I am not convinced that the Canada
that is iliustmtid  in these stories stili
exists. The Eskimo stories tell of husky
dogs and long treks by sled aomss
frozen wastes. The prairie is represented
by a desperate log cabin  outpost in a
biiazard,  and the exorcism of the devil
in the form of a hilltop still.  Fbwerful
stories, and po&rful  history. I just
hope the reader wiil realize that the
North and the West have *own up a
bit, Iike the rest of the muntry.

The ‘stories I prefer are the least
dmmatii  and the least pointedly
regional. Ethel Wilson’s depiction of
an adult squabble in “We Have to Sit
Oppo+e”  Is a mm humorous  story.
If you travel abroad and have been
tempted to tell  the uninformed some
tail tales about Canada, you should
mad this story. “A Few Notes for
OrpheuPis  anotherstory  which stands
out in this collection; Don Bailey’s
style Is casudI and spare; and he too
avoids  staginess. Sinclair Ross’ story is
characteristically exceBent.

The fact that I choose to praise
these three stories brings me to a final
criticism of tha terms of. selection.
There iue oniy two women writers
in 18. In fact, aside from the stories I
havemantioned,whemmenundwomen
exist, them are scarcely any female
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~chG&EXn  lIG35lFbGi.  Read-it
-I’m sore you’ll notice that something
is missing. It’s a man’s world here, in
Tigers  in the Snow. But these are
adventure stories, and I guess only
men have &dventures.

‘72 follows Fourteen Stoties  High
as the second of what is now an annual
collection of new Canadian stories.
Things have changed since most of the
stories in Tiger first appeared. Crises
are now all minor, all psychological,
and understated, no.bady writes about
life and death situations, or battles to

rut stories  where  nothblg  redly happens
and that is the point. some of the
stories are excessively enigmatic, but
there is good reading for any devutee
of. the contemporary school.

I liked John San@nan’s  “One for
the Road.” It is a hitch-hiking saga
where modem heroes rap for aoprem-
a9. Sandman has a lightly humoorous
touch and a relaxed style which tends
toward onparagraphed think-talk. John
Newlove’s “Story of a Cat” is well-
crafted, and ‘“The Magicians” by Beth

An air of greynesa, alienation and
indifference pervades ‘72. This may
be appropriate to the modern ex-
perience,  but it do.es not in itself make
meaniogtid fiction.Someof the writers
here have used this new attitude and
technliqoe soccessfouy,  while others
have created nothing but more grey
fog. While I don’t believe that the
traditional methods that predominate ,,
in Tigqs  of the Snow are the only
ways to write short stories, I don’t
understand why all the writers have
abandoned plot, action, and crisis
simultaneously. Why are the styles io
writing stories so arbitrary? Perhaps it
is not true that aU wrlters.follow  the
trends so closely. Perhaps it is the ,
editors who lack imaglostion,  or. have
B taste for monotony. 0 KG

THE MEN WHO WENT p
OUT IN THECOLD

Harvcu  i9 %mihei- I-F$~dY %i~ _-_ .
Bail9 appears in this collection too,
and his story is again rewarding.  George
McWhirter’s  ‘The Harbinger” ls bn- ;
possible to understand but I have a
feeling that I would object to it if I
knew what it was about.

DEATH ON THE ICE
CL&%‘3  BROWN,  with HAROLD HORWOOD

DO~bkda~$’  cloth $7.95; 270~s

mdaved by Tony .l?~omas

IN 1~34  A Newfoundlander named
Abram Kean was awarded the Order
of the British Empire. His distinction
was that he had killed more seals than
any other man in history; he had, in
t%ot,  recently chalked up his millionth
seal  Pelt. Captain Kean remains the
outstanding  figure in the annals of
Newfoundland’s sealing lndosiry but
his is not aname that Newfoundlanders
revere, Twenty years prior to his recog-
nition by the Cmwn, Kean was the
principal villain in a disaster that cost
the lives of 77 men, and it is a shud-
dering comment on the power and the
greed of the shipowners  and the pelt
dealers that Kern’s  career went un-
checked.

Cassie  Brown’s Death on the Ice is i
a book full of shuddering comment.
The sealing diiter of 1914 is the
blackest page io Newfoundland history
- and it might be said that most of
the other  ages are tarnished with other
tales of death, dreadful sufferings and
bitter struggles against the elements in
a bleak part of the world. Most Caoa-
dians are aware that life in Newfoond-
land was, and still is, hard but reading
this book will  shock aU but those who
have closely studied the island.

It is incredible to read that less than
60yearsagoashiptlylngtheBritisb
fig - an old, tiid ship - headed int
the Ice. field.5 without wireless cr
municatlon, and that the crew
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inadequately dressed, found sleeping
space as best they could and prepared
their own meals over tiny coal stoves
in the holds. They were part of the
annual. brutal adventure called seal
hunting and they risked their lives for
a handful of dollars. They earned
barely enough to feed their families,
and by the end of the voyage they
stank with matted blood and grease,
living in filth and dying for want of
medical supplies.

Despite the rigours of the sealing
expeditions, young Newfoundlanders
vied for passage, to be part of the
great  adventure and prove their man-
hood. They quickly overcame  the
initial  reluctance to kill seals, especially
the babies who cried like humans, for
no boy dared be thought a “sissy”;
and after a few clubbings the appren-
tices became insensitive. Thixe was
also the matter of discipline; they
were men who obeyed orders, un-
questioningly, and even when stum-
bling around lost on the ice they
looked for leadership. Their obedience
is part of the honor of this story.
They were  superstitious and fatalistic,
believing that the sea wailed a demand
for victims. In the middle of March,
1914, 120 men of this kind climbed
over the side of their old ship and
walked out over the ice floes to hunt
seals. Captain Kean ignored advice of
a possible blizzard  and ordered hls men
to go about their business. Within
hours they were lost in swirling snow
and bitter winds.

The men were lost for two days
and two nights and their plight has
been skilfully chronicled by Cassie
Brown. Death on the Ice is not a great
piece of literature but it is an excel-
lently structured piece of dramatic
journal&m, thoroughly researched and
lucidly explained. Collaborator Harold
Iiorwood  claims  that his own part in
the book was limited to advising and
editing. and if this is true Cassie  Brown
deserves much credit. As a native
Newfoundlander with an obvious com-
passion for her people she writes this
astonishing account.with precisely the
clarity it needed. Her background as
a reporter and her success as a writer
.f stage and radio plays here combine

a proper union, so that Death on
ke moves with the pacing of a
novel. Even as a documentary,

revealing merely the dreadful facts, it
would have been grimly fascinating but
with the addition of dialogue and the
focusing on character and lifestyle, the
book becomes something much mom.
It is an illumination, aidefl  by a selec-
tion of 50 photographs, of how a body
of Newfoundlanders  lived and died
in 1914. 0

1Y)NY THOMAS is I breadcaster
(well-known  on CBC RadiQ)  and a
writer  whase  special  Interests  are the
Old V&L and HoUywood; he is work-
ing at present on three movie  blog-
mph&, having  recently  publIshed  a
rtudy  of peter Milmv.

VOLUME OF
B@lNESS-

CANADIAN BUSINESS
HISTORY Selected Studies.

1497-1971
DA mD S. IMAWILM

McClelland  & Stewrt
cloth $12.30: 346 w

mewed  by JackRouth

DAWD  MACMILLAN of Trent  Uni-
versity made an outstanding scholarly
contribution to the field of business
literature.. The creative talent among
the contributors  to this book is COtI-
siderable. Their respective titles mad
like the departmental calendar of a
major university. In .fact.  brought to-
gether they would constitute a for-
midable faculty for a Canadian Business
Studies centre. Fiowever they are all
historians and inevitably’ their work is
weighted in emphasis. This is ‘not a
criticism that historians differ in their
business acumen. Simply put, it is their
methods which differ considerably.

This factor is highlighted by the
subject matter and the title of the
book. One wonders if Daiid Macmillan,
faced with his material, selected a title
which is deliberately ambiious.  The
modem Canadian businessman, whom
it is hoped is included among the
membership of Professor Macmillan’s
“titelliint  reading public,” is con-
cemedwith the concepts of marketing,

distribution, msearchanddevelopment,
manufacturing processes and the eom-
plex problems of financing; he would
tind little here to which he could
relate with any immediacy. Surely a
Business Hirtmy  should consider the
evolutionary trends which have led to
the entrepreneurial system as it exists
in Canada today?

The book examin& five general sub
ject areas: fmt, the Outside Influences
and lntemal DrveIopments,which con-
siders the eastern mercantilist  element
of tlie 16th and 17th centuries as well
as that of the mid-19th century extra
preneurs in British Columbia; second,
the Social and Political Significance
of Business Groupings, which relates
entirely to the i9th century and is
guaranteed to send the reader on a .
quest for some distant ancestor among
the list of names included. This is
followed hy the section’ entitled Case
Studies in North American Business,
which comprises three studies of rail-
way developen and one review of a
major resource industry. The remaining
tvm seckions  cover the Study of Cana-
dian Business Ifistoly,  which is an his-
toriographical sketch by three con-
tributors outlining developments in
this field and which, since it is from
the student’s point of view perhaps
the most important section of all,
should precede the other two. This is
followed by a short paper titled Extra
National Control, an Early  Cam Study,
which relates to the shipbuilding and
shipowning  in the b4ariti11~  during
the early part of the 19th Centmy.

The wide topical range of the work
must be examined @ relation to the
objectives stated in the author’s Intm-
duction, since relatively few of them
are relevant in a modem business con-
notation. Furthermore’ as a history it
is neither linear in presentation nor is
it evolutionary in its treatment of the
subject. In the fti analysis it is a
mosaic of scholarly historical  research

,placed between two covers under its
somewhat euphemistii  title. The quali-
tative description Selective Studies  msy
have been added as an afterthought or
as a protective device, like the chess
player who leaves  his King’s knight
at KB3 after having castled on the
King’s side. Regardless of the appli-
cability of the analogy, Professor hIa*
millan’s objectives remain questionable.
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It is a work compiled by “‘&iblisbed
historians and their younger colleagues
. . . for members of the intelligent
reading public” - at what deuomioa-
tion, one might ask, does this criterion
become apparent and at what leave? -
“‘so that every aspect of the develop
ment of business in its setting within
the community csn be studied” ,ti
achieve a balanced, informntl&e  picture.
Professor Macmillan points out that

- _._ “‘-.T ._..-.
the iron and steel mduktry,  shipping,
brewing, distillingand textile indtistries
and . . . the insurance and investment
companies.” Banks’are not eve* men-
tioned. Take away these, Professor
Macmillan seems to imply, and you
have the nucleus for the foundations
of a Gmadbuz  Business History. what
does this leave? If one can judge by
the four -s-es offered for study, it
leaves only the railways and the nickel

%ch already well-charted waters as . mmes.
the fur trade and the lumber industry” Surely tie Canadian railways have
are omitted. Likewise “the early devel- - been studied more than any other
opment  of the wheat-growing industry enterprise .in our history? The classic

’ of the Prairies, the growth of the aulo- History of &mdkwz  Wealth by Gusta-
mobile industry, and the beginnings of vus Myers devotes six out of 15 chap

i

_ __.

ters to this subject. Recent popular _
histories have devoted volumes to it.
Didn’t someone state somewhere that
the history of Canada was the history
of its railways? Yet Professor Maemil-
Ian claims that the studies are designed
to counteract “the narrowness  which
has tended to circumscribe the study
in some other countries.”

Regard&s of the mosaic nature of
the Idstory, its contents make fme
reading. As a field of study, mu& .
remains to be done. It is a painfully
exacting task for the historian who
ploughs  thrpugb the innumerable docu-
meutsaod  sometimes doubtful sources.
The contributots to this book must be _
congratulated OII their achievement.
One hopes the initiative taken by Pm-
fessor Macmillan will lead to further
developGent  of the study of Canadiao
business history. The services of an
able business consultant sympathytic
to the historical viewpoint would add
weight in a crucial area and to borrow !
from the author’s words will “con
tribute to the hopeful si&s of spmad-
ing interest in this subject.” 0

JACK ROUT”.  who studied history ’
at University of Tomnta  and ?dMa,
ter University, Is Course Director of
Marketing Subjects at Seneca College.
nur Tomnto.

AMANOF...UM...PARTS
mnrimIedfim png6?  4

Bay for a taste of “the real thing” -
between~meetimgs,  of course.

Bacque manages to clothe the
blatancy of Ramsey’s search for ‘&en-
tials”  with an Indian girl by permitting :
them some truly fm elements of
aositlvity  and insight. This is in direct
contrast with his laboured  attempts at
making the world pf academic politics
seem familiar and significant.

In between these two extremes lies
the bulk of the book; an overindulgent
tale of an overindulgent man, told in
a third-person, stream-of-consciousness
style that all too often isolates us
from a person who is already alienated
from himself. 0

_.._ -_-._.-.. ._



PFIPERBFICE
Fred Dale’s Garden B&k Py- - ”
(H. Fred Dale: PaperJacks;  $1.95): %
Dale, former Garden Editor  of the To-
ronto Star, is that happy rsritl; a literate
adter  who  happens to have a *con
thumb.  Most books of this sort am Ir
ploughcd  onto paper by gardeners  who
thlnl:  How Green WusMy  Corey must be a
memoir  by a lawn-seed merchant. Dale knows n
his onions, loves his loam and writes  pithily ab% everything
from ageratum to zinnia.  The chapter on fertilizers  Is a model of ’
lucidity; the Ulustmtions  are dull  but functional. “1,

The Shield project  and Operation Cuttletish  (David  R. Mounce;
?

h
Pyramid;  75 cents and 95 cents respectively) am mildly  exciting thrillers
about the improbable adventures of - at long last - a truly Canadian  secret
agent. He’s Paul Fox, he’s ‘rUn” by a multinational  corporate millionaire  who is also t&z
head of an amazingly efficient intelliice  branch of our Department of National  Defense
(does Trudeau know?), and  he sleeps with  the same girl friend all the time. If the pub-
Ushers czm make up their mind whether Mounce  is another John La Carti  (The  Shield h/ect)  o
the tradition of Aliitak Ma&an” (Opemtion  Cuttkfish)  or perhaps just himself, Fox may yet survive the
critical hounds. 4

Two Islands (Katharine Scherman;  Ballantine; $1.25): They are cold, foggy Grand Manan  in the Bay
of Fundy and sun-caressed  Sanibel off Florida’s  Gulf coast. Miss Sherman 19 a leas  mannered. more direct
Lawrence DunelI  in her love of islands.  She claims  to *rite as an outsider but in her heart she belongs to

i

these contrasting microcosms of man and nature. Complete with maps and illustmtions,  this is a de-
lightful book.

The Pill - a true perspective (Dr. James C. Paupst;  Clarke Irvin,  $1.75): Although it has been in
widespread use for more than a decade, the birth-control pill  is stIU the subject of an astonishing  amount
of rumour,  misinformation and ignorant.  Dr. Faupst’s  splendidly  comprehensive, well-organized and /$pi
objective book tells in plain language what every sexually active woman wants to know but didn’t I
how  where to ask. , 1

Abortion In Canada (Eleanor  Wight Pekine;  new press; $1.50) is moreof a report (frankly
pro-abortion) on a cause in progress than a. defmiitive  document. However, it does answer
all the questions that cun be answered. And  it persuades.

True To You In My Fashion (Adrienne Clarkson;  new press; $1.50) /4- -
!J zzz  i

theydolet
is the second in new press’ New Women Series  (the fust is Abortion +, ( itallhang
ifz  Cut&).  The title ironically echoes Ernest  Dowson,  the pathetic 3 outlnare-
late-Victorian poet who fell hopelessly in love with a
waitress. She couldn’t understand his Horace- ~4Q_ ,‘W

markable,  entertaining and
- r ’ infmmatlveway.Butwouldn~

inspired odes and rsn away. Feeling his  life  was

f8

the New Woman be better
ruined, Dowson wasted away into early death *, -1 served by a book explaining women
-bequeathing in his verse a feast of ~_
future Ktles  (Days of Wine  and

4r
The New

P
-_ Ancestors (Dave Godfrey; new

Roses, Gone Witlz the Witzd). pm.& $1.95) explores  the personal commitments
vane of the 13 weU*ssorted

*n Mrs. Clarkson  inter- If of a mixed cast of characters involved in the creation - ’
of a new African  nation. The setting is alien but the

s demonstrates such :on of consciousness is universal. Dark, powerful, pm-
tic passion - and phetic  and worth the reader’s effort.

clear whether she. continued ovsrfa~
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(David  Lewis stein;  new picsi; %50)’  -
is a” absurd&t fantasy about’urba”
warfare that reads’like  a smog-provoked
traffic ja. Here and there, like police
beacons, flash descriptive gems that,
prove Stein can write -and write well
if he ever abandons abstract ideas and
recollects himself. His characters call it
getting yourself together.

Shall We Join the Ladies? and I”
~rke~t  Domestim (Eric Nicol; Pak-
jack%  $1.25 each): If, as Nicol claims
in his introductions, the coy pieces in
these books represent the sort of fight
reaajng material being printed in Cana-
da during the 195Os,  then the whole
social revolution of the last 10 years
suddenly becomes much more explie
able. Yuccky. q

POOR
PUSSY

THE EASTERN
PANTHER: A Question

of Survival
BRUCE S. WRIGHT

Ckzrke Irwin
cotlr S&SO; Illustmted:  MO lxrgc

rahved by ~~ichael  Cheda

BRUCE WRIGHT has written a book to
prevent a rapidly disappearing animal
from fading into extbxtion. His efforts
are compounded because the eastern
panther is not recognized as legally
&sling  and instead is referred to as
a myth known as “the Indian Devil.”
The big cat is thought to be a myth
all over Eastern North America except
in New Hampshire and Florida where
its existence is acknowledged.and the
panther is protected by game laws.
This book easily explodes the myth.
After 100 pages documenting more
than 300 sightings of panthers, each
one described in laborious detail, there
can be no doubt about the,existence
of the cats.

The book consists of stories of
encounters with panthers sandwiched
between a brief history of the cat and
a description of the animal itself fol-
lowed by a methodology for “panther
watching” for those so inclined. The
bulk of the accounts are from New

Citlior runs a w~IdlXXhiion.
In the prblogue to ilte book, Wright

criticizes the planned road .through
Pundy National Park, the Fundy Trail.
This road will provide public access to
a” important breeding gmuitd  of the
fither, thereby chasing .the cats to
the ever-shtiing  wild areas alid  limit-
ing. the chances for their survival. Of
cour&,  any movement to impede the
efforts of the New Brunswick tourist
board should be regarded as a” extreme
ly difficult uphill battle. Since Bruce

ince checking on panther stories, he
must realize how difficult it is to stop
a highway being built in a province
that probably has more  miles of new
highway per capita than any other
political unit in the world with the pas-
sible  exception of Nemda or Kuwait.0

~IUI mundi  of television happens to

‘readv & waitincr
AdelshJe  Dsoiils  Weight  Watching Cookery.
Adelaide Danidls.  Clarke Irwin. cloth S&9%
illostsated;  1.82 pees.
npS  Of The  Askonautk Glenn clever.
Bytown PIW. paper - ; 57 pap
lb Alaska  Doondary  Dlrpute:  A  lritical
s+Pprai~.  Norman Penlington.  McGraw-
Hill  AYerson.  psper $3.25; 141 pages.
All 2%e Br&ht Young Un And Womeos  A
pmonal  history of the Qech cinema.  Josef
Skvcuecky.  Peter Martim~e One. ~10th
$8.95;  Illeshated:  280 pages.
And So llsey  Sought  A Farm. Dean Hughes.
Nelson, Foster & Scott.  cloth $1.95:  191
pa&.
Anthmpomorphiks.  Robert Fooea.  Coach
Houre  Press. paper - : undumbered  p;lges.
ArehiM:  Mii OF Cenada’s  ht. Univ. of
Toronto Pmu. pap&$7.50;  illostsated:  313
pages.
The Arthoriad.  John D’Arcy Bsdgor.  Rn-
dragon Pm.=. papa $9.95; 129 pages.
Atosb Inlet. Red Ford. Nelson. cldlh S5.95;
I48 pages.
Beavabmok. AJ.P..  Twlor.. Nelson. cloth
$12.95; illoskated:  712 &&es.
Before The Age Of Misaeles:  Memoirs of a
Country Doctor. W. V. Johnston. M.D.
McClelland and Stewart. cloth $6.95:  212
pobe=.
The Bent Wii de Qther Poems. Brian
Thackng.  Alin Press. paper - ; 63 paa%
llte Bbch. Frank M. Tierncy. Bytown  Presr.
paper - ; 64 pager.
A Book About Billie.  Billie  Miller g: David
Helwip. Oberon. papcpcr  $2.95. cloth $5.95:
168 pages.
A Book (N’ Insects. Charles Paul May.
Macmillan. cloth S4.95:illostmtcd:  119 pagca
Booze. James Ii. Gray. Macmillan. cloth
$7.95: illustrated;  243 pages.
Both Bdes Now: A 25 year encoonta  with
Arabs and Israelis. Reuben Slonim.  Clxkc
Irwin. cloth S7..SO;  illustrated; 176 pages.
At The Bottom & The Dark. I(ry  Smith.
Addleheed.  paper S?.OD; 48 pages.
Bread Ousts  And Glass. Pclcr  Stcvcns.
Fiddlchsad. p’dper $2.50; 56 pages.
Breaklhmo~.  l-1:. Asblcy dr N.M. Ashworth.
McClelland sod Stewart. paper  $3.50; 256
pws.

Bdef Eveninglo  ACatholic  Hospital & Othes
Poems. Don Poison.  Fiddlehead. paper - :
50 psgr
Em& Buckler. Gn~tny  M. Cook. McGmw-
Hill Ryerson.  paper $3.25: 145 pa%%
Buildlog  With Log. 8. AUan Meokte.  Selt-
published. paper 55.00; illustrated; 60 pabes.
The Bonkhoorc  Mao. Edmund Bradwin
Univ. of Toronto Press. paper $3.50;  249
PpgeJ.
Caneda 1972 (Eo.#sb Edition). Year Sock
Division, Statistics  Canada paper S150;
illustrated; 336 paps.
anads And IIte Caoadiin  Question. Gold-
win Smith (Edited Nlchael  Smith). Univ. of
Toronto Press. cloth $1250; paper $3.50;
236 pa@%
CoMda  And 2% US& a bsck~ond  book
about intetnrlconflict&the  newnationalism.
Richard J. Walton. Parents’ Magszine Press.
paper - ; 244 pqes.
Cmada  In sIblow:  a journey  fmm coast to
coast in words and pictures. Text by Val
Clery.  Houoslmv  Press. cloth S-5.95;  illor
tratcd; 80 pages.
Canada In  Qowtlon:  Fedenlism  in the
Seventies. D.Y. SmRey.  McGnwHUI Ryes-
so”. paper $3.75; 190 pc@s.
Canada’rWater  For Sale? Richard C. Bockily.
James  Lewis and Samuel. cloth 56.95; 200
PPBes.
Caoadiao  Annual Review  For 1970. Editor
John Saywell. Univ. of mmnto PRB. cloth
S30.00; illustrated; 618 pgos.
The Ceoadien  Condominium: Domestic Is-
sues 81 external policy. Thomas  A. Hockin
and others.  McClelland and Stewart. paper
S4.9% 176 pqtes.
Canadian Foreign Policy: Gptiins and per-
spectiis.  D. C. Thomson & R. F. Swenson.
McGraw-Hill Rycrson.  paper $3.75; 170
pws.
Cansdirn  Pmviincirl  Politics: The party  syb
terns  of ihe ten provinces_  Edited by Martin
Robin. Prentice-Hall. psper $4.95; cloth
$6.95; 318 pager.
The Canadian  Soclsl  lnheritaner  Jack A.
Blyth.  Copp Clark. paper $5.00; illostrate~
40s pqw.
Qnoei & Qnoeingz  A bibliigmphy. P’
ogmphicd  Services Division, Saskatcl
Provincial Library. paper  - : 43 paw
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Qpa  BretonHarbour.  Edna Staebler.  YcCleG
land and Stcsarl.  paper  $5.95; cloth $89J;
176 pager.
t&tier’s Hochelaga  And The Dawson  Site.
James F. Rrndergast & Bruce G. Trigger
McGill-Queen’s Univ. Press. cloth SZS.OR
ilB*Nted:  388 pages.
Castings. Elizabeth Joncs. Fiddlehead. paper
51.00-52  pager.
Cat Harbour: A Newfoundland fllhiig set-
tlement. James C. Faris. Institute of Social
and Economic Research. Memorial Univ. of
NwToundland.  cloth - ; 176 pqec.
‘II%  Chains  of Lilliput.  F r e d  Cogswell.
Fiddlehad. paper  sW.50;  32 pages.
Champagne Is Far Breakfast. George Babt.
ncs press. cloth $6.95; illushated;  271 pager.
Charlie Farquharson’s  History Of -da.
Don Harron. McGraw-Hill Ryerson.  cloth
595:  illustrated; 132 page*.
Chicfly hdial.  Henry Pennier.  Gwdonaki.
prpcr  S2.95: 130 pager.
A Choice Of Futures: The report of the
Wxtb Commission  on educaiional  pkmnlng
in Alberta. Hurtig.  paper $6.00: illustrated;

:2t%%:  Guide To Air I’oSutlon:  Envimn-
mental damage & mnbol in Canada. David
V. Bates. McGiUQueen’a  Univ. Press. paper
x2.95:  ClOtb ss.00;  140 pages.
A Cittien’s  Guide To C5ty Politics James
Lodmrr. James Lewis and Samuel. paper
S3.95; illustrated; 216 pagss.
The City: AtlackJng  wdern myths. Edited
by A,.,,, Powell.  McClelland and Stewart.
prpcr  53.95: 271 pager.
sty  Lib. Stephen Clsrkson. Hakkert. paper
S3.50; illustrated: 227 pages.

Ths Clam Made A Face a play. Eric Niiol.
new preds/Firebmnd  Press. paper $1.25;
36patw.
CollectedPoemsz  llm Wo Seasons.  Domthy
Livesay. McGraw-Hill Ryenon.  paper E6.50;
cloth $14.95; 368 page%
The colour  Of Canada  (Revised editkan).
Text by- HII&  MacLennan.  McClelland and
stewart. cloth $5.95; illustrated: 126 pages
Cummunity  In C&Jr FrenchX?madbn  na
tionalism  In pmpect@?.  Richard Jones.
AfcClelland  and Stewart.  paper  $2.50;  192
PagEl.
A Complete Guide To’Qochet  Siitches.
Mary M. Dawmt. Getwal. paper $1.98;
illustrated; 125 page*.
Caporate  Canad% 14 probes  into the work-
ing of a branch-plant economy. Edited  by
Mark Stamwb 8 Rae Murphy. A Last Post
swiat.  JamesLewis. Samuel. paper  $1.95;
156 pages.
ll~e  Cow Jumped Over The Moon: Ihe
wiling  and rem&g of pocky. Eatle Btiy.
Halt Rinehart WlluWn. paper  52.95; 112
pa=.
Cm.ftm,tawCtient  Conbactx  IntWp&llpl
rekdions  in a NewFoundland ftiing can-
mu&y. Louis I. Chimamonte.  Institute of
Social&Economic Resarch,  Memorial Univ.
of Newfowtdland.  cloth - ; 62 puts.
0&tva Clads: A biiuaphii dictionnty
of2Othanturyc~tiveQpuformingartistr.
Volume 1. Univ:  of Toronto Press. cloth
$15.00; 310 pager.
Creativity And Education.  Hugh Lptt~n.
General. paper 92.7o;.l32  paser.
Crc,W3untsy.  Hugh MacLennan. Hurtii.
cloth $535; 172 pages.

tilturs And Nationality. A. G. Bailey.
McClelland and Stewart. paper S4.50; 224
PPS.
Dance  lb Tlt~ha  Anthill. Geoft%ey B. Riiden-
hougb. Discovery Press.  cloth S59S; 114

%%a Davies In Early Canada. Edited and
introduced by R. Ii. Hubbard.  Oberon.
cloth $9.95; illustrated: unnumbered pages.
llte Days Of The whlb Sun.. . Mary  TaYlOI
Vida.  Fiddlehead, paper - ; 32 paws.
Death Of A Legend. Henk W. Hoppenec.
Copp Clark. paper $2.95; illurtmted;  102

%%aUt Of Hockey. Bruce  Kidd &John
McFadsne.  new prerr  cloth 55.95;  169
pages.
The Davil’r Butkr. Simms Jiolt. McCkUand
and Stowart. cloth $6.95; 116 p18e’.
The Devil Wore  An Angel’s Suit. Barry
Cbamish. Split Lea1 Publishing House.
paper - ; 138 pages.
Chade.s Dickens - Radical Moralist. Joseph
Gold.  Cow Clark.  cloth 37.50: 279 cues.
Dictioruim  Ftan@is Dictionary. Arthur
Prewst.  RAnglaii.  paper $2.00; 238 paw.
Dictinary Of Canadian  Biqaphy:  Volume
X, 1871-1880.  Univ. of Toronto Press. cloth
$20.00; 823 pager.
D&tory & Almanac of Canada 1 9 7 2 .

Various. Cnrpur.  cloth 518.95; 900 pagea.
Dc.n’tTmchlhIhaL  John Bisz.nberg&  Gatland
MacQueen.  Paperjjlckr.  paper $1.25; 104
pa&s.
Llmwings.  Gall GeltIter.  CuetiUa Press. paper
$10.00; unnumbered Faga
A Dream Of Naked Women. Bryan Carson.
paper - ; 82 pager.

New Canadian Titles From Scholastic

COPPER SUNRISE by Bryan Buchan
Age level IO-16
A powerful historical novel of the friendship between a white
and an Indian boy and of their tragic attempt to stave off a
massacre. “Never have I se& young people so profoundly
afiected  by,a book.. . The storyteller’s grace and compassion
did not aim their tears to the maudlin but to.a reality of cruelty
side by s/de with nobility” - R. Adolph-Rosenzweig, Quill  and
Qulre.

STORM OAK by And&e Maillet

The English translation of an enchanting mediaeval  fantasy
from the pen of one of French Canada’s most distinguished
writers. A rare and beautiful Canadian example of folklore in
the European tradltion.

For a complete list and discount schedule of these and o
great paperback books, write and ask for the Starllne  C
logue from: Scholastic Publications, 123 Newkirk  Ro
Richmond Hill Ontario.
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Tha Eastem  Fanther:  A question of survival.
Bruce S. \Vright.  Clarke Irwin.  cloth $6.50;
illustrated; 180 pages.
Economic Thbxking  & Poltutton  Roblems.
Edited by D.A.L. AuM.  Univ. OF Tomnlo
Preu.paper $2.75; 184 pages.
Ei@tMore CanadimPoets.  Eli Mandel.  Hott.
Rmehut and Winston. paper  S2.z 88
pw=
EnglishCuadiin  Literature: Astudent guide
aud annotated bibliography. R. G. Moyles
aud  Cathtine Sfemans. T h e  Atbabuscan
Publishing Cu. paper - : 44 pages.
Emerging Party Politics In Urban Cruxada.
J. K. Masson  & James Anderson. McClelland
aud Stewut. paper  $395:  212 pages.
Everything You Should Know About  Drugs
And The Canadiin  Sxne. Sheila Gormley.
Greywood.  paper 51.25: 186 pays.
Face  Tu Face: Conversations behveen  S&n-
ge Chaput Rultand  and  Gertrude  Laing.  new
press. cloth $6.50; 152 pages.
The Family Mytb. Howard H. Irving. Copp
Clark. paper - : 114 pages.
The Pinanckd  System Of Canudr:  Jtsgmwth
and dewlupment.  E. P. Neufeld.  MacmlUan.
cloth  $20.00; 645 pages.
PWii  Ovmership. Malcolm Levi,,  a n d
Christine Sylvester. Paperjacks.  puper $1.25:
109 pages.
Formentem. Roy MacSkiiming.  new press.
paper  S2.95: cloth $7.95; 187 pages.
Forum: Canadim  LiFe And  letters  192070.
Edited I. L. Gmnatstein  & Peter Stevens.
pspct  S5.95 to Dec. 31st; S7.50  after;
431 pager.
They Founded Canada. Stanley B. Ryenon.
Progress  Books. paper  53.95: cloth $7.95;
illustrated; 358 pages.
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A very readable.  often  Shrewd,  llb¶mw
appily  unacademic a-ment of tin
iction  written by women, From Jam
iwten to Virginia  Wo.olF.” . . . Alla
tunro. A remarkable llterw achiwa
lent. This fas&mtlng,  intelligent am
ighty readable study is particularly rele
ant today. Beglnning  with the late 18tt
entuw  awakening of women mirront
I the writings of Mary Wollstoncmft
ane Austin, end the Bmnte Stem
bnadian  author Lawrenca

!riten iike Katherine Mansfield,
18 La Roshe, and Virginia Woolf. P
mutiful and timely book. $8.9f

Four Deendesz llu? Canadian  Gmup OF
pabttersandtbetrcontemporariea  1930197Q
Paul Duval. Clarke Irwin. cloth $24.95;
illustrated; 192 pages.
Ihe Putwe OF Cbnadinn  Cttier. B o y c e
RichudWm.  new press. cloth 57.95; 256
pw*.
CanldtPn  Army. Rou Munm.  Hurttg.  cloth
$8.95: illustrated; 417 pages.

‘Ghost Paddle: A North- Indian Tale.
James Hwstun. Longman.  cloth S4.95;
itlustmted;  64 pages.
Medlaewl  Sticture: Tbe  Gothic V a u l t .
James H. Ackmd.  Univ. of Toronto Press.
cloth 525.00; illustrated: 254 pages.
The Oourmet’s  Nab. Sondrs Gottliib.
new press. cloth S7.95; 290 pages.
Gmrr  Rayond  Tblhs Mountnina.  Richmond P.
Hobsuu Jr. McClelland and Stewart. cloth
$6.95;  256 pass.
G r a v e s  Without  tisses. Awed  Viirlai$
Clarke Innrin. ctoth 89.50; 428 pages.
Great Leader OF The  Ojibway: Mtu,quuna-
queb. Jamu Red&&McClelland  and Stewart.
cloth $7.95; illustrated; 127 pgar.
Greenpeaer  RobertKezierediRobertHunter.
McClelland and Stewart. paper $4.95; il-
lustmtcd;  uumunbcred  pages.
Gwendolyn MaclJwn.  CBC Learning Sye
terns.  LP Album S5.00.
Hi&deal Documents OF Cdnada:  Vol. V.
Tbeartsofwrran~puee  1814-1915.Edited
b$6Cgcey.  Macmillan. cloth $18.75;

A Histo& OF The Toronto Islands. By
Sludents  OF Tomuto  Island School. The
Coach House Press. ~auer  S2.00~ illustrated:
unnumbered *es. - -
Huckey In My Blood. Johnny Bucyk.
McGraw-Hill Ryerron.  cloth $6.9J:  illustm-
ted; 177 paps.
Huckey Is My LtFe.  Phil Esposito with C.
Eskenazi. McClelland and StewaL cloth
S6.75; illustrated; - pages.
Hockey Nfft In ?dusmw.  Jack Ludwig.
Drawiu@by  Aislii. McClelland and  StewrI.
cloth  $6.95: illustrated:  184 pager.
Hockey  Showdown: The Canada-Russia
Hockey  B&s. Harry Siiden. Doubleday.
paper $3.95;  duth $6.95; illustrated;  126
p%w.
Homesteader: A prairie  boyhoud  recalled.
Jumu M; Minitie.  Macmillan. cloth $9.95:
222 pages.
Humsbimn  Poems. Al Purdy.  The Cmsslng
Ress. paper $1.25; unnumbered paged.
Incisions. Robert Flanagan. Anansi.  paper
S2.75;doth  S75io;  82 pages.
Inventmy  OF Reteach In Pmpess In l%o
Humanities (1972). Humanities Research
~X~~nctl  of Canada. paper - ; 72 pages.
Kayak Sickness. Debor&  EibcL Sono  Nis
P&s. cloth - ; 61 pages.
Labuur  Emnomicr In Canada  FZnd RditionL
SylvlaOstry’&Mahmoad  A. Za‘idi.  Macmillan.
cloth 59.95; 354 pages.
The Land OFls. John Mllh.  Ubcmn.  paper - ;
189 me*.
Lsuguages  In Conflict.  Richard 1: Joy.
McClelland and Stewart:  paper S2.50: 139. .
pages.
The  Last  Forty Yean:  The Union 0F 1841
t0 Confederation. J. C. Denl.  McClelland
and Stewart. paper 54.50;  306 pages.
The Last  War  Drum. Dcsmond Morton.
Hakkert. cloth $9.00; illustrated; 193 pagcs.
The Law And The Putlw Paula Boume  and
John Elsenberg.  Paperjacks. paper $1.25;
111 paw.

Lies. John Newlove. McClelland and Stewart.
doth $4.95; 94 pages. ,
M y  Life As A RosbBrusted Grosbeak.
Stuart Tmeman. McCleUand  and Stewart.
cloth $5.95; illustrated; 128 paps.
Ihe Limits OFsPnity.  Larry  Still. McClelland
and Stewart. cloth $5.95; 190 pages.
The Log-tie: The adventures OF a great
sdllng  captain.  Jessie L. Bcattic. McClelland
and Stewart. cloth 57.95; 179 pages.
The Lonely Land. Siiurd  F. Olson.  ?&Cl&
land and Stewart. cloth S6.95; 274 pages.
Louder Voices: lbc cmporate  welFare  bums.
David Lewis. James &is and Samuel.
papw Sl.95; 118 pages.
Your Loving Anna: Lattem Fmm the Ontario
Fattier. Louis Thy.  Univ. of Tomnto Press.
cloth $7.50; illustrated; 120 pages.
The MncKenzle-Pnpinenu  Battalion. Victor
Hoar: Pmgreu Buoks.clotb  84.95; 285 pages.
Make Your Money Grew. Ray Magladry.
Nclsun. paper 12.95;cloth  S7.95; 160 pages.
The Mauipuhtor. Blance  Howard. McClelland
and Stewart. cloth $7.95; 301 pager.
The Martyolo8y  Books I Q Il. bp nichol.
‘lbe Coach House Press. paper $6.00: un-
numbered pages.
Masks OF Childhood. James Reaucv.  edlted
by Brian Parker. new press. pape-r-$3.00;
cloth $9.00. 292 pages.
The Men In llte Nets. Jim Hunt. McGraw
Hill  Rycrson. cloth - ; illustrated; 145 pages.
A Mug  Of Bcaty  Tea. Hal Conmy. Paperjack.
paper $1.25: illustrated; 123 pagea.
Newkandtand  pirhermen  In The Age OF
Indusky:  A sociology OF economic dualism.
Ottar Bra.  Institute OF Sodal  & Rconumic
Research, Memorial Univ. OF Newfoundland.
ctoth-;113pages.
Newfoundland: a pictorial biiry 1497-1887.
Chad&s  P. de Volpi. Lougman. cloth S24.95:
181 pages.
A New Theory OF Value: The Canrdfan
Economics OF H.A. buds.  Robin  Netll.  Univ.
oFToronto Prw. paper  $3.50; 159 pages.
The Niit Unstunes.  George Ellenbogen.
Idenlity  Press. cloth S4.50; paper $2.25;
illustrated:  67 pages.
North  Attantlc  Fisbemmm Anthmpologkal
essays on modem Ftuhbtg.  Edited by Raoul
Audersun  % Cat0 \VadeL  Institute OFSocial
and Economic  Rewuch,  Memorial Univ. OF

Newfoundland. cloth - ; 174 pagea
Northern Bliehtsz More tbnn %~yolle needs
tu ~ow&uii Canadiin  p&big&d  poetq
Mary Ceggle  & Peter\VhaUey.  Upbank Press.
paper  - : illustrated; 50 pages.
The Nude In Canadian Pxbtting, Jermld
Munis.  new press. cloth $10.00; illustrated;
89 pages.
One huttry  Or Two.  Edited R. M. Bums.
McGill-Queen’s Univ. Press. cloth $7.50:
287 pages.
The Pareni As Teacher: A gufde For parents
OF dill&en with learning diFFlc.ulties. D. H.
Stutt. new press. cloth $7.95: paper S2.50;
138 pages.
Pa.%es  & Other Poems.  Eugene McNaman~.
Sono Nis Press.  cloth $6.95; 91 pages.
Pafmns  & Brokers In The East Aretic.
Edited by Robert Paine. Institute of So&l
and Economic Research, Memorial Univ. qr
Newfoundland. cloth - : 111 pages.
People And Pelts: Selected papers,
North American Fur Trade Cbn$
Edited by Malvina  Bolus.  Peguis.  ct
illustrated; 116 pages.
People  In Books: A bibliogmpf
o8saphic  Services  Divlslon, Sash
Provincial Library. paper - ; 206 1
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Mari: Naplcr.  hloZX&md and Stewarl. paper
$3.95: 299 paw.
P7ayhtg  Tite  shots At Both Ends: Thlha  story
of Ken and mve Dry&n. Jim Hunt. McGraw
Hill Ryenon.  cloth - : illustrated; 155 page%
The Politics OfChaos: Osnada  in the Tltkties.
H. Blrit Neatby. Macmillan. papa S3.95;
cloth’ S10.00:  illustrated: 196 paps.
Portneuf  Pottety And other Early  Wug
R. W. Finhyson.  Lon@ttan.  cloth 324.95;
illustmled; 134 pages.
A Postage Stamp History  Of Cam%!%  Victor
Sexy. McGrw-Hill  Rycrson.  cloth  $6 .95;
illustrated, 168 pager.
Pmvm Under Conw:  TJm complere bead-
book fm drivers.  Minis(ry  of Transportation
and Communications Ontario. McClelland
and Stewart. cloth $595:  illustrated; 255

Et: Play: Tile  story  of the  Maple  Lafs.
Copp Clark. cloth 31.95; illustmted: 212
pqe2’.
The Rime Ministers Of Canada. John
McCmmbir.  Schohstie  Tab. paper 6%;  il-
lustrated; 108 pages.
Quebec labour:  The CN27J  y&e&y  ad
today. Annon.  Black Rose Press. paper  $2.95;
cloth 57.95: illustrated; 223 pages.
The Rapids: ‘Ihe hemlc age of ‘Canadiin’
cntermira  Alan  Sullivan. Univ. of Toronto
P&paper  S3.95; 263 pages.
Bat Rive hpper. Thomas P. Kellw.  Pwr-
jack. paper s1.50;  141 pages.
Rdfy And The3fre.  Naim Eattan.  Anand.
cloth S6.50; 142 pws.
llte Reamers  Cat Club Blues Band Stow.
To”, Osborne.  Prtlp.  paper  - ; i8”strat&
70 plgzer.
A Rekena  Guide To E&h,  American
and Calndian  Litentire.  Inglis  F. Bell  and
Jennifer Gallup.  Univ. of B.C. Press. paw
s3.5o:doth  $7.00; 139 pages.
La& Riel: a bibliography. Bibliographic
Services  Division. Saskatchewan Rovbtcial
Library. papa - i 66 pages.
RirhtsOfYouth.hlalcolm  Lrtin&Cbrktins
Sylvester. Papeljrcks. paper $1.25: 105 pa@
Robber’s Roost. Carl  Barton. Holt.  RinellPrl
and Wlnstoa  cloth - ; 142 pa8es.

Nelson. paper $2.50; illustrated: 123 p’dw.
Run Indian Run: The stay of Siimt GUI+
an-noo‘ Thomas P. Ke8e.y.  Paperjack. paper
$1.50;  144pages.
Running%wds  Lie. L&a  Hobbs. McGraw-
Hill Ryerson.  cloth S59$147  pa@.
The Rush Fox Spoilr:  The Bmpany Rovinee,
1871-1933. Martin  Robin. McClelland and
Stewart. paper 5595; 318 pagsr.
You C a n ’ t  Get There From Here.  HugIt
Hood. Oberon. papw - : 202 pages.
Saskatchewan Homecoming: A bibliography.
Bibliographic  Sonices  Dlvisioiion.  Saskltehe-
wan Provincial Library. papa  - ; 40 pagea.
Scam. Robert  Harlow.  Sono NisPress.  cloth
39.95; 307 paps.
Scienes And P&ii In Canada. G. Bruce
D~sm. McGXlQuesn’s  Univ .  Plea cl&
$12.50; 238 pages.
Secret lnlhs  Stialakum  Wild. Chdstie Hat&.
McClelland and Stewart. cloth SS.SO;illustra-
ted; 186 pager.
‘Jlw Senselur  Sacritice:,  A Black Papa  on
medkine. Heward Grafftey.  McCkJland  and
Stewart. cloth $6.95; 166 pages.
Sense Or Nonsense:  Cnntemporaryeducation
atibecrassmadb Bert CaseDilh. McClelland
and stewart. ClotIt  57.95; 190 pages.
Sbmuckr. Seymour Blicker. McClelland and
Stewart. cloth  $5.95; 128 pages.
In Sickness And In Health:  Reelections on
the medical pmfession.  Earle  P. Scarlett,
M.D. McClelland and  Stewart. cloth 510.00;
258 pages.
ASmall  AndChumbtgWortd.  John Frederic
Gibson.  Collins. cloth $695; 221 pa,w.
The So&l  Punctlons Of Radii In A Com-
muniiy Emergency. Benjamln  D. Singer  and
Lyndray Green. Copp Clark.  paper - ; illw
waled; 49 pages.
So&I  Psychology: The Canadian Conlat.
Edited by J.W. Berry & GJ.S. Wilde..
McClelland and Stewart. paper  $5.95; 377
pages.
SmtgsOfTbheDt’eamPwple.  JamesHouSton.
langman. cloth $6.95;illurk4ed:  83 pa@%
stlll A Nchol: The best of Eric  Nichol.
McGraw-Hill Rysrson.  cloth - ; 232 page%

The &htgblg Headhunter.  David Eva&r.
November House. cloth $6.95; 99 Pager.
‘Jlteme  And Vtitlons  Far Sounding Bras.
Ralph Gustafmn.  SeIf+ublished.  paper  $l.OU
pages unnumbered.
‘“we’s A Sal In My Sleeping  Ba& L,‘n
Hancock.  Collins.  cloth $6.95; illustrated;
292 pqes.
“They Got To pind  Me Guilty Yet”. T. P.
Slattery. Macmillan. cloth 510.00;  384 pages
The ‘Kde Of Rmpire. Gerald S. Graham.
McGillQueen’s  Univ. Press. cloth $6.50;
108 PBw.
Tmvnto For S11e: l’lu destruction of P cltv.
David Lewis Stein. new press. paper $1.65:
137 pages.
lhnnpets  Of Dawn. Ruby 1. Kiiwood.
vantage. cloth 55.95; 209 pages.
To Under&and Jmvsz  A people,  a c~lttwei  a
,eligion.  Smart H. Rosenberg. Paperjacks
paper 81.25: 159 pages.
Up A@&  City Hall. John SeweU. James
Lewis and Samuel. paper $2.95: 176 pages.
Urban Development In Soulh-Central  On-
tario. Jacob Spelt. McClelland and Stewart.
paper $3.95; 296 pages.
Watchers At The Pond. Franklin Rttssell.
McClelland and Stewart. cloth $6.95; 265

%%  Bskimo:  a novel of Labrador. Harold
Hawood.  Doubleday. cloth $5.95: 228page.
Wild Drums  Tales % Legends  of the Plaiis
htdiins.  Alex  Gtisdale  as told to N a n
Shipley. P&s.  cloth $495; illustrated:
78 pager.
With Wolfe To Quebec. Oliver Water.
Cnllinq.  cloth $8.95;  illustrated; 224 pages.
A Woman In A Man’s World. l’lterese  F.
Carprain.  McClelland and Stewart. clotb
$7.95; 192 pws.
Working  Papers On Canadian P$Itla. John
Meisel.  McGlII-Queen’s  Univ. Press. paper  i
$6.00; 220 page&
The World Of McNalb:  A decade of bistorv
by P great Cmtadimi carloonisL  Montreil
~tar/Musson.  paper $5.95; illustrated; 398
pow.
&ch. John Craig. Longman.  cloth $6.95;
254 pages.

Yes. I wish to subscribe to BOOKS IN CANADA. .
I enclose $9.95 for one year’s subscription.
Name

Cily

Make chequw  payable to:
Zone P&ktCd

Canadian Review of Books Limited, 6 CharlesStreet  East, Toronto 5, Ontario.
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Cartoonist Aislin, at his free- I

wheeling best, wields his pen like
a high stick, sometimes like an

Ludwig and Aislin tell it like
nobody else will dare. This is no
play by play. Ludwig on Hockey
Canada, the Russians, the fans, and elbow, but always connects.
the bruises to our national pride
which didn’t quite heal with a one
goal victory.

$6.95

McClelland and Slewarl  Limited The Gmadinn  Publishers

“. --

.:.

-Y-.

HOCKIEY Bobby Orr and & Big Bad BruinslSlan  Fischler 6.75

is Mln ‘life Dodd, Mead % Company (Canada) ibnited

Hail%s osito with
Gerald  skrmazi%

GoallenderlCrrry  Chrrvm  &S
McClelland and Stewart Limited The  Canndim  Pnblisbcrr

A great book abo:t a man who
looked good even before the
Canada-Russia SeriesJhe
complete Esposito story for the
complete hockey fan.

High SIickl Ted Green 6.75
Dodd, Mead 8 Company (Canada) Limited

Play the ManlgrrrdPark  7.95
Dodd, Mead  k Company (Canada) Limited

Don’t miss the Esposito side of the
Canada-Russia confrontation -ant
exciting chapter in one exciting
b o o k .
Dodd, Mead&Company (Canada) Limited

$5.95

At all good book stores everywhere ,;.



FOR MORE THAN a year Boo/s hr Carrado has been trying to help you. as a
reader, keep informed about new Canadian books and choose the books
that might interest you. Now it is.rour turn to help us a little.

As part of Canada’s contribution to International Book Year (which is
organized by UNESCO to foster the writing. publishing, distribution and
reading of books throughout the world). we have been granted funds by
the federal government to conduct a readers’ survey. We want to find out
how well your needs as a reader are being served by booksellers. librarians.
publishers, and writers in Canada. And how well our magazine serves you.

The favour we’re asking you is that you take a little time off to complete
the following questionnaire. Try to answer each of the questions as fully
as you can. But don’t be put off if you find them  are some questions you
just cannot answer. Answer what you can. and mail the questionnaire back
to us.

When all the returns are in. and have been assessed. we will publish the
results in Books 1~  Chada,  along with specially written features on different
aspects of Canadian writing and the book community.

Help us by sitting down NOW and completing the questionnaire. Your U~IYC~T
are important and could improve the srrvice  you receive as a Canadian reader.
Then mail this back to us at once. The postage is paid.

_.
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1. Please indicate how often you visit your nearest public library and/or
your nearest bookstore. Tick the appropriate box.

Dlorc tl~~n  2-3 time\  Onrc per LF\, thm
0”cc per Per lll”lllh
month nl”“lll

“n&Y  per
nwnlh

(a) How often do you visit
your library? n 0 0 0

(b) How often do you visit
your bookstore? 0 0 0 0

2. Is there a bookstore that sells hardcover books. within easy reach of
your home?

Yes Cl No cl

3. Is there a public library within easy reach of your home?

Yes 0 No Cl

4. Approximately how many books do you read in a year? How many
of these do you buy? Please tick the appropriate box.

One Two 34 S-h 7 UT n,orc

(a) How many books do you
read in a year? 0 0 0 0 0

(b) How many books do you
buy in a year? 0 0 0 0 0

(c) How many books (if any) do you buy through a book club or
society, and which club or society?

Number . . . . . from . . . . . . .

5. (a) What was the last Canadian book you read?
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._.....

(b)Howdidyoulikeit?  . . . . . . . . . . .._......__..._....
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._.........._...
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._...._

(c) Did you buy the book? Or borrow it?
Bought 0 Borrowed 0

6. Name your favourite Canadian author(s). . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7. Roughly how many of the books you read in the past year were
published in Canada?

A b o u t  10% 0 M o r e  than half 0
Less than half 0 Nearly all 0
About  half  0 Don’t know 0

_ c5.
.

8. For each of the following kinds c
(a) whether or not Cagadian w

counlrics.
tb) whether or not rnougli  Can

NOVELS
- POETRY

MYSTERIES/THRILLERS
POLITICS/CURRENT

AFFAIRS
HISTORY
BIOGRAPHIES
CHILDREN’S BOOKS
SPORTS/PASTIMES/

HOBBIES
PERFORMING&GRAPHIC

ARTS I

f c) Have you any other special a
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9. By ticking the appropriate box.
each  of the following statement:

(a) Canadian books cost
too much

(b) More Canadian  writrrs
should be published

IL’) More emphasis should be
put on Canadian writers
in our schools

(d) Canadian publishers do a
good job in supporting
Canadian writers

(e) Canadian public libraries
do not have a wide enough
selection of Canadian
books

(t-l  Booksellers do not display
enough Canadian books

(g) Neither libraries nor
bookstores stock a wide
enough selection of
Canadian books

(11) It is easy to get information
about Canadian books

1.0. Please complete the following:
(a) What I like best about Canaa

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._.

-...- --- .._. .---- .._._- . - .._.
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‘books, would you tell us:
iters a?cas  good as those in other

(h) What I like least ahout  Canadian books is ..................

....... . .............................................

Idiafi books of each kind are being

IS NO Y-ES N O
Cl Cl q

I Cl Cl cr
Cl 0 0
l-0 0 0

I 0 0 0
I 0 0 0
I 0 0 0

I -0 0 0

I 0 0 q

mments? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

please indicate how you feel about

DOIt’

:an books is ..................

...........................

I I. By ticking the appropriate box, please indicate your attitude to the
following features of Books In Canada:

YES NO K%

(a) Do you find the reviews
helpful in choosing books’? u 0 0

(b) Do you find the advrrtisr-
mcnts helpful as a source
of information about new
books? 0 0 0

(cl Would you prefer Books
In Canada to come out
more than once a month? 0 0 0

(d) Would you prefer to buy
Books In Canada at your
hookstore? 0 0 0

12. How well does Books In Canada satisfy your needs as a reader?

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.__..................................................

13. In what ways could we improve Books In Canada?. . . . . .

..__.................................................

..__...__............................................

14. Finally. would you please provide the following details to assist us
in our survey of readers:

(a) SEX: M a l e  0 Female  0

(b) AGE: Under 20 years 0
20-30 years Cl
30-40 years 0
Over 40 years 0

(cl OCCUPATION . . . . . . . .

(d) INCOME: Less than $8.000 per year 0

$8.000-S  16.000 per yrar 0

Over S 16.000 per year q

te) T O W N  & P R O V I N C E  O F  R E S I D E N C E . .  . . . . . . . .

.,.................................. . . . .

--- -- _--_ ._- _.__. .-.- -- _--.-.  ._ :
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PLEASE FOLD ALONG DOTIXD  LINES. STICK DOWN ADHESIVE EDGES. AND MAIL
TO US AT ONCE. THANK YOU.

,________----------_-----------------_

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

No Posoge  Stamp Necessary  if mailed in Canada

# POSTAGE WILL SE PAID BY

Books in Canada
6 Charles Street E.

Toronto M4Y IT2 Ontario

._ - _._______~_..__  ._. _ __


